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EDITOR'S INTRODUCTION

I am extremely proud to report that 1996 has been another year of
accomplishment for CTAM and for your Journal We were very fortunate to
receive, for the second time, the CSCA State Journal Award honoring
excellence in statejournals. Additionally, Gerald Pepper also received a Top
Manuscr^t award for his lead article in the 1995 issue. Congratulations to
Jerry and to allwho assisted with thejournal
This year's journal continues several traditions, including competitive
articles, book reviews,essays on teaching,and a spothght article on "orality"
in the communication classroom Work continues on updating the journal
index, which I hope to have ready for the 1997 convention. Other goals
include getting thejournalinto hbraries,and exploring the possibility ofan on
line edition.

Again,I would like to thank the following people for their he]^: all ofthe
Associate Editors and CTAM officers listed on the first page, my assistants
Erica and Martha,office manager Donna Podratz and her crew, Carley Cutler
who worked with mailings, and ofcourse Cindy Carver and all ofthe SCTA
faculty at Concordia. My thanks to the contributors via advertising,
donations, and dues. Special thanks to Dennis Ringdahl at Richtman's
Printing, who did a finejob again this year. There are many others who work
with the journal, and my thanks goes out to all of you for your support and
ideas. Finally, I would like to thank my wife and fenuly for putting up with
manuscr^ts and disks strung alloverthe house.
CTAM JOURNAL MISSION STATEMENT

[The mission statement was written by Jerry Pepper and adopted by the
CTAMBoard ofGovemors.]

The Communication and Theater Association of Minnesota Journal
(CTAMJ) is the scholarly journal of the Communication and Theater
Association ofMinnesota. It is also an outletfor innovative teaching methods
as well as issues of disc^line-related in^ortance. All theoretical and
methodological approaches are welcome. The CTAMJ encourages
contributions fi"om scholars and practitioners who comprise all segments of
the journal's readersh^, including K-12 educators, graduate school,
community coUege, college and university groups. The journal welcomes
theoreticaland appUed articles and teaching suggestions fi:om both the theater
and communication disc^lines. Allgeneral articles willbe blindlyreviewed by
capable scholars inthe appropriate field.
No work will be accepted or rejected purefy on the basis of its

methodology and/or subject and/or the geograpfficallocation ofthe author(s)
and/or the work affiliation (secondary/college level department, etc.) ofthe
author(s). Author sex,race, ethnic background, etc., are never considered in
making editorial judgments. The demands of the disc^lines of Speech
Communication and Theater are key factors in the editorialjudgments made.

But, when making editorial decisions, all attempts are made to balance these
demands with the needs andinterests ofthejournal's readers.
Thejoumalis guidedbythree key principles;
* TO PROVIDE AN OUTLET FOR THE EXPRESSION OF DIVERSE
IDEAS.

* TO PUBLISH HIGH QUALITY SCHOLARSHIP IN THE DISCI
PLINES OF SPEECH COMMUNICATION AND THEATER

* TO MEET THE JOURNAL-RELATED NEEDS OF CTAM AND ITS
MEMBERS

EDITORIAL POLICY

The Call for Manuscr^ts goes out in the fall ofthe year and the deadline
for submissions is in February ofthe following year. Details ofhow to submit
are giveninthe Callwhich is sentto allmembers,departments,and announced
in SPECTRA. Book review ideas should be queried with the editor in advance
of the submission date. Articles are read anonymousfy by two Associate
Editors. All author identification markings are removed fiomthe articles and
no editor reads the work ofa colleague. Associate Editors may submit articles
to thejournal,buttheir work must go throughthe process ofblind review,just
as any other submitter. The Journal Editor facilitates the process and makes
final decisions based on the Associate Editors' recommendations and

comments. Ifthere are any questions aboutthe process,please direct them to
the JoumalEditor.

Women in British Broadcasting:
An Examination ofPerceived Opportunities and Constraints

Rebecca Ann Lind, University ofIllinois at Chicago
(currently at thie University ofMinnesota)
Introduction

The British broadcasting industry has often been held up as a model to
which other broadcasting systems might aspire. But how well are the BBC
and the independent (ie., commercial) broadcasters doing in the difficult
process of integrating women into an industry that has traditionally been a
male stronghold?

This research investigates perceived opportunities and constraints facing
women in British broadcasting. It is importantfor three reasons. First, it adds
to an established body ofresearch on equalopportunitiesfor women and other
minorities (I consider women a minority, even though they are a numerical
majority of the British population [Cashmore, 1989], because they are a
minority in terms ofpower, industry, politics, etc.). Second, declining birth
rates, particularly among the upper and middle classes, are expected to result
in a shortage ofthe "white, anglo-saxon,'Oxbridge-educated male" who has

traditional^ held positions of power. Many people fear that unless
non-traditionallabor pools are tapped,there willnot be a sufficient talent base

ftom which to fill key positions in British industry. (This is a widespread
phenomenon; see Lethbridge, 1989; McRae, 1990a; McRae, 1990b;
Bergmann, 1986.) Finally, this research encourages evaluation ofprograms
intended to increase female involvement in broadcasting By studying
perceived opportunities and constraints,we can infer the degree to which such
programs have been effective. Aninvestigation ofthese programs is important
at this time since efforts are now xmderway to provide equal opportunities for
racial, ethmc,and other minorities. Ifthe same or similar techniques are to be
utilized,a study oftheir overall effectiveness is certainlyin order,
Literature Review

The literature on women in media has general^ taken one oftwo paths:
addressing either the portrayal or the employment of women. Some works,
such as the two Window Dressing on the Set Reports(U.S. Commission on
CivilRights, 1979;1977)have attenq)tedto do both. However,these reports
dealwith U.S.media,andIhave discovered no conq)arable British sources.
According to Gallagher, it is important to study both the depiction of
women and the patterns oftheir errq)loyment. In 1981, Gallagher contrasted
the small amount of information about women's employment to the

"fest-growing body ofresearch into the portrayal ofwomen in the media" (p.
86). In her work, Gallagher provides much information on the role ofwomen
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in a world-wide broadcasting industry. In a study for UNESCO(1981),she
discussed societal patterns of female enq)loyment in general, as well as
media-specific patterns. She found that there was occupational,vertical, and
horizontalsegregation ofwomenin media occupations.In a later study for the
Commission ofthe European Communities(1987),the proportion ofwomen
inthe television workforce again was broken down horizontally and vertically.
She also discussed training, pohcies, and positive action programs, which
spoke directly to the possibility for creating opportunities for women to enter
and advance within the television industry.

The ACTT (1975) study of employment patterns of women in British
media was one of the first to study the lack of opportunities for female
technicians in broadcasting. Neylin(1988)provides a concise history ofthe
events following the ACTT report, profiliig female television technicians in
London, and addressing both the number of women enq)loyees and the
programs designed to encourage female participation in this area.
Additionally, a series of efforts by various researchers (Fogarty et al, 1981;

Fogarty et al, 1971; Robarts, 1981, Sims, 1985)indicate "there are certain
jobs which are dominated by women, and certain jobs filled only by men"

(Robarts, 1981,p. iii). Males dominatedtechnical/production categories and
upper management. Females dominated secretarial/clerical positions, and
production assistant,costuming,and makeup artist classifications.
Using more qualitative techniques, Baehr and colleagues (Baehr, 1981;
1980; Baehr & Ryan, 1984; Baehr & Dyer, 1987) have provided useful
analyses of women's enq)loyment in British broadcasting. Baehr & Ryan
(1984)chronicled the e7q)eriences ofafemale radio producer. They discussed
the station's history, and some of the problems and successes that were
encountered while attenq)tmg to provide"positive action"for women.
Overall, there have been a limited number of studies investigating
women's employment in British broadcasting, and many of these tend to

provide numerical descr^tions of the distribution of wom^ within a
broadcasting organization. This study supplements the existing literature by
providing a qualitative descr^tion of the working environment in which
womenfindthemseK^es.

Methodology

In-depth interviews were conducted with 21 individuals representing
broadcasting industry enq)loyees, broadcasting regulators, and umons. The
interviews utilized a Standard list of questions, but probes and follow-up

questions differed. The interviews, conducted June-July 1990, averaged 45
minutes and ranged from 25 minutes to two hours. All were conducted at the
individual's workplace,audio-taped andtranscribed.
The research utilized the snowball sampling technique. According to

Sudman(1976),this method, often used in the study of elite populations, is
typified by the sample in which addhional respondents are "obtained fiom
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mfomiation provided by initial respondents" (p. 210). In tbis study, initial
contacts were made on the basis of personal recommendation, informal
introduction, or written correspondence. In all cases, contacts were asked to
provide a list ofpotentialinterviewees. These individuals were contacted with
requests for an interview and the names of other likely sources, and the

process continued. The snowball sampling technique does not provide a
representative sample, but this study's goals are exploratory and descr^trve.
The sample contained 19 women and 2 men;ofthese,6 were employed bythe
BBC, 12 by independent broadcasters, sector, 2 by Ireland's RTE,and 1 by
ACTT. Five were radio workers, 7 were television workers, 7 worked at a
corporate level, and 2 worked for the regulatory agency(the IBA,which has
since been replaced with separate radio and television regulatory agencies).
The sample contained 2 news editors, 2 program ofhcers, 4 department
heads/managers, 3 reporter/presenters, 3 equality officers, 3 persoimel
controller/directors, 1 technician trainee, 1 head oftraining, 1 producer and 1
critic.

Results

Before specifying the opportunities and constraints noted by
interviewees,I will introduce the generalthemes that arose in the interviews.
The use ofwhatI call"levels" ofopportunities and constraints is an organizing
scheme,not a formalized coding scheme;it is a means ofmaking sense o^ and
acknowledging the similarities in, a broad group ofinterviewees'perceptions.

The reported opportunities and constraints appear to be offive generaltypes.
Briefly, these are: societal (e.g., the potential impact of "the women's
movement" on perceptions ofappropriate gender roles versus the still-strong
traditional perception of such roles), institutional (e.g. formalized
committees, or educational programs that encourage girls to study math and
science versus those that steer girls away fiom such subjects), organizational
(e.g., programs which improve the status and range of opportunities for
women versus gender-based job classifications open only to mso),physical
(e.g., reduced size and weight ofcameras, etc., versus the beliefthat women

are not physically capable of carrying equ^ment), or individual (e.g., a
woman's assertiveness or goal-directedness versus "the timid woman" or the

woman who works "for pin money" rather than having a career). The results
are organized around these five levels, with opportunities presented before
constraints.

Perceived Opportunities

Societal Level. One ofthe most clear-cut factors that may help women
enter and advance in British broadcasting is the fact that the birthrate in

Britain, particularly among the white middle class, is declining.

A
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bioadcasting regulator con^ared these circumstances to World War n. "The
most important thing is that there's going to be a big need for women's skills,
certainly inthe next decade,anyway, with the demographic shortage ofyoung
people coming into the work force. And it's going to bejust like the Wars,you
know,in that'get women on the buses and in the factories'and in the offices,
and in places where men wouldn't usualty wish to see them. Because there's
going to be an economic need to get women in there." Thus,iffor no reason
more lofly than that of basic stafGng needs, there may soon be marked
opportunitiesfor womenin British broadcasting.
Institutional Level. The British play a major role in the Commission of
die European Communities' Steering Committee for Equal Opportunities in
Broadcasting, which is concerned with equality for all underrepresented
groups. Formed in 1986,the Steering Committee has three main hmctions:
"(1) Exchange of ideas and information on ways to overcome obstacles to
equal opportunities, leading to a series of recommendations on basic
mechanisms to promote equal opportunities, training and career
development, working conditions, attitudes and awareness, recruitment and
selection;(2) Establishment of projects, with the financial support of the
European Commission, aimed at promoting equal opportunities; (3)
Statistical monitoring of employment patterns in broadcasting" (Steering
Committee, 1990, p. 3-4). The Steering Committee should become an
important resource for research and recommendations which willheJ^ gender
equality inthe British and European broadcasting industries.
Organizational Level. One tactic to promote gender equahty in an
organization is to appoint an equality officer. Following the Robarts Report
(1981),Thames Television was the &st British broadcaster to do so, and the
BBC followed five years later. Other broadcasters also have or willsoonhave
equality officers. Another tactic is to create an organizational goal, action
plan, or strategy to create a balanced gender mix. The best ofthese are both
specific and realistic. For exan^le,the BBC's strategyfor reaching its goalof
reflecting the gender con^oshion ofthe U.K. concludes,"To claim that we
willdo this bythe year 2000—thatis of3,900 secretaries and clerks ensure that
2,400 are men(there are currently 11)and of230 AMP's[the top management
grade] ensure that 97 are women (there are currently 22)is unrealistic. As a
first step,therefore,our intermediate aim should be to ensure that we achieve
the ratios for [three key groups]. These are achievable within the aims which
Directorates have set themselves,and will be reviewed in 1996"(BBC,1990,
p.4).

The equality officers mentioned economic and pragmatic reasons for
in:q)lementing equality goals. One said that programs designed to provide
opportunities for women will actually bring the con^any good feedback and
gOod pubhcity. Another said that companies can't afford not to implement
such poHcies: "we're notjust talking about some woolly hberal notion, we're
actually talking about working in a way whichis non-discriminatory so that we
don't end up in an industrialtribunal. Allright, OK,so there are fines,the fines
are modest, but the reputation of[the broadcaster] is in^)aired. Most people
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don't know that they could end up in court on their own, if[the broadcaster]
could show that it had done all it could to educate and train and manage that
particular individual"

Other organizational practices that may foster equal opportunities for
women include short- and long-term training programs. These vary,but their
overallimpact is highly positive. There are training programs forjournalists,
techmcians, secretaries, clerks, managers, etc. Each has a different goal to
provide practical experience to complement college or other training, to
enable a clerical worker to gain skills required for transition to a technical

position,to encourage workers'personal development, or to create a greater
awareness of equality or other issues. Other training opportunities include
"attachments," in which workers can be ten^orarily assigned to a different
department,leamnew skills, andperhaps prove themselves innon-traditional
jobs.

There are also opportunities for members of the general pubhc to be
trained in radio production, presentation, reporting, etc. At least one
independent localradio station in England provides courses designed to meet
the needs ofindustry"outsiders" as wellas members oftheIndependent Radio
Network.

The success of the traming schemes, particularly the longer-term ones,
cannot be ignored. Several women I spoke with hadjoined their respective
organizations as trainees, and have had quite successful careers. Onejoined
the BBC 20 years ago,in the first batch oftraineejournalists. She now leads a
staffofabout 100. Another interviewee also got her start onthenews scheme,

and after 10 years is now responsible for all domestic(ie., not international)
news coverage on BBC TV. A woman in a technical training scheme at

Thames Television said: "I don't think I would have been able to get into
televisionin any other way. I couldnothavejustapphedfor ajob."
Besides training programs, many broadcasters are also affording women
^eater opportunities by creating a flexible working environment^ through
jobshare,flex-time, day-care facihties, maternity/paternity leaves, etc. To the
extent that such flexible arrangements are available,they act as opportunities
to encourage womento remaininthe industry.

Physical Level. Science is responsible for the two main physical
opportunities for women in broadcasting: reliable birth control, and the

miniaturization of equipment. (Child-bearing is distinct ftom child-rearing,

which wift be discussed later.) It is interesting that these physical levei

opporti^ies actually represent the removal of long-standing physical
constraints. "Some things have changed forever," one woman said; "If you
have the capacity to control your biology, so that you don't need to bear
children in a random way, then you own your own destiny. And that has

changed the role and status ofwomen forever." Another ph^icalopportunity
for women is that, given the development ofhghtweight equipment^ the myth
that women cannot haul heavy gear is no longer a logical argument
According to one editor,that "one great excuse is rapidly being eradicated by
clever men...on the outskirts ofTokyo."
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Individual Level. Two main types of individual-level opportunities for
women are encouragement from a supportive superior, and the utilization of
"a different set ofrules". One woman I spoke with described being "pushed"
by her boss; "She suggested thatI go for my presentjob,whichI would never
have apphedfor,becauseIthoughtIhad insufficient experience in that area...
. I would never have put myself forward." An editor said, "A lot of[my
success] was because I worked for at least three very good male bosses who
pushed me, unwillingly, to the next stage." Second, some women see
opportunities just because they are women. As one department head said,
"The advantages are huge! I'm not expected to work by the same rules
because I'm not expected to know the rules. Because I didn't go to those
schools,I don't talk like that,I don't go to the male lavatories. I don't have to
wear the same clothes,I don't have to havethe uniform. The rules ofbehavior,

I'm not expected to know them ...I'm not trapped in the tradition, because
there hasn't,been a tradition ofa lot ofsenior women around."

Perceived Constraints

Societal Level. There are several types of constraints operating at a
societal level First, there are constraints that relate to perceptions and
treatment on a societallevel;second,there are constraints that relate to raising
children. Some constraints involving the perception and treatment ofwomen
result from women's own attitudes. As one woman said, "The danger for

women is that,they sellthemselves too cheap. They're so glad to be accepted
thatthey will work harder andfor less moneythan men."
Constraints of child-rearing take several forms. Some women delay
embarking on a career until their children reach a certain age. As one

department headhead put it, it is very difficult for someone entering the job
market at age 30,who had children when she was 18 and hadn't worked since.
Entering the job market without a work record is not easy, and the skills
involved in coordinating a household and raising a family are not valued.
AJtematively,women who begin careers before having chtldren—or who don't
want ehildren—may find themselves being passed over by employers who
don't want to "take any chances" on an employee who might leave, even

temporarily. As one equality officer said,"Bythe time a woman is old enough

to l^ve gained sufficient working experience to be getting into a position
where she's credible and willbe started to be consideredfor progression,she's

entering those childbearing years. And whilst to some extent it tends to go
underground, in that men don't say 'this is the reason I'm not selecting this
particular one,'it is a consideration to them."

Third,there are those to whom the constraints mean not having children
that otherwise would be desired. One department head said, "I would love
another child. Iflhadanother child it would probably bethe last one we would
have,and I have a secret fentasy that I would have one last baby and actually

stay at home for two years with the child, maybe until he or she was going to
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kindergarten, and I would absolutely love that." However,this woman feels

that to do so would be to relinquishher position. "I don't thiik I could do that,
stay home,and then come back as a senior manager. Because I thmk you get
on a ladder, and that ladder works like an escalator. It progresses up. And if
you step off, you can't go back in at the same level" Fourth, there are those

who argue that women with children are faced with responsibilities that men
with children are not. "Amandoesnothavetheproblemofchildren,"saidone
presenter, "He does not have the problem of running a family because
generally there is a woman to do that." Finally, women with children find it
difficultto attend business-related socialgatherings. As a department head,"I
am asked to so many functions. And they're always at 5:00 or 5:30 in the
evening. They're clearly designed for the busy male executive who will leave
the office a bit early, drop in for a drink, be seen,and go home.And the dinner

is onthetablewhenhe gets inat 7:00 or 7:30. leant do that. I mostly refuse to
go to thosethings. AndI'msure that goes against me."
Institutional Level. Both formal and informal "institutions" operate as
constraints. Oneformalinstitution is the educationalsystem. Several women
said the traditional nature ofBritish education, which distinguishes between
appropriate careers for boys and girls, holds back both sexes from realizing
their frill potential One interviewee, asking for career guidance at Oxford
University, was told not to pursue a broadcasting career because of her
gender. This can make it very difficult for broadcasters who wish to hire
women. As one equahty officer said,"There's still very few women entering
into engineering and technicalareas ofwork,and there's a bigproblemfor us."
It also makes it difficult for young women who wish non- traditional careers.
A broadcasting regulator said,"Your career advice is,'well, you're not clever
enough to go to University, so how about teaching.' I mean,those were the
options thatI got. Yeah,well, you can always go back to teaching, you might
not like it that much,but it's always a good standby.' Well, whatkind ofcareer
advice is that? Nobody said to me,'well, how about broadcasting policy
regulation?"'

A more informalconstraining "institution" is the very strong male network
in the industry. Many people have acknowledged how much like a "men's

club" the industry is, and have noted that women cannot easily become a part
of that club. One woman stressed how alone she felt when she began her
career as the only woman on staff. "One ofthe things Ifound realty isolating
was the factthatItend notto go to the pub as a recreationalthing. I'd probably
go into town for coffee. And so, I continued to do that, when I was first

en^loyed at a radio station. And Ijustfound that Ijust didn't find anybody to
relate to, at all, and, oh,I felt terribly isolated. And I suddenly twigged that
everybody was going out to the pub at lunchtime, and that's where they were
doing the feedback,that's where they were doing the chat about thing. And I
was left out. I mean,as a woman,Inever thought aboutthat. Butthere was no
doubt about it at all. And I was not happy. Ifound Itook a long time to leam
the trade. And it all changed when another womanjoined us." Many womenI
spoke with lamented the lack ofa strong peer group. And many felt they had
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suffered as a result. Another way in which informal(male)networks constrain
women is the word-of-mouth form ofrecruitment used to fill many vacancies.
If women are not active within the networks, it is less likely a woman's name

will spring to mind when a position needs to be filled. One personnel
controller considered this one of the biggest hurdles for women in the
industry.
Another form ofinstitutional constraint resulted from the uncertainty of

the broadcasting environment in Britain. At the time of the interviews, a
broadcasting bill was being debated in Parliament. Allindependent television
broadcasters wouldface open competitionfor their hcenses,withthe hcensing
decision based in part on a monetary bid accon^anying each apphcation.
Broadcasters did not know at the time ofthe interviews whether or not they

would be broadcasting in a year's time. Clearly, when economic survivalis at
stake, attention to more "lofty" goals such as equalopportunities is somewhat

diminished. One woman sai^ "It's been a very difhcult time, really, I mean
ftom the point of view ofjust the company surviving, and in what shape or
form,equalopps has obviouslynothad that high ofa priority inthe last couple
ofyears."(As it turned out, both Thames Television and TV-am, who were
extremely he^fiil in this research, failed to retain their broadcasting
franchises)This uncertainty affected all British broadcasters; the BBC also
faced major fimding and staffcuts.

Organizational cutbacks can present serious setbacks for equahty. If
layoffe are based on seniority, recent hires, including many women hired due
to new opportunities, would be the hardest hit. Seniority is easily apphed and
eliminates unfair dismissals. However,even though it is widely supported by
unions, at least one union officer would like to see it changed. She fevors
consultations between management and union regarding layoffs, and argues
that iflayoffs were spread across all levels ofseniority, some incoming talent
would be protected while at the same time some ofthe more senior people
wouldremain and could continue to serve as mentors.

Organizational Level. Organizationallevel constraints are seen as either
the lack of some desirable attribute, or the presence of some undesirable
attribute. Interviewees mentioned the lack of career guidance, the lack of

management sensitivity, the lack of qualified women to fill certain positions,
and the lack of role models. The lack of career guidance contributed to a

haphazard,non-productive series ofjob transfers, as opposed tojob transfers
that were motivated by the desire to reach a certain post and attain a certain
level within the company. One woman said that ahhou^ there is career
counseling for neither men nor women, women suffer more. The lack of
management sensitivity is most problematic when women are trying to enter a
predominantly male stronghold. One department head said that when women
enter non-traditional areas, "Ifthey come into a department which is totally
male, there are still difficulties, there's no question about that." The lack of
qualified women makes it difficult for those who wish to appoint them
Another department head said, "I have onty one woman correspondent. I
would like to have more women correspondents. It hasn't been possible to
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appoint them. Because there realty haven't been any suitable candidates at all

And I arrived here saying,'right, I am determined to appoint as many women
as I can'. And itjust wasn't available." Additionalty, many women felt the lack

ofstrong role models. One woman said,"You can count them on the fingers
ofone hand."

The organizational aspects that women feel serve as constraints due to
their presence are the need for women to work harder than men and the

perception that part-time workers are only partly committed to theirjobs. The
feeling that women need to work much harder than men is not unique to
broadcasting. Still, it is seen as a powerfiil constraint. As a reporter put it,
women must be twice as good as their male colleagues; however, you can't
whine about it, youjust have to do it.

In addition, many of the positions within the industry are highly
demanding,and there is a perception that unless one is a full-time worker,one
is not fully committed to the organization. Leaving full-time status "can be
seen as a lesser commitment. If you're going to go offand have a baby, and
maybe consider taking a career break, what sort ofdegree ofdedication have
you got to the area you're working in and the people you're working with?"
While equality officers would like to see this percqition altered, many
managers do not. A male personnel director said that it's hard to perceive a
person as wanting to work as much as a promotion needs, when they're onty
willing to work part time. A female editor said that job-sharing "might be
done, but on the whole,I would have thought someone who wanted to be a
correspondent would wantto do it as a fuUtimejob."

Finally, one practice which acts as a constraint is actually meant as an
opportunity. Organizational goals and action plans for equality are not

without controversy. Opponents raise two main points; first, they feel it
doesn't make sense to pass up a well-qualified manfor a less qualified woman,
because they would rather base the hiring decision on who wasthe best person
for thejob at the time;and second,they feelit would encourage doubts about
the women's performance—namely, that they were hired on the basis of
positive discrimination programs rather than their own talents. This might
even cause a woman to wonder about her own qualifications and talents,
thereby setting up a self-fiilfiUing prophecy.
Physical Level. Two main physical constraints have already been
mentioned, and to a certain extent have been counteracted by scientific
advances. However,the very process ofbearing children does constrainthose

women who wish to dp so, and the perception that women can't haul heavy
equ^ment persists in spite of technological advances. The latter of these

concerns is self-evident; regarding the former, an equality officer reluctantly
acknowledged that female contract workers might be well-advised to hide
their pregnancies.

Individual Level. The main types of individual qualities that can
constrain women fi;om reaching their fijU potential in broadcasting are
feelings ofintimidation,lack ofmotivation, and lack ofassertiveness. Several

people mentionedthat women,who must acceptsome ofthe responsibilityfor
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creating their own opportunities, can be intunidated in the face ofthe status

quo. An equahty officer said that women must actually push their waythrou^
the door. However, she acknowledged that "If what you're pushing open
reveals a sea of men, this can be a little intimidating." Overall, a lack of
confidence makes it difficult for women to con^ete effectively with men in a
male-dominated industry. One woman described the lack of women's
motivation as the"Wow"fector: "As a woman you apply for, and you get, a

job as a BBC producer. And you go,'Wow!Wow,I'ma BBC producer!' And
you spend the next five or six years saying that. And ifyou're a man,and you
apply for a job as a BBC producer and you get it you say,'fine, I'm a BBC
producer—Whatamigoing to do next?"'
Discussion and Conclusions

While the opportunities currently in place are indeed hewing women enter
and advance within the British broadcasting industry, there are many

significant forces which counteract those opportunities. Certainly,in^ortant
progress has been made,and that should not be discounted. But until it is no
longer possible to rattle offthe names ofthe women in a certain department,or
at a certain senior level, or filling certain technical positions, women in
broadcasting will remain unique, somehow special, and in a sense separated
ftom the rest of the industry. Women in broadcasting, when they are truly
integrated,willcease to be obvious.

This research investigated the perception ofopportunities and constraints
for women in British broadcasting. The open-ended interview was designed
to allow workers to consider and speak fiom their own experiences.
Interestingly, many of the interviewees echoed similar concerns—concerns
which had long been noted in studies of women in the worlqilace (see, for
example,Bergmann,1986;Bird,1979;Bird,1968). There is,obviously,stilla
strong ideology in the workplace which makes it difficult for women to
succeed.

The interviews on which this study are based reveal that problems for

women in broadcasting have not yet been solved. It may be tempting for
broadcasters to look upon the advances that have been made,consider them
indicators ofat least partial success, and then move onto the next "problem"
In fact, while conducting the interviews on which this study is based,I got a
strong sense that equal opportunities for women was almost passe—it was
equal opportunities for the disabled that was on everybody's mind! However,
more advances for women are required, and the issues need continued
attention. As one equality officer said, part ofher job is to find new ways to

keep the debates going,so that people don't get bored with them and with the
underlying issues. Discussion must continue, "because it is the business of
talking throughthe issues that is the reallearning experience."
Future research efforts could supplement in-depth interviews with survey

questionnaires. A useful survey instrument could tap into a wider range of
respondents'experiences,attitudes, and perceptions. A larger,representative
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saiqple would allow results to be generalized. Ultimately,the use ofa multimethod research technique could Meditate numerous corr^arisons(based on
market size, region, ownersh^, country, etc.) of broadcasters' success in
integrating women into alllevels ofthe workforce. We may think that certain
areas/groups are more or less successM than others, based upon numerical
descriptions, but by using mult^le methodologies(interview and survey)we
may discover whysuch differences exist,how serious they are perceivedto be,
how likely it is for any imbalances to be redressed, and how best to go about
the process of gender integration. Future research could use a similar
methodology to address the factors affecting the degree to which ethnic
minorities, the disabled, etc., have been integrated into the broadcasting
workforce.

Research into the patterns ofemployment ofwomen in broadcasting is at
least as important as research into media portrayalofwomen. Even after years
ofeffort, women are not progressing through all levels ofmanagement. This
was particularly disheartening to the senior women interviewed. As one said,
"I'm looking at the women coming up behind me, and actually there are
relativelyfew ofthem." In general,the interviewees in this study believed that
while some valuable progress has been made,there is stilla long way to go. As
one equality officer said when pondering whether the year 2000 would bring
true gender equality to British broadcasting, "I just somehow can't see it.
There'sjust a gutfeeling that—I don't know,Ijustfeelit won't happen."
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"That Dam Ame": Humorous and Nostalgic Themes
in Attack Political Advertising

Philip Voight, Gustavus Ado^hus College
Jonathan Bruning, Bowling Green State University

John Marty's 1994 gubernatorial campaign in Minnesota inspired many
conq)arisons to Paul Wellstone's race for the U.S. Senate in 1990. Like

Wellstone, Marty was a progressive fiom the hberal wing ofthe DFL party.
Bothfaced popular incumbent opponents who enjoyedjob approvalratings in
the seventy-percent range, and each was limited by insufficient campaign
funding and self-imposed prohibitions against"negative"politicaladvertising.
It is not surprising,therefore,that when the time camefor Marty to attack
Republican Govemor Ame Carlson, he tumed to the same group ofadvisors
who had devised Wellstone's innovative comic media style. For Marty,
however, the strategy would prove disastrous. Where Wellstone had beai

highly praisedfor turning to humor to get his message across,Marty would be
blasted for running "the worst gubematorial canqiaign in Minnesota history"
(Smith 1994, Al).

This paper explores the Marty can^aign as a cautionary note in a recent

trend toward the use ofhumor in political attack messages. We do not argue
that Marty's use of humor cost him the election. In fact, his campaign
demonstrated ineptness in a number ofareas that obviously contributed to his
downfalL Our purpose is to examine the rhetoricalfunctions ofhumorous and

nostalgic themes in political discourse. After examining the role ofhumor and
nostalgia in campaign advertising, we tum our attention to John Marty's ad
"That Dam Ame." While it is impossible to prove that the successful use of
humorous or nostalgic appeals would have salvaged Marty's ill-feted attempt,
we conclude that his loss is nonetheless instmctrve for other political
campaign practitioners, and highlights the importance ofadapting humorous
messages to the unique confines ofindividualraces.

Humorand Nostalgia in PoliticalAdvertisements

The use of humor in debates and political canpaigns is not a new
development. A wide variety ofsocialand politicalfigures have been credited
with using humor effectively against their opponents (Duden 1962; Harris
1964), and more recently, scholars have identified Ronald Reagan's use of

humor as a key ingredient ofhis "great communicator" style(Meyer 1990).
"Political humor," writes Morris Udall, "leavens the public dialogue; it
invigorates the body politic; it uplifts the national spirit ... it is a bridge
between the citizens and their government (Udall 1998, xiii)." A savvy
politician, he argues,"can use humor to disarm his enemies,to rally his allies,
to inform,to rebut,to educate,console and conceive(xv)."
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Candidates obviously use humoi differently,and humor itselfis difficult to
precisely define. In a broad sense, however,two prominent humorous media
styles have emerged.The first,"disparagement media style" achieves its effect
by making the opponentthe butt ofthejoke~ demonstrating the superiority of
both the source and the audience(Leak 1974;KoUer 1988). Although it was
not part of a televised advertisement, Lloyd Bentsen's "Senator, You're no
JFK" remark during the 1988 Vice Presidential debates is perhaps the most
memorable recent example of disparagement humor (Endicott 1988, Al).
Frequently,the humor err^loyed is sufficiently negative intone and substance
that it is not described as"fimny" byjoumalists who cover the can^aign.
Although it has not been widely studied in political contexts, preliminary
research indicates that disparagement humor functions much like standard
negative messages.It fails whenthe source is not viewed as credible,when the
object of ridicule is held in high esteem(Zillman & Cantor 1972; Zillman &
Cantor 1976), or when the humor is viewed as either too harsh or
inappropriate(Zillman 1983;Cartee-Johnson& Copeland 1991;Priest 1966).
Failure involves a greater degree ofrisk than mere non-acceptance, and like
most negative messages, the possibility exists that political disparagement
humor wiU boomerang back on the source, and actually aid the opposing
candidate.

A second humorous media style en^loys a gentler, less strident form of
humor that mildly chides the opposition. As part of a well-conducted

campaign, candidates who enq»loy a comic media style use humor to mask
their attacks on opponents and avoid being perceived as negative.In doing so,
they maximize ffie advantage of the "attack-pohtics" model of political
campaigning while avoiding voter backlash(Pfeu & Kenski 1990). In an age
ofincreasing pubHc skepticismtowards politicians,and a pronounced disdain
for negative carr^aigntactics, campaigns en^loying a comic media style have
attacked, leveled, and ridiculed their opponents while attracting applause for
"sticking to the issues," and "running clean campaigns"(McGrath 1994, B3;
Wellstone 1995, A17). Viewedfrom the perspective ofmedia-strategy,these
styles provide an alternative to normative can:q)aign practices. Humor can be
used to define a candidate's character, articulate his or her political agenda,

attack the record of an opponent, and attract favorable attention and media
commentary.

Certain forms of humor are particularly well-suited for use in political
advertisements. Satire,for example,is inevitabfy rhetoricalin the sense that it
seeks to persuade its audience, and the evaluation of satire necessarily
involves rhetorical criticism "Rhetorical devices serve to win the reader and

to soften the intact ofthe writer's destructive or vengefulsentiments," notes
David Worcester."Such devices are all irrq)ortant for the study ofsatire, and

the skill with which they are employed serves as a criterion between good and
badsatire"(1960,14).Because it poses an argument,satire cannot bejudged a
success if it merely entertains its audience, or succeeds in demolishing its

object of ridicule. For satiric purposes, abuse has to be both funny and
purposefiil, and the audience must be provided with a corrective lesson that
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can be drawTi from the satirist's text(Johnson 1961).
The advocacy burden inherent to satire provides a bright-line distinction
between it and other forms ofhumor."To the extent that satire presents, and
so represents, its 'object,' it is related to other mimetic forms," says literary
critic Ronald Paulson. "But to the extent that satire attacks, it is rhetorical,"

and unlike other forms ofcomedy,"there is a persuasive end in sight"(1967,
3).

The use of nostalgic themes in advertising has also increased in recent
years. In some cases, such as Ronald Reagan's celebrated "Morning in
America" spots, nostalgic themes have been linked with political discourse.

Most often, however, nostalgia has been used to sell products. K^tucky

Fried Chicken's new and in^roved Colonel Sanders and ShaquiUe O'^ieal's
parade through re-runs of"I Love Lucy" and "The Honeymooners" are two
current examples(Brown 1995;Taylor 1995).
Several theories have been advanced in the popular press and advertising
literature to explain the increasing prevalence ofnostalgic themes. The first is
the "future's faltering stock"(Karqp 1993, 84). Because,arguably,the current
generation of American young adults may be the first to fail to achieve the
level ofmaterial prosperity oftheir baby-lx)omer parents, consumers may be
more vulnerable to nostalgic appeals. Rising crime and poverty rates,
increasing disaffection with government and a generalized perception of
malaise have also contributed to the effectiveness ofthese appeals in political
advertisements. "A nation that is fearftil of its future reflexively turns to its
past," writes David Karqp, "which if not new and exciting, is at least
comfortablyfamiliar"(84).
A secondpossibility is theJin desiecle effect(Stem 1992). This describes
the longing for the past that frequently accompanies the end ofan historical
era. Confronting discemable anxiety about the loss of continuity as a new
millenmum approaches, nostalgic appeals target middle-aged constituents.
"At the very same time that the millennium is approaching," notes Barbara
Stem,"the largest group inthe population~ the baby boomers,is beginning to
fece its own mortality"(13). This demographic coincidence "seems destined
to exacerbate the yearning for the past"(Davis 1979, 13). Baby boomers are

not only those most prone to nostalgic appeals(Wallendorf& Amold 1988),
but also the most likety target of John Marty's political advertisements
{MinneapolisStar Tribune 1994, Bl).
A final explanation may be the prevalence of"classic" programming on
television, and its ability to establish a unified frame of reference. As Fred

Davis observed, contemporary nostalgia in the "movie, radio or TV image
from the past"forms a common background experience for audiences(131).
Reruns have been resurrected on cable stations such as Nickelodeon. In what

was original^ a financial decision. Nickelodeon has succeeded in becoming
the third largest cable network by running classics such as the Donna Reed

Show and Mr. Ed(Justin). The network's success has popularized the geme,
and most viewers associate media images from a time period with strong
nostalgic sentiments (Davis). Furthermore, the Nickelodeon's promotional
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style has been widely imitated by other advertisers, and viewers are readily
familiar with the needle-drop music, fifties-style graphics, and clever jingles
that characterize its intentionally nostalgic advertisements.

Although humorous nostalgic appeals have not been extensively
employed in political advertisements,there are several theoreticalreasons to
suspect that they would be successful Like humor, the use of nostalgia is
attention getting, and politicians could exploit the "curiosity based attention"
associated with nostalgic programming(Unger, McConcha & Faier). At the
level ofviewer affect, nostalgia also coincides with the objectives ofa comic
media style. "The nostalgic feeling is infused with imputations ofpast beauty,
pleasure, joy, satisfaction, goodness, happiness, love and the like," writes
Fred Davis. "Nostalgic feeling is almost never inftised with those sentiments
we commonlythink ofas negative"(14).

By definition, nostalgia also attempts to temporally dislocate the
audience. Forging a symboUc association between the present and a sanitized
version ofthe past, nostalgia offers a collective social memory with the pain
removed. Nostalgia provides viewers with an opportunity to escape the
present, and those ads that are "novel or interesting enough are likely to be
discussed with others, and such rehearsal further enhances memorability"

(Unger,McConcha &Faier, 347). This type of"word-of-mouth" advertising
is especially beneficialto a poorlyfunded or largely unknown candidate.
One final synergy between nostalgia and the use of humor in political
advertising is that they each tend to insulate the sponsor ftom counter
argument. Nostalgia and humor appealto viewers emotionally. The positive
affect produced by the message is transferred into a positive estimation ofthe
sponsor. "The appealto empathy seems able to forestall counter-argument,"
notes David Stem,"insofar as non-cognitive claims... may deflect consumers
fi:omrecoursetorationalargument"(16).

Tn summary, the use of humor and nostalgia in mediated political
discourse offers candidates a variety of tactical advantages that are
unobtainable within the traditional attack politics model of campaigning.

Those candidates who elect to employ a comic media style, a nostalgic media
style, or some combination of each may antic^ate favorable media coverage
oftheir campaigns,increased memorability oftheir individual advertisements,
improved levels of viewer identification with the candidate on affectmeasures,and a degree ofinsulationftom counter-argument.

The Evolution ofJohn Marty's Videostyle

Although John Marty was a liberal progressive who supported abortion
rights, he won the primary only after abortion opponents decided to back his

candi^cy. Their decision was motivated primarily by the fact that Mike
Freeman, a pro-choice candidate and the ftont runner at the nominating

convention,^d promised not to run against the party's endorsed candidate in
the primary. Figuring that Marty would present an easier challenge for an
abortion rights opponent in the primary, antiabortion delegates decided to
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back "the weakest candidate"(Whereatt 1994, Bl;Kloboucher 1994B, B3).
To make matters worse, Marty &ced incumbent Governor Ame Carlson
in the general election. Having soundly turned back a conservative challenge
within his own party, the Governor had successfully defined himself as a
moderate;infact,on many"hot button issues"such as abortion,gayrights and
the death penalty,he was as hberalas Marty. The Governor had a reputation as
a maverick campaigner, and enjoyed excellent job approval ratings. Even
party insiders felt he would be difhcult to defeat. "Think about it," observed

DEL Senate MajorityLeader Roger Moe,"You've got an incumbent governor

with a Scandinavian name in a state with a very good economy"(Whereatt &
Smith 1994,Al).
One ofMarty's main issues was politicalreform,and he had made a name

for himself as a "good government crusader." This complicated Marty's
emerging media style in several respects. First, Marty's self-imposed limit on
campaign contributions and assistance from political action committees
effectively guaranteed that he would be outspent by his opponent(Whereatt
1994B, Bl). In addition, Marty was a purist who eschewed any hint of
compromise on what he considered ethical matters. When President Clinton

came to the Twin Cities for a major DFL fund raiser, Marty boycotted the
af&ir. "When big money controls the process," he argued,"we don't get real

taxreform. We can't even talk aboutfair tax poHcies"(Smith 1994C, Al).
Marty's moralizing angered party leaders and a variety ofinterest groups
that were traditionally supportive ofDFL candidates. Some openly called for
Marty to adjust his can^)aign practices. "A candidate for governor has to
assume the responsibility of leadersh^ that comes with the office," noted
State Auditor and department store magnate Mark Dayton (Smith 1994C,
Al). The candidate, however, refused to make any concessions on what he
considered to be a core political princ^le. "1 like beiag popular.1 like getting
along with my colleagues,but1 didn't get elected to be everybody's best buddy

atthe Capitoi," Marty cautioned reporters(Whereatt 1994B, B1).
Marty's rigid stance on carq)aign reform and his ffequent crusades against
negative can]paign tactics placed him on record as a candidate that would
neverresortto'dirtytricks'to win(Smithl994B, Al).' Earlyinthecanq)aign,
he promised that he would not run any "negative advertisements," and this,
coupled with his conq)hcated proposalto increase taxes on the wealthy, made
Marty an easy target for Carlson attack spots that claimed he was a tax and
spend hberal With little abilityto respond with rebuttal messages,Marty soon
fellbadfy behind inthe poUs.
In addition to his sloping opinion poll ratings, Marty's campaign was
under-funded and badly disorganized. In just two months, he went through
three can^ai^ managers. The first left after Marty walked out ofa television
studio and refused to tape a series of can^aign commercials that had been
scr^ted for him. Calling the ads to be "negative" and "distracting," Marty
chose to part company with his media team and canq)aign manager rather than
compromise on a matter ofethics. The continualtumover in his campaign staff
obscured his campaignmessage and distracted press coverage ofthe race. For
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the verse was sung.

For the re&ain, the figure of the governor reappeared against a yellow
background. This time,the singers repeated the refiain three times,as the veto
stanq)repeated^ marked the word "veto" in bright red lettering all around the
governor. As the music ended,the governor's face was stan^ed "Veto," and
the entire graphic spun-ofiFinto the background. A blue screen with the words

"Vote for JoW Marty on November 8th," appeared underneath a black and
white picture ofthe candidate, as a male voice-over reminded voters to vote
for the DFL candidate.

The advertisement contained no evidence to substantiate the three

charges that it raised.It presupposed that viewers werefemiliar with Carlson's
positions on taxation, education and campaign finance reform It also did not
directly mention Marty's position on these issues. Consequently, the
advertisement was oflittle value in drawing sharp distinctions among the two
candidates.

Perhaps the content-based departures from can^aign advertising norms
were part ofa conscious effort to maximize the attention-generating potential
of the spot. Its use of bri^t colors, animation, and a musical jungle were
effective methods of producmg curiosity-based attention. Although it
disparaged the Govemor,it did so in a mild, almost chiding way,and avoided
the negative tone that ftequently accon^anies attack messages. "That Dam
Ame" cleverly blended humorous and nostalgic themes. Visually, it was
reminiscent ofNick-at-Nite promotional spots; but because it avoided direct
referencesto the past,the advertisement wasn'tself-consciously nostalgic.
Reaction to the advertisement was not complimentary. Dane Smith, the
Star Tribune's primary political reporter, devoted only one sentence of his
column to the ad, and fiamed it within the context of Marty's desperate

attempt to stave off defeat. "Hundreds ofthousands ofcalls are being made,
literature is stacked up to the ceiling....and the creative'That Dam Ame'ads
hit television last weekend,"he observed,"There's stillthe smallest glimmer of

hope(for Marty)"(Smith 1994E, A19). He did not mention the themes that
had been raised in the advertisement,nor did he conq)liment Marty on moving
toward a more aggressive media strategy.—
Few articles even mentioned the advertisement. A feature entitled, "Ad

Antics," described"ThatDam Ame"as"visuallymemorable," but againfailed
to mention the charges that were raised in the ad {Minneapolis Star Tribune

1994B, A20). A short "Carupaign Monitor" column described thejingle and
noted that the advertisement would receive significant air-time in outstate
markets, but did not discuss the humorous or nostalgic elements ofthe ad

{MinneapolisStar Tribune 1994C, B2).

Summary and Conclusion

Humorous and nostalgic themes are attractive to candidates because they
provide an alternative means of delivering attack messages. Althou^
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candidates who employ a disparagement media style are frequently charged
with negative campaigning, candidates who use milder, more afreet oriented
humorous or nostalgic advertisements can attack their opponents while
avoiding negative media coverage. A comic or nostalgic media style also
reduces the efrectiveness of counter-arguments, and limits the range of
rebuttaloptions available to opponents.

John Marty's experience serves as a cautionary notefor political campaign
practitioners. Martyfailed to quiet his critics, capture the attention ofthe news
media, or generate fevorable coverage as a result ofairing the advertisement.
Why had his advertisement failed when similar ads had received such

overwhelming notorietyjusttwo years before? The obvious answer is that his
candidacy was no longer viable. As a result ofthe tremendous turmoil within

his campaign organization, his poorly articulated message, and his persistent
inability to define his own candidacy, and also as a result ofthe Governor's
popularity, the outcome of the race seemed apparent months before the ad
was produced.

The fact that Marty's candidacy seemed doomed,however,only partially
resolves the question. His mishaps as a candidate do not eiqilain the lack of
coverage ofthe advertisement or the luke-warm treatment that it received in

media circles. Even though he was unlikely to win the election, he was, after
all,the endorsed DEL candidate in a state with a strong Democratic tradition.
Although httle was said about his media style, Marty's canqiaign continued to
g^erate a substantialamoimt ofmedia coverage.
The eiqilanation for this inconsistency lies in the advertisement's deepfy

flawed thematic design. Althou^ it relied upon nostalgic music and graphics
to convey its message,the advertisement was a poor representative ofthe use

ofnostalgia in political advertisements. Unlike Ronald Reagan's "Morning in
America" spots, "That Dam Ame" did not contain realistic visual scenes or
compelling historic images.

Marty's advertising team apparent^hoped to forge a connection between

his candidacy and a simpler time in American politics. The upbeat, quick

ten^ojingle is reminiscent ofthe"!Like Ike" advertisements ofthe nineteenfrfties, and hearkens back to a time when the rules of decorum for political
candidates were more pronounced and restrictive. This stance was consistent
with Marty's persistent characterization of himself as an "old fashioned"

candidate who was uncomfortable with modem political advisors and
"handlers," and who had difficulty adapting his message to the realities of
"mass-mediatedpolitics"(Blake 1994, Bl).
Viewed from a theoretical vantage-point, it is not difficult to see why
Marty's atten^t failed. His use of nostalgia was unfocused and poorly
targeted. Even though he positioned himselfas a reform candidate,he ffidnot

directly link his opponent with the "future's declining stock," and hence was
unableto capitalize on voter dissatisfaction with sagging relative incomes and
job insecurity. Ironically, these themes formed the core ofMarty's campaign
messagein strunp speeches.

Marty also did not attempt to cast himself as the logical candidate to
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addressthe generalized anxiety andmalaise that acconq)aniesihefin desiecle.
Marty missed the opportunity to cast himself as the inheritor of the hberal
Democratic tradition within the state, and failed to tie his candidacy with the

heritage ofHubert Humphrey,Eugene McCarthy, and other historic figures
with whom he shared common ideologicalroots. Presumably, baby-boomers

may have been vulnerable to a 'past-as-future' appeal at the close of a
millermiiiTn. Carlson's reputation as a maverick, and sometimes erratic
candidate migbt have also contributed to the effectiveness of this type of
nostalgia.^ These themes were also consistent with Marty's reputation, and
even his critics admitted that he was an even-tempered,stable and thoughtful
politician.
The advertisement failed to establish a shared frame of reference.

Although it clearly resembled a Nick-at-Nite promotional spot,the ad merely
attacked Carlson without simultaneous^ defining a role for the viewer. For

nostalgia based upon shared cultural experiences to succeed,viewers must be
encouraged to reminisce about particular programs, personalities and so
forth.Pepsi's popular Shaquille O'Nieladvertisementis a good exan:q)le ofthis
effect. By linking the product with "I Love Lucy,""The Honeymooners," and
"Woody Woodpecker," the advertisement self-consciously forced viewers to
recalltheir own shared culturalframe ofreference. Marty's advertisement,on

the other hand,did notforge a connection with any particular historicalimage.
"That Dam Ame" was also a poor example ofthe use ofa comic media

style to cloak political attack messages. Affectively,humor has a tremendous
abihty to disguise messages that might otherwise be described as negative.
Marty's zealous avoidance of anything that seemed even remotely like an
attack spot severely constrained his ability to use humor to define his
opponent. In a large measure,the attack message was disconnected from the
visual image that had accompanied it. The spot also delivered three separate
policy attacks in just thirty seconds. Obviously, none ofthese themes were
well developed.

The advertisement was devoid of satire. In an argumentative sense, it

simply asserted the charges against Carlson without proof. For voters that
might have been skeptical about Marty's candidacy,the advertisement friled
to provide a template throu^ which competing claims could be evaluated.
Unlike Paul Wellstone's advertisements,Marty's use ofhumor was haphazard
and unfocused. Describing Wellstone's style during the 1990 U.S. Senate race
in Minnesota, Michael Pfau, Roxanne Parrott and Bridgett Lindquist
observed:

All ofthe Wellstone television spots could be classified as attack
messages, in that they were based on contrasts. Each spot
simultaneous]^ communicated negative information about
Boschwitz and positive information about Wellstone... Each of

the spots was subtle. They featured humor, and were packaged
using an unorthodox style. But,they were also hardhitting.(246)
"That Dam Ame," in contrast, could hardty be described as hard hitting.
At best, the attacks amounted to one line epithets, and because they were
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delivered in the form of an upbeat jingle, voters may have missed them
completely.

Although voters disparage negative can^aigns, it is well known that
attack messages are successhiL This effect is more powerfiil whenthe attacks
are not answered(Pfeu and Kenski 1990,3),and the comic media style works
best when advertisements are structured so as to prevent counter argummt.
This may be accomplished by focusing the attack on a single content theme,
fusing the verbal text ofthe message with the visual that accompanies it, and
presenting die informationin such a waythat a direct rebuttalwould implythat
the opposing candidate has no sense ofhumor.In each ofthese areas, Marty's
advertisement was ineffective.

Although voters profess a distaste for attack messages,they clearly prefer
comparative advertisements. Marty's &ilure to even mention his own

campaign priorities while attacking Carlson contributed to the impression that
he was "too decent" to serve as Governor, and he ultimately lost the election

by the widest margin in Minnesota history (Wheareatt 1994B, B3). Bob
Meek,Marty's second campaign manager argued that one ofthe lessons ofthe
campaign was that candidates should "attack, attack, attack." He claimed
after the election that attack spots were more newsworthy, memorable and
persuasive (Meek 1994, A15). Political advertising consultant .Tim Miller

agreed with Meek's estimation. "I write rotten, low-down, dirty(but always
true) ads," he claimed, "because the voters give me no option. It is all they
seemto hear"(Miller 1994, A19).

While we endorse the notion that voters require comparative information
to make meaningful distinctions between candidates, we disagree with those
who argue that Marty failed because he did not engage in campaign practices
that would have been perceived as negative. Like disparagement messages,
comic or nostalgic advertisements can convey comparative, attack-oriented
information about candidates. Advertisements ofthis sort need not be viewed

as negative to be effective in persuading voters. John Marty's loss was
primarily a function ofhis dysfunctional campaign and poorly conceptualized
advertising strategy. His experience may serve as a useful example of the
limitations ofa comic media style, but his loss should not be treated as a broad

indictment ofthe effectiveness ofhumorous or nostalgic themes in mediated
political discourse.
Notes

'Marty was portrayed in the press as a "do-gooder," a "white-knight," and
a "choir-boy." Although it was, no doubt, reassuring that reporters rarely
missed an opportunity to point out his high ethical princples, these
pronouncements eventually paralyzed Marty's ability to mount an effective
campaign.

^Marty implicitly attacked Sasse and reiterated his pledge to keep the
campaign positive. "I'm not going to do negative attacks ~ period," he told
reporters,"I'mnot going to talk about personal issues"(Smith,Whereatt and
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Lopez, Al).
^Carlson won in 1990 in the most imnsual Governor's race in Minnesota

history. After losing the primary election,he moimted a write-in campaign to
have his name placed on the ballot. When his opponent in the primary was
forced out ofthe campaign as a result ofa sex scandal, Carlson was officially

placed on the ballot, and he defeated a three-term incumbent in a campaign
that lasted only six days.
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organizational action as ifit is a living document;language is action; and the
members of an organization create their organizational reality through the
language they share. In order to illustrate these claims,this analysis proceeds
as follows. First, research efforts designed to describe and anatyze the
language in and of organizations are summarized. Second, a method for
anah'zing the language used by organizational actors to "create and sustain
social reality" (Putnam, 1982, p. 200) is explained through a field study
application. Finally,a discussion is offered regarding the value ofthis method
for analyzing organizationalrhetoric.

Language in and ofOrganizations

Organizational communication research focusing on language can be
consohdated into the following function-based typology: the role oflanguage
in organizational culture (Frost, Moore, Louis, Lundberg, & Martin, 1985;
Kilmann, Saxton, & Serpa, 1985; Pacanowsky & O'Donnell-Trujillo, 1982,
1983; Pondy, Frost, Morgan, & Dandridge, 1983; Schein, 1985; Triandis,
1980; Triandis & Albert, 1987), the role of language in developing
organizational subcultures (Tompkins, 1987), the role of language in
organizational power and control (Conrad, 1983; Czamiawska-Joerges &
Joerges, 1988;Deetz &Kersten, 1983;Frost, 1987;Mumby, 1984;Pondy &
Huff, 1984; Salvador & Markham, 1995), conversationalforms that leaders
etr^loy(Barge,Downs,& Johnson, 1989;Pondy, 1978; Watson, 1982),the
role of language in portraying organizational image (Cheney, 1983, 1985,
1991;Euske & Roberts, 1987;Martin &Powers, 1983),the role oflanguage
in shaping organizational reality (Bittner, 1965; Evered, 1983; Hummel,
1977; Silverman & Jones, 1976; Weick, 1979), the role of language in

bargaining (Neu, 1988; Putnam & Poole, 1987; Trice & Beyer, 1984), and
rhetoricalresponse in times oforganizational crisis(see for exan^le Johnson

& SeUnow, 1995). The investigation described in this article broadens
existing research byfollowing an assun^tion that organizationalactors create
the structure ofan organization when individual perceptions are transformed
into shared interpretations through consubstantialdiscourse.

Indexing

According to Thon^son(1985, p. 23),"as a work of discourse, the text
preserves the properties of the sentence, but presents them in a new
constellation, which calls for its own type of interpretation." Cheney and
Tompkins (1987) have suggested that Burke's technique of indexing is an
insightful method for discerning the constellation(s) of meaning in a given
context. According to these theorists;
In "Fact, Inference, and Proof in the Analysis of Literary
Symbolism", Burke (1954,1964) cleverly outdoes positivism.
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points to a route toward validity and reliability in interpretation,
and advances a strategy for analysis with applicability to any
research'text'(p.464).

Cheney and Tompkins have explained this strategy by "moving through a
progression ofpropositions" based on,and adding to,Burke's descr^tion of
indexing.

Propositions oflndexing

The first proposition (or assumption) that characterizes this strategy is
that "allsocialinquiry yields texts"(p. 465). This proposition is based on the
extension of text to include spoken as well as written words, and an
acceptance of action as text. Additionally, this proposition reminds us that
texts are constructed (through the continuous interpretations of those
enacting them) and that these acts of creation warrant consideration. In

essence, Cheney and Tompkins (p. 465) are asserting that "the role of
language in lay and theoretical accounts of social phenomena must be
acknowledged con[q)letely." This assertion supports Burke's behefthat"much
of what we take as observations of reality may be but the spinning out of
possibilities imphcitin our particular choice ofterms"(1966,p.46).
Second, Cheney and Tompkins believe that 'Svhat is fimdamentalty true
and verifiable for Burke is that words are fects"(p. 465). Beginning with
Burke's idea of"atomic facts"(words)and expanding these facts to include
the constellations in which they are embedded,this study sought to revealthe
meanings conveyed by the language used by organizational actors. This

meaning was discerned partlythrough the third,fourth,and fifth propositions
discussedby Cheney and Ton^)kins(pp.466-467).
The third proposition advises researchers to recognize that"the presence,
absence,and arrangement ofwords in a text is a publicity accessible means of
grounding analysis and interpretation" (p. 466). Thus, the selection of
language is,in itself,an indicator ofmeaning.
The fourth proposition states that "the specific associations or
relationships between the terms ofa text are ofthree generaltypes: equations,

imphcations, and transformations"(p. 466). In order to discern mRantngs
based on the relationsh^s between and among words, we should look for

equations or oppositions which "bear most directfy on what equals what or
what is opposed to what"(p. 499). Further, we should seek out imphcations
which are "the suggestive radiation's ofa term." Finalfy, we should be aware

oftransformations, which "suggest'fi-omwhat,''throu^ what,'[and/or]'to
what'developments."

The fifth proposition ofthis technique is that "we make inferences when
we comment on 'what goes with what' in a text, considering 'the company a
word keeps'"(p. 466). Sixth, Cheney and Ton:q)kins (p. 467) demonstrate
how "from the 'facts' ofa text we make inferences,and ftom those inferences
we construct'proofii.'"According to these authors:
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For Burke,'proof is oftwo types. First, while grounding itselfin
reference to the textual 'facts,' it must seek to make clear all

elements ofinference or interpretation it adds to these facts, and
[second], it must offer a rationale for its selections and
interpretations(Burke,1954/1964,p. 147).
The final proposition discussed by Cheney and Tompkins (pp.467-468)
offers a summary of Burke's comments about what to look for in discourse
and whatfactsto select:

First, it is iroportant to consider terms which recur in changing
contexts should note operational synonyms of a word. Third,
'names' and 'titles' are inportant as condensed symbols for
'things' essences. Fourth,the researcher should pay attention to
beginnings and endings of sections. . . . Fifth, terms oforder are
noteworthy because ofthe human eighth], one should observe all
striking terms for [scenes], acts, attitudes, ideas penchant for
hierarchy. Sixth [seventh and eighth], one should observe all
striking terms for [scenes], acts, attitudes, ideas, images,
relationshps,[and]secrecy,privacy mystery,marvel... Ninth,it
is useful to note opposition. Tenth, one should identify the
mathematicalcenter ofa text. Eleventh,... be sensitive to stylistic

continuity and breakpoint. . . Twelfth . . . isolate . . . points at
which ambiguities are fostered. Finally, it is he^fiil to note the
absence ofkeyterms

Using these propositions as the initialindices ofmeaning for an analysis of

organizational ^course, an analysis of transcribed spoken texts collected
during interviews with the members of an information-management firm
('EAI")was conducted.

Indexing is usefiilfor studying the meaning oforganizational discourse for
several reasons. First, this technique recognizes discourse as both the use of

verbalsymbols in an attempt to structure meaning and as actions based on this
mftaning(for an example oforganizational discourse studies that focus on the
structuring of meaning, see Barge et al, 1989). Second, this method
recognizes that words are facts and that the meaning of these &cts can be
determined by analyzing the constellations in which they are embedded. In
accepting Heidegger's assertion that"interpretation is already at work in the
delivery offacts"(1972,p. 190),the researcher becomes actively involved in
the organizationalactor's portrayal ofwhat is meaningful Following Cheney
and Tompkins'(1987)application ofthis idea, a researcher may assume that
when a subject offers a "text" for interpretation, this text is really an
interruption ofthe continuous intertextual/interpretive processes in which all
particpants are involved. Finally, this method provides an excellent
cornerstone on which to reconstruct individual perceptions into shared
interpretations oforganizationallife.
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Media

The work reported here is part ofa larger three-phase interpretive study
that focuses on the development oforganizational"folk theories"through an
analysis of storytelling and language behavior. The data included in this

analysis have been extractedfrom the data collected during the initial phase of
that investigation. The purpose of this stage of the research is to analyze
individual perceptions of the history, current situation, and future of the
organization. The subsequent phases invited the subjects' feedback on the
author's interpretations. The purpose of these later phases was to discern
shared themes and common emphases in order to illustrate how individual
perceptions become shared interpretations oforganizationallife. However,in
keeping with the focus ofthis article, the following discussion is limited to a
review ofthe method ofanalysis used intheinitialphase ofthe study.

Subjects

All ofthe members of an information-management firm in Washington,
D.C. partic^ated in the research. EAI(a pseudonym for the organization)
was founded in 1984 to provide information-management services, trainings
product offerings, and installation services. The fifteen subjects include 13
fiill-time members ofthe organization and two ofthe founders ofEAI who

currently serve on the Board ofDirectors and support the organization on a
part-time basis.

Procedures

Permission to conduct the research was obtained by submitting a letter of
proposal to the president of EAI. Once permission had been granted, a
memorandum explaining the project was circulated to all en^loyees. One
week later, the subjects were contacted to arrange dates and times for
interviews.

During the semi-structured interviews, each participant was asked to
describe his or her perceptions ofthe history ofEAI,the organization as it
exists today, and his or her visions for the fhture. These general questions
were followed up with probes that asked for specific illustrations (stories
and/or anecdotes)or enhancementofa particular point.
All ofthe partic^ants agreed to have the interviews audio-taped and the
recordings were transcribed. The interviews ranged in length firom thirty
minutes to two hours;the transcr^ts fi:om individualinterviews ranged from
seven to forty-one pages. The transcripts were analyzed according to the
method ofindexing described inthefollowing section.
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The Process ofIndexing

There are essentially six steps involved in the method ofindexing used in
the investigation. First,the transcribed interviews were word indexed, using
Burke's suggested indices ofmeaning as a guide(facts,names and titles,terms
for order and hierarchy, terms for scenes, acts, attitudes, ideas, images,

relationsh^s,secrecy,mystery,privacy,power,and guilt). Additionalindices
emergedftomthe data and arereportedinthefollowing section ofthis article.
The second step was to discern the enchases that emerged in each
category. For example, one of Burke's suggested indices of meaning is
"names." Reviewing the analyses ofthe transcripts revealed certain emphases
in this category(e.g., the current president ofEAI,"Joseph Smith," was the
mostfrequently mentionedname). Emphases were determined on the basis of
frequency within eachtranscr^t.

Third,the words or atomicfects in each category were indexed in order to
trace the operational synonyms of each of the enqihases discemed in the
previous step. For example, in the category of"time"(this was one ofthe
indices that emerged from the data and was added to Burke's original
scheme),the atomic fact'liistory" was frequently reported within and across
transcr^ts. Therefore,the category of'^ime"was indexed in order to discern
the operational synonyms of "history." Tracing this term revealed eight
operational synonyms: "beginning," "gestation," "original," "past,"
"background," "before," "conception," and "genesis." This process of
diachronicindexing was repeated within eachtranscr^t analysis.
The fourth step in this method involved repeating the above process

across transcr^ts. This process of synchronic indexing was conducted in
order to identify common emphases. At least three ofthe transcript analyses
had to share an emphasis of a term (e.g., history) or common operational
synonyms ofthat term(e.g.,"past,""background")in order for the tracing to
continue. There are two reasons for this cut off point. First, tracing the

individual emphases found in each transcrpt analysis would have resulted in
an enormous amount ofpossibly unrelated data. Also,requiring a majority of
transcrpt analyses to share common emphases may have been misleading
because a moderate sample size was used; the exclusion of a common

emphasis shared by only three subjects may have resulted in an oversight of
important data. Second, this cut-off point provided an indication that the
atomic fects themselves are ia circulation. This evidence led to the

identification oftriadic relationshps among subjects and words. Therefore,all

terms(or operational synonyms)that were enphasized in at least three ofthe
transcrpt analyses were labeled "thematic terms" and were included in the
next step.

The fifth step involved going back to the individualtranscrpts in order to
trace the thematic terms and their operational synonyms that had been
identified in the previous st^s. Returning to the exanple,recallthat the term

"history"was identified as an enphasized term The operationalsynonyms of
this term were also identified. \^entheseterms were traced across transcrpt
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analyses, it was discovered that all ofthe subjects emphasized either the term
'liistory" or one or more ofits operational synonyms. Thus, this term was

interpreted as a "thematicterm," Thisterm and allofits synonyms were traced
in the individual transcr^ts. The results indicated 17 "spin-offe" or
"radiations" of these terms. This process was repeated for each thematic
term

The final step in the indexing process involved once again tracing the
thematic terms throughout the transcr^ts in order to discern their equations,
implications,and/or transformations.

Results

MeaningIndices

As established in the preceding discussion, the actual indexing of the
transcr:^ts involved six stages ofanalysis. In the first stage, all ofthe atomic

&cts in each transcr^t were placed into the meaning indices suggested by
Burke; those that emerged after a careful reading ofthe data were added to
Burke's original list. A total of seven additional indices were added to the
original clusters.

The first additional indice that emerged ftom the data was '*terms fiir

movement."Allofthe transcr^ts include descr^tions such as "up,""down,"

"toward,""across,""under,"and"through." These terms couldnot be placed
appropriately in any of the initial groupings, therefore, this category was
added to accommodate the data.

Second, all of the transcr^ts included references to "time" such as

"originally," "subsequently," "eventually,"'how," and "recently." Because
these terms offer a sense of continuity and change, this category was also
added to the initiallist ofindices.

The third grouping that emerged included terms for the "direction of

action." For exanqile, positive descr^tions such as "can,"'Svill," "do," and
"would"outnumbered their negative counterparts by three to one throughout
the transcrqits. Because this sense ofdirection was considered inqiortant,this
indice was also addedto the originallist.
Fourth(and fifth), aU ofthe transcr^ts included terms that describe the

perceived strengths and weaknesses ofthe organization. For example,terms
such as "problems,""conqilaints,""good,""bad,"and "asset" were included
in these atomicfact clusters.

Sixth, a category emerged that included terms for "materials." All ofthe

partic^ants offered terms such as "manuals," "data bases," "records," and

"computers"that describe the types oftools they use in the process ofdoing
theirjobs.

Finally, all ofthe transcr^ts included terms that illustrate possession or
common identity. For exanqile,terms such as"my,""mine,""theirs,""ours,"

Ids," and 'hers" were used by the participants to indicate ownership or
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jurisdiction over issues and events. Because these congregations and
segregations appeared to be important to the analysis, this category was also
added to the list oforiginalindices ofmeaning.

While it would be inappropriate to include a discussion ofthe resultsfrom
the second and third stages ofthe indexing process, as these stages generated

a large quantity ofdata,the fourth,fifth,and sixth stages are briefly reviewed
in order to illustrate the method.

Discerned Language Enchases

In the fourth stage of the indexing process "thematic terms" were
identified and used to guide the rest of the analysis. The results of this
identification process revealed 14 thematic terms: "history," '^present,
"future,"'Svork," "Joseph Smith"(the president ofEAI),"8(a) legislation"

(the Small Business Administration awards 8(a) certification to small,
minority owned and controlled organizations;EAI was awarded certification
in September, 1987), "strengths," "weaknesses," "behavior," "scenes,"
"issues,""relationsh^s,"'hucleus"or'Svorking core"(these terms were used
to describe thefour founders ofEAI),and"dates."

In the fifth stage ofthe indexing process,thesethematic terms were traced
in order to identify allofthe spin-offs or radiations ofthe terms. For example,
in tracing the term "history," 17 spin-offs emerged:"Calcom Technologies"

(the company where all ofthe founders were enq)loyed before creating EAI),
"Chapter 11"(as a result ofCalcom filing for bankruptcy,EAI was created),
"(quasi) mom and pop," "two-story walk-up"(a descr^tion of EAI's first

"real" office), 'pooled resources," "undercapitalize^" "tough/rough,"
"difficult," "friction," 'Xlack of) privacy," "dealersh^," "piece-matching,"
"disadvantages," "shorthanded," "struggle," "informal," and "Friday
afternoons" (the four founders used to "relax" on Friday afternoons and
"share their dreams"for the organization). These were the terms used by the
members ofEAIto describe the organization's historicalsituation.

AltbnngVi the remaining 12 categories of thematic terms and their spinoffs maybe interpreted as descr^tions ofthe organization's current situation

(with the exception ofthe term "future"),the results ofthe indexing revealed
terms that describe whatEAIis like at the"present"time:"young,""(time of)

reorganization," "(time of)scary growth," "difficult," "anxiety," "small,"
"solvent," "peaks and valleys," '^remendotis change," "shorthanded,"
"loosely-knit,""(time of)transition,""exciting,"and"entrepreneurship."
In tracing the term "future," nine spin-offs were identified: 'tactical

(focus)," "strategic (focus)," 'Xincreased) turnover," "(more) organized,"
"(time oJ^ managed growth," "meaningful work," "diversification,"
"successfid," and 'Xmore) formalized." These were terms used by the
members ofEAIto describe their visions for the future ofthe organization.

The sixth stage in the process ofindexing involved tracing the thematic
terms throughout the transcr^ts iu order to discern their equations.
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implications, and/or transformations (to reveal the constellations in which
these terms were embedded). For example, tracing the terms "nucleus and
working core"revealed four equations and one opposition:"thepubhc sector
operations department at Calcomis now the working core ofEAI,""there is a
strong desire to keep the nucleus unsplintered," "the core members ofEAI

were trained by the best"(three ofthe four founders worked for IBM), and
"the members ofEAI who were not part ofthe originalnucleus do not know a
lot about the history and development of the company." Additionally, this
identification process revealed two imphcations of this term: "the most
in:q)ortant thing about EAIis the people who have struggled to make it work"
and "the princ^le shareholders have different ideas about what they want
fiomthe company,"and one transformation:"originally,the working core fed
offthe reputation they had earned at Calcom;now they're on their own." In
total,the indexing revealed 14 thematic terms, 175 radiations ofthese terms,
and 79inferences that illustrate the constellations or contexts oftheterms

Constellations ofMeaning

The language offered by the members ofEAI was presented in two forms-

organizationalstories(specific illustrations or examples oforganizationallife)
and conversational descriptions ofthepartic^ants'individualinterpretations
of organizational life. The extraction ofthe organizational stories fiom the

remaining conversational text (after the indexing had been con^leted)
provided an opportumtyto compare the two forms ofdiscourse.

For exan^le,throughout this phase ofthe analysis,it became obvious that
the organizational stories told by the partic^ants were triggered by key terms
(e.g.,"difficult")that inturn hadbeen triggered bythetheme ofthe conversion
(e.g.,"the history ofEAI"). Therefore, the partic^ants appeared to match a
particular story to the theme that was being discussed at the time. This cycle
(theme—keyterm(s)~story)occurred throughoutthe interviews and revealed
the interdependence of organizational stories and conversational
descriptions.

Additionally, because the interviews were only moderately structured,the
participants were offered an opportunity to talk about what is meaningfulfor
them. Without significant prortpting, the particpants weaved their way
throughthe interviews, moving fiom personalinterpretation to organizational
story and back again(in some cases,the particpants would begin with a story
and then explain the meaning ofthe story, which would then lead to a new
theme). Either way,the particpants worked through their interpretations and
tested them with the researcher through their "intradialectic" (pronpted
monologuing)method ofresponding to the broad questions they were asked.
In the spirit of these two insights, the following comparisons offer
examples ofthe language used in the context oforganizational stories about
the history, current situation, and future ofEAI and the language used by the
particpants to describe their interpretations of organizational life. The
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exanples provide evidence or "Burkean proofs"regarding the context ofkey
terms and the constellations that he^edto revealtheir meanings.

The History ofEAI

While there are interesting associations between and among the terms
used in the stories and those included in the conversational descriptions of

organizationallife,the mostinteresting example oflanguage use is reflected in
the terms the partic^ants use toinitiate and/or summarize their individual
descriptions ofEAI.

For example, the founders who are still full-time members of the
organization describe the history ofEAI using the term "conception." The
stories they share are focused on how EAI began, how it was "conceived."
Further, their stories and descr^tions regarding the history of the
organization reflect the collaboration ofideas(a transformation ofthe term
"conception")and effortthat wasneeded in order to "give birth"to EAI.
The founders who support EAI on a part-time basis use the term
"gestation"in their descriptions ofthe early days ofthe organization. The use
ofthis term is an elaboration ofthe description used bythe other founders. In
talking about the "gestation" of EAI, these partic^ants emphasize the
"conception" and early development ofEAI. This terminology is consistent
with the themes emphasized by these participants. The founders are proud of
their contributions to the creation and earty development of EAI. In feet,
these members expressed their concem regarding the lack ofeffort exhibited
by the other members ofthe organization to keep their legacies alive. The
stories they told and their conversational descrptions are focused on the
"early days"ofEAIand their language is consistent withthis focus.
In contrast,Joseph Smith uses theterm"genesis"to describethe history of
EAI.Interestingly, Joseph describes himselfas a Christian and the stories and
descriptions that he offered often included BibHcal references. However,
there seemed to be more behind his use ofthis term than rehgiosity. The term

"genesis"connotes the origin or the onset ofsomething,a coming-into-being.
It was obvious ftomthe stories Joseph told and the interpretations he shared
that he prefers to focus on his takeover ofthe organization and the way in
which he is trying to make EAI successful Ahhough the organization was in
existence before Joseph"came on board,"he(and the other members ofEAI)
beheve that he is "hewing the organization to carve out and maintain its
niche." His use ofthe term "genesis"sparked illustrations ofthe"hew"origin
or coming-into-being ofthe organization.
The other fiiU-time members of EAI spoke of the "evolution" of the
organization and how it"grew from nothing into something." The stories and

descriptions they share are focused on change; how the organization is
"evolving" toward a positive or successful future. The use of this term is
consistent with the tone of immediacy regarding the stories and the

interpretations offered.

These particpants did not enphasize the
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conception, gestation," or "genesis" ofEAI. Rather, they focus on their
sphere ofidentification with the organization, which is based on the current
status of EAI.

Only two of the aforementioned key terms ("genesis" and "gestation")
were included in the organizational stories told by the partic^ants. The other
two terms( conception" and "evolution") were used in conversational

descriptions. However,these descriptions are considered key or pivotalterms
because they invited stories that confirmed the reason for their selection. In
other words,these terms are actually summations ofa theme focused on the

different events that occurred throughout the creation and the early
development ofthe organization. As previous^ mentioned,the meaning an
individual ascribes to a particular term or story may be discerned through an
identification ofits association with the theme that it is used to illustrate.
The Current Situation of EAI

The founders told stories about the current situation ofthe organization
that focus on the "tremendous change" that is occurring and the imminfint

reorganization" and "^owth"that is fiightening them These particpants
offered their organizational stories and conversational descrptions in a
comparative spirit;the present is oiten corrpared with the past and envisioned
in hght ofthefuture. As one particpant explained,"ourfear is growing,but so
is our confidence;we know where we came fiom and we're happier where we
are and where we're headed."

Joseph Smith shares this comparative enphasis, however, he also

enphasizes the need to be realistic about"where we stand." As he explained
(by quoting Poco), 'Sve've discovered the enemy and the enemy are us."
Further, he summarized the current status ofthe organization as "a time of
scary, scary growth." This theme (the current situation of EAI) evoked
stories and descrptions fiom Joseph that are focused on the "shorthanded"
situation in which they are operating, the "difiBcult" decisions and tasks with

which they are faced, and the "tremendous change"that is "right around the
comer."

The other particpants ofEAI appear to interpret this theme onthe basis of

their identification with more "immediate"terms (those that did not inpfy a
link with the past or the future). For exanple, the stories and descrptions
shared by these particpants focus on key terms such as "loosely-knit,"
"small," and "shorthanded." As one particpant commented,"I think that we

are a small organization that is relatively disorganized." The key terms
"small" and "disorganized" triggered descriptions about the impact ofthese
characteristics. Asthis member explained:

This is a small organization and I see it as one that hasn't quite
found its niche yet. It's an organization that has a number of
people that have individual strengths; some of these strengths
work together and some work against each other. Ifyou took the
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principle shareholders in the firm,they'd each have a httle different
idea of what they want to get out of it. As far as — not only a
financial return^ hut perhaps a professionalreturn too. Andlthink
that fluctuates by opportunity. Whoever at the time brings in the
best opportunity, that's the focus of the company. And then if
something else looks good, it sort of changes, so they haven't
quite found their niche. The contracts till this point have been
small and the focus ofthe company comes fi:om the changing of
these contracts.

The keyterms used to describe the historical situation ofEAI encouraged
spin- offs into terms used to describe the present and future situations ofthe
organization. Further, several of the terms used to describe the present
condition of the organization are carry-over terms fi:om descr^tions ofthe
history of EAI. For example, the term "difficult" is used in stories and
descriptions aboutthe historicaland current situations ofthe organization.
The Future of EAI

The language used to describe the future ofEAI is obviously speculative
because there are no specific illustrations of the future, only stories that
illustrate the visions of the participants. Additionally, these visions of the
future are often basedon comparisons with the past and present.
For example,one participant commented:

EAI just does't have enough staff; they never have had enough
staff. Nor do they have enough resources to support that staff;
they never have had that either. You know,you can't put the cart
before the horse. And that's what they're doing right now. It's a

lovely organization and if people don't get too excited about
numbers right away,and make good decisions,the company really
has more strengths than weaknesses and can keep going.

The partich)ants claim to be counting on the fiiture; they perceive the
future oftheir organization as the culmination oftheir efforts. As one ofthe
founders explained,"the only thing that has kept me going is the idea ofwhat is
going to be;otherwise,I woiild have beentempted to abandon shq)a longtime
ago.

As reported previously,there are nine radiations ofthe term"future"used
to describe what the particq)ants envision.

Most of these terms are

emphasized by the participants in the language they use to describe their
visions for the future. For example, one ofthe members of EAI stated,'I
think the future wiU be scary because we'll have to grow to do all we want to
do." The futuristic theme ofthe discussion triggered the key terms "scary"

and "grow," which in turn triggered stories or descr^tions that are used to
emphasize this individual's visionfor the future:

The problem we have to face is that we're on the heels of some
major growth opportunities. This organization is probably getting
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ready to triple in size fairly quickly. That's scary. You worry
about the kind ofpeople that you bring into the organization and
how much they will exhibit or possess the loyalty and the spirit that
you want.

The language used by the partic^ants to describe their visions for the
future is for the most part, positive and antic5)atory. The futuristic theme
evoked keyterms that in turn triggered organizationalstories and deseruptions
that are illustrations or elaborations ofthe terms.

Summary

The preceding discussions described the first phase of a three-phase
investigation designed to discern how language serves as a structuring
process for meaning and to develop a strategy for synthesizing the levels of
interpretation that emerge during the research process. It is important to
clarify that after each phase ofanalysis,the researcher's interpretations were
brought back to the partic^ants for their acceptance, rejection, or
qualification. For example,in the second phase ofthe project,the participants
were asked to assess how representative of their perceptions of the
organization the 175 terms and 79 inferences discerned throughout the
indexing are. Further, this review cycle provided an opportunity for the
particpants to extend the realm ofmeaning they ascribe to these terms and to

"fine tune" my interpretations. Each of the t^ee phases was necessary to
exhaust the particpants'interpretations ofthe themes they offered as integral
to organizational hfe. Therefore, working inductively, the task of
interpretation is placed onthe organizationalactors,as they are asked to guide
and direct the analysis through their reviews of evolving interpretations
(therefore grounding the Burkean proofs included in the analyses). With this
in mind, the value of indexing as a method for analyzing organizational
discourse is described below.

Discussion

According to Cheney and Tompkins(1987,p. 7),"... no rhetorical critic
other than Burke has offered a method that can better account for

[communicative] process than treating the text as symbohc action." As a
method for guiding "critical textualism"(p. 464), indexing encourages an
action orientation in analyses ofrhetoricaland literary texts. As a result ofthis
orientation, spoken texts and action texts can be as validty analyzed as

historical and written texts. Therefore, social action (e.g., organizational
rhetoric)can be viewed as reliabfyinterpretable.
The potential of this method has been recognized and documented.
Cheney (1985) and Cheney and Tonq)kins (1987) have illustrated how
indexing can merge the humanistic and scientific approaches to human
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commimication. Fiirther,these authors claim that this method "seems ideally
suited for derrving key terms and thematic categories for content analyses"
and "for correlating Organizational variables by seeking out places in the
discourse of[organizational actors] where such terms and their 'operational
synonyms' co-occur" (p. 478). Additionally, indexing can be used as a
supplement to primary data (for an example, see Cheney, 1985) and as an
entry into fiorther analysis(see Breidenstein, 1988). This essay illustrates how
Burke's method can be used to "break down" individual interpretations to
discern what is common among them in order to "build"them back up again.
However, the primary emphasis of this method is on reveahng textual
construction,not encouraging deconstruction.
While the method ofindexing described in this article, began with a word
by word analysis oftranscribed texts, and followed Burke's contention that
words are"atomicfacts," this descriptionis notintendedto inply an atomistic
orientation for the research. Rather,'Svords" were used as the initial unit of

analysis for this study. A methodological decision was made to begin the
analysis with words;the researcher used words as atomicfacts as a wayinto an
analysis ofthe text. In selecting words as atomic facts,the researcher did not
mean to imply that words are irreducible or that they alone constitute
meaningfuldiscourse.

Indeed, "you can't get to meaning by heaping atomic fact upon atomic
fact, building upward hom decontextualized elemental units ...the meaning
and reference of our discourse come into being within the holistic and

contextualized space of our social practices" (C. O. Schrag, personal
communication,February 22,1988). Ifthe purpose and process ofindexing
concluded with an identification ofterms,this method would be an illustration

of decontextuahzation. However, indexing simply begins with words; the
researcher must then trace these'Tacts"to discern the constellations in which

they are embedded.
Researchers can avoid logical atomism by
contextuahzing the "atomic facts" and by inviting the participants to
transform or recontextualize meaning in subsequent data-gathering cycles.
The method ofindexing offered by Burke(1954/1964)and expanded by
Cheney and Tonpkins(1987) offers a reliable alternative for the analysis of
organizational discourse. Accordiugto Burke(1935/1954,p.162),"meaning
or symbolism becomes a central concem precisely at that state when a given
system of meanings is falling into decay ... in periods offirmly established
meanings,one does not study,them,one uses them;one firames his[sic] acts in
accordance with them"(emphases added). Indexing offers an opportunity to
discern what is meaningfiil for the members ofan organization by analyzing
organizational discourse. Through such an analysis, it is possible to uncover
firmly established guidelines for organizational action, thus lending support
for the claim that language creates the social structure of organizational life.
Further, this method provides an appropriate means for an "exhaustive
analysis ofinternal[organizational] rhetoric"(Stohl& Redding, 1987)which
has been relatively absentin the development ofthis facet ofour discpline.
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A Pre-Diffusion Con^arison of Urban and Rural
Mmnesota Attitudes Toward Advanced Television Services

Mark J. Braun, Gustavus Adol^hus College
Timothy L. Scully, University of St. Thomas
In November, 1995, the U.S. Federal Communications Commission

(FCC)Advisory Committee on Advanced Television Service recommended a
new television standard be adopted to replace the old 525-line "NTSC"

system oftelevisionusedin the U.S. sincethe 1940s. The proposed all-digital
high definition television (HDTV) system, featuring twice the picture
resolution as the present system, a wide screen format, and six channel CD-

quality sound is likely to be combined with a variety of e>q)anded and
interactive television options. Still, consumer interest in advanced television

(ATV)services is difficult to gauge because mass-mediated or interpersonal
information about advanced television services such as HDTV cannot
adequately deserve a technology that must be seen and heard to be

appreciated.Due in partto the proprietary motives ofthe companies involved,
there is a paucityofconsumer-based research available,and skeptics abound.
For instance, in August 1994, Eddie Fritz, President/CEO of the U.S.

National Association of Broadcasters(NAB) wrote to Senate Commerce,
Science and Transportation Committee Chairman Ernest HoUings that HDTV

is a technology "that no one else has any idea consumers wiU want to buy"
(McComell, 1994, p. 40). Likewise, a 1995 report by EDS Management
Consulting Services(1995)stated that "there is no substantive evidence that

the consumer wants HDTV." The report stated that although HDTV
standards are likely to be approvedinthe U.S.in 1996,"HDTV maynever see
the anwaves and "inay fall to the same technological obsolescence its
creation unleashed on boththe Japanese and EuropeanHDTV systems."
ThK paper investigates how location ofresidence interacts with age and
education as predictors of consumers' knowledge of, and attitudes toward,
HDTV.It explores differences betweenruralaiidurbanresidents'exposure to
information, and the accuracy oftheir understandings ofinformation about

the technology. Theoretically grounded in the extensive difibision literature,
especially the geography school,this study contributes to a growing body of
consumer-based pre-diffiision research by focusing on Ormrod's (1990)
concept of"spatial receptiveness." Further, becatise ofHDTV's expected
integration with other technologies arid services^ the study examines levels of
interest in expandedprogramriung or interactive services arid compares them
with interest in HDTV alorie. The differences and similarities between the
responses of the urban and rural samples provide predictive information

concerning how difiusion of HDTV to consumers in these spatial
environments mayoccur.
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Theoretical Overview andReview ofLiterature

Ormrod (1990) detailed the dififerences between overall societal
receptiveness and local context;building onthe work ofTorstenHagerstrand,
a physical deterrnmist who viewed the difihision ofinnovations as inextricably
linked to Spatial processes. Hagerstrand held that "an uneven distribution of
willingness and opportunity to accept innovations contributes to the situation
where acceptance takes place more rapidly in certain areas than in others...."
(1953/1967,p. 149) Arguingthatevenin today's'Svell-connected"world the
concept of local receptiveness is important, Ormrod noted that "acceptance
decisions may be made by individuals, but those individuals are operating
under constraints, most of which are products of their geographic setting"
(1990,pp. 111-112).

The present study will operationalize setting primarily as a function ofan
urban/rural dichotomy, and "receptiveness" will be operationalized as
"looking forward" to owning the innovation. The urban/rural dichotomy is
based on the work ofKarlsson(1988), GiUespie & Robins(1989),and others
(Abbott, 1989; Thompson 1965,1968; McNeill, 1963; Malecki, 1981,Pred,
1966) who argued that inventions tend to generate in the large metropolitan
areas ofhightechnology regions.

While rural subjects tend to be less well offeconomically,to be older,less
educated, and less likely to be exposed to new technologies through their
schools or workplaces (several factors that would seem to discourage
adoption)they nonetheless are as likely as their nonrural counterparts to use
and view favorably new information technologies (LaRose and Mettler,
1989). Although early research has shown that there is high consumer interest
in interactive television(Jessell, 1994),other reports indicate a relatively low
ratio ofsubscription subscribers to homes passed(Bemiker,1995).
Rogers observed that "Knowing about an innovation is often quite
different ftom using the idea. Attitudes toward an innovation, therefore,
frequently intervene between the knowledge and decision functions. In other
words,the individual's attitudes or behefs about the innovation have much to
say about his [sic] passagethroughthe innovation decision process"(1983,p.
169). For this reason, the present study goes beyond simply investigating
early knowing,and explores the respondents' attitudes toward the innovation
as well

In attempting to predict the generalpattern likely in the first stage ofATV
diffusion (the innovation stage, defined as having a threshold of 1%
penetration ofhouseholds), Darby(1988, pp. 14-22)identified six consumer
electronics innovations that share common characteristics with HDTV,and

reported that these products diffused to 1% of U.S. households in the
following number of years: both home PCs and 'frackyard" satellite TVROs,
six to seven years; VCRs, seven to eight years; color TV, eight years; large
screen/projection TV, 12-14 years; and stereo audio cortq)onent systems, 20
years. Based upon these figures, and his analysis ofthe second stage(growth
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and imitation) of difiusion for these six innovations. Darby constructed two
scenarios for ATV/HDTV difiusion. A "sluggish difiusion" scenario would
result fiom spectrum and standard uncertainty, R&D/system/product delays,
slow macroeconomic growth,substantial government deficit reduction,slow
consumer spending patterns, high/rigid product prices and weak household
preference for ATV products. Darby's second scenario,that ofrapid product
difiusion was predicated on timefy and decisive FCC action in setting
standards and allocating spectrum, accelerated R&D programs marked by
diversity and price competition, sufficient sales to allow producers to exploit
economies ofscale and learning in thefirstten years,and rapid development of
moderately priced,high quality,compatible program supplyprograms.
Like nearly all"replacement"innovations in consumer electronics,BDDTV
will have a slow initial takeoff due in part to initial hi^ prices and the
increasingly rugged nature of existing apparatus in the hands of consumers.
Carey asserted that,"in order for a new technology or service to achieve massmarket penetration, price has to come down sharply fiom the price levels at
introduction."(1993,p. 33). Carey suggests that "in a 1990s context,a major
electronic product—even ifhighly desirable—would probably have to drop to

$500 or less in order to achieve a 50 percent penetration" (p. 34).
Nonetheless,he also predicted that "initialprices for high-definition television
(HDTV) and similar services will be higher than an average household can
afford to pay"(p. 38). Darby predicted a $3,000 introductory price in the U.S.,
with a high and low price range of$800 and $400 once the price had dropped

and stabilized, after about 10 years (1988, p. 37). Zenith Corporation has
predicted that HDTV sets will cost "no more than" $500 more than today's
color NTSC television sets (FarreU & Shapiro, 1992, p. 74). Results of the
North American High Definition Television Demonstrations to the Fubhc in
1988 and of an unpublished MET survey indicated that while most people
preferred HDTV,many said they would not spend more than a few hundred
dollars extra for the service(Farrell & Shapiro, 1992, p. 74, note 104; citing
Rice,1990,p. 172).

Methodology
The independent variables studied here are "respondent characteristics"
such as place of residence, age, occupation, education, and gender. The
dependent variables are knowledge of HDTV,source of information about
the innovation, ability to accurately define the innovation, antic^ation of
HDTV, adoption intentions (such as early versus late adoption and market

price expectations), and preferences for expanded services such as interactive
television or video on demand.

The data were gathered in late Aprd and early May of 1994 using
telephone survey methods. The sampling fiame was all residential listings in
two telephone directories, described below. The sample (N=200) was
stratified by geographical location, so that 100 respondents were selected
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from a frame of published telephone numbers in the Saint Paul Minnesota
metropolitan area, while the other ICQ respondents were selected from a
fiame ofpublished telephone numbers in a wide area directory covering sixty
one communities in the "Limestone Valley" area ofsouth-central Minnesota.
The calls were made by two trained research assistants, working primarily
between the hours of 7:00 and 9:00 p.m, Monday through Fridays. The
questionnaire was administered to the first aduh answering the telephone,not
necessarily to the person whose name was listed with the number. Ifa child
answered the telephone, the person whose name was listed in the directory
was requested. Independent variable (demographic) characteristics were
coded nominally asfollows:

Place ofresidence was operationalized as"urban"(Saint Paul
metropolitan area)and "rural"(south-centralMirmesota);
wastabulated infour categories:(1)Under 25 year,(2)25
to 44 years,(3)45 to 64 years,and(4) over 64 years;
Occupation wasrecorded,but ultimately not categorized.
Education was coded in four categories:(1)high school or
less, (2) high school plus additional college or vocational
education,but not a four year degree,(3)four year college degree,
(4) four year college degree plus additional graduate or
professionaldegree.

Respondents were asked if they had heard of HDTV, where they had
heard about the innovation, and were asked to define HDTV.

The

respondents were asked ifthey looked forward to owning HDTV;and ifthey
anticipated adopting early or waiting until later and if so, their reasons for
waiting. Desired price thresholds were investigated among those who said
they looked forward to the innovation. Dependent variable characteristics
were coded nominally asfollows:

Channel ofinformation was coded as(1)interpersonaland(2)
mass media;the latter was fiirther sub-coded as(1)broadcast and
(2)print channels.
Accuracy ofsubject's definition ofHDTV was independently
coded post hoc on a three point Likert-type scale;(1)incorrect,

(2)partially correct,(3)correct)by the two princ^alresearchers;
intercoder reliability was calculated using Scott's pi(1955) and
any disagreements were resolved by conference. The accuracy of
the subject's definition of HDTV was judged based upon the
inclusion of key concepts such as "improved picture
quality,""more lines/higher resolution," "digital," "inq)roveddigital-or CD quality sound," etc. In addition, incorrect
definitional con:q)onents such as "3-D" or "aheady in stores
locally" were considered to reduce the correctness of the
definition. Intercoder reliability (tc) was calculated at .84 using
Scott'sformula for pi(1955).
Anticipation of the innovation was coded as "yes" or "no"
according to the subjects selfreport as to whether or notthey were
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"looking forward to"the innovation.

Reasonsfor waiting vi/qtq coded as antic^ation of waiting for
(1) price to drop,(2) technology to irq)rove,(3) current set to
break,(4)opportunityto observe,and(5)other.
Desired price was operationalized as the price the subject
reported as 'SviUing to pay" for HDTV. Responses were
categorized as (1) $500 or less, (2) $501 - $1,000, (3) over
$1,000. In addition, the respondents were asked ifthey would be
willing to pay a hypotheticalintroductory price of$4,000.
Finally, the survey administrator read a descr^tion of some of the

"expanded services" that are likely to accompany the advent of digital
television. Respondents were asked if they would look forward to having
these types ofexpanded services and what would be the relative importance of
improved picture/sound versus expanded services.
Data analysis was conducted by examining frequency distributions and

conducting a contingency table anafysis utilizing the chi square (with
continuity correction where necessary).Phi,and Cramer's V statistics.
Results

Descr^trve Statistics

This first section of data are the "pooled" rural and urban descr^tive
totals. Following this section is a report ofthe comparative statistics using chi
square analysis to measure the rural and urban responses against each other.

The gender distribution was nearly even, with 102 males (51.5)% and 96
females(48.5%). The age ofthe respondents was distributed asfollows:those

under 25 years, n=22 (11%); from 25 to 44 years, n=95,(47.5%); in the
category of45 to 64 years,n=49,(24.5%)and 65 years and up,n=34,(17%).
The variable"location" was,due to the stratified sampling procedure,an even
split; with 100 urban and 100 rural-area respondents. The variable
"education" was distributed as follows: high school graduate or less than 12
years of schooling, n=62,(31%); high school plus additional vocational or

college courses, but not a four year degree, n=52,(26%);four year college
graduates, n=63, (31.5%); and finalty, those with graduate school
courseworkor degree,n=23,(11.5%).
In terms ofsurvey items relating to HDTV,64 ofthe 200 respondents
(32%)reported having heard ofHDTV previous to our inquiry,the remaining
136(68%)had not heard ofthe innovation. Ofthe 64 respondents who had
knowledge ofHDTV before our call, only 7 subjects(12%)reported having
heard about the innovation through interpersonal chaimels, while 50(88%)
reported mass media channels. Ofthese media sources, 35 were "codable"-that is, responses were other than sinq)ly the phrase"media"or "mass media."
There was a fairly even distribution among these 35, with 16 (46%)
respondents reporting broadcast (television or radio) channels, while 19
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improved picture versus expanded television services. The percentages for
these variables arefound in Table 4.

Table 2

Comparative statistics: technology variables and location.
Rural

Accuracy (of
definition)

Anticipation

Exp. Services

Urban

Incorrect

18%

11%

Partially correct

64%

42%

Correct

16%

47%

Look fon/vard to HDTV

59%

77%

Don't look forward to HDTV

41%

23%

Look fon/vard to E.S.

53%

74%

Don't look fon/vard to E.S.

47%

26%

ARniiracv of definition, total chl-square = 6.023 (2, N= 64) p = .0492, Cramer's V = .307;
Antlcmation. total chi-souare = 7--with continuity correction = 6.215 (1, N= 197)

p = .0081, with continuity correction = .0127, Phi = .189;
Interest in expanded services, total chl-souare = 9.878--with continuity correction = 8.975
(1, N= 199) p = .0017, with continuity correction = .0027, Phi = .223.

Table 3

Comparative statistics among those who said they looked forward to
HDTV.
Rural
Desired Price

Preference

Urban

$500 or less

56%

22%

$501 to $1000

25%

41%
36%

0yer$1000

18%

Improved Picture (HDTV)

31%

36%

Expanded Services

58%

64%

Both

11%

0%

Price: Total chl-square = 16.079, df=2, N= 131, p = .0003, Cramer's V = .35;
Preference: Total chl-square = 8.955. df=2. N= 128, o = .0114, Cramer's V = .265.

Table 4

Comparative statistics among those who looked forward to expanded
television services.
Rural
Preference

Urban

Improved Picture(HDTV)

27%

22%

Expanded Services

62%

78%

Both

11%

0%

Total chl-square = 9.907, df=2, N= 125, p = .0071, Cramer's V = .282
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Discussion and Conclusions

A summary of the more significant findings and their imphcations are
reported here,especially as they relate to the concept ofspatialreceptiveness.

In general, as education increased,so did the likelihood t^t a respondent had
heard ofthe innovation. Overall,the percentage ofrespondents who correctty
defined HDTV was much greater for the urban san^le(r=18%,u=47%), as
was the ratio of those who looked forward to the innovation (r=59%,
u=77%). In regard to price,over halfofthe respondents who looked forward
to adoption ofHDTV were willing to spend more for the innovation than the
under-$500 price commonly charged for color NTSC recewers today. About

one-third were willing to pay between $500 and $1000 for HDTV and just
under one-quarter were willing to pay over $1000. This finding indicates that
there is a willingness to spend morefor this innovationthan was anticipated by
Carey (1993). The correlation between price and location showed that the

rural sample was much less willing to pay higher prices for the technology.
Even among just those who looked forward to HDTV,the percentages of
those who wanted to payjust $500 or less for the receiver was much greater
for the rural sample, while those willing to pay between $500 and $1000, and
over $1000, were more likely to be urbanites. Although this finding could be
an artifact oflower rural incomes, income information was not gathered for
this study.

The results ofthis study also demonstrate that those willing to pay higher
prices for HDTV sets also had a greater interest in expanded services;
although among those respondents with prior knowledge of HDTV there
appeared to be no predictive association between such knowledge and the
desire for expanded services. Ifthere is a greater desire for such services over
the enhancedreceptionofHDTV,itmay berelatedto the moretangible nature
ofinteractive services, movies on demand,home shopping,etc.,in contrast to
the less tangible nature of enhanced reception. Of course, it is not clear if
consumers feel the need for HDTV. Even those who have seen televised

reports on the technology have not actually seen and heard it. Experiencing
the benefits ofHDTV is only possible during a "live" demonstration. This may
also be why many of those who have heard about the technology cannot
accurately describe it, nor do they eagerly anticpate its adoption. A
laboratory study that includes such a demonstration may be a much better
gauge ofconsumer interestthan a telephone survey.
While most ofthe respondents would wait for the price to drop before
adopting the technology, others would wait for pubhc opinion to guide them
or for their sets to wear out. Some would wait for the technology to inprove.
Interestingly, no one mentioned waiting for increased availability of
programming,eventhough this variable seemed closely tied to the adoption of
color television inthe 1950s and'60s.

Finally, it is interesting to note that some variables did not vary
significantly with rural versus urban location. Factors that did not produce
statistically significant correlation's included previous knowledge of the
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innovation (reporting having 'teard of it), looking forward to adoption of
the innovation, reasons antic^ated for waiting to adopt, and willingness to
pay a high introductory price. Future studies should investigate whythe urban
sample was almost three times as likely to be able to correctly define the
innovation. We would speculate that this was tied to levelofeducation, which
ofcourse is related to geographical demographics.
In conclusion, the data presented here shows that knowledge of HDTV
has not diffused to a majority ofthe population. Fewer than one third ofthe
200 respondents (r=28, u=36) had even heard of HDTV. As exposure
increases through the media and as people begin to encounter the technology
first-hand, continuing study of changing attitudes and perceptions wiU give
researchers and marketers fijrther insight into the diffusion process.
Eventually, observability and trialability in the form of live demonstrations
might generate greater knowledge of and increase levels of enthusiasm for
HDTV. StiU, this study paves the way for greater understanding of how
location wiU play a role in the diffusion ofnew television services in the U.S.
It is becoming increasingly evident that HDTV in the U.S. wdl probably
b© part of a bundle of digital television services, including multicasting,
available on the soon-to-be-allocated second channel(Stem, 1995). When
this occms,two scenarios seem likely. It may be that the indifference toward
HDTV detected in the present study will lessen as the innovation is perceived
not as "merely"an entertainment medium,but as part ofa valuable expanded
digital television information service. In this case, HDTV should diffuse
successfully in both rural and urban areas, with a great level ofearly adoption
in the economieaUy advanced urban markets. The rural diffusion ofHDTV is

likely,in this case,to be tied to DBS diffusion(Viggiano, 1994).
Other factors may stimulate the diffusion process as well Just as with
earher television innovations,initial exposure to HDTV may take place in bars
and other venues where large-screen television systems are already
commonplace. Advertising will whet the appetites of consumers as retailers
market high definition VCRs and large-screen HDTV monitors. These
factors, combined with increasing availability ofmovies for rent orpurchase in
HDTV formats, may also stimulate sales among economically advantaged
consumers,leading to increased diffusion among less wealthy urban and rural
consumers as prices fall. However, if the second scenario plays out, and
HDTV continues to be viewed as an unnecessary frill by rural consumers,

there may be less ofa push by rural retailers and rural television stations. In
this case, the information gap between differences between rural and urban
communities may widen. Should this occur, pohcy makers may want to
consider ways to stimulate the diffusion of advanced television services
among rural consumers and broa dcasters.
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Emerson on Rhetoric, Identity and
the Transformation ofthe American Audience

Jon Paulson, Bethany College

"Ifthe Allwise should give me hght" wrote Emerson in hisjournalon Juty
29, 1837, "I should write for the Cambridge men a theory of the scholar's

office. A month before, he had been invited to deliver the Phi Beta Kappa
address on August 31. The Ught apparently came, and the theory was
presented in what was certainly the most significant ofEmerson's speeches,
"The American Scholar."

Traditionally, "The American Scholar" has been read primarily as a plea
for literary nationalism in the manner ofOliver WendeUHolmes,who called it
"our literary Declaration ofIndependence."^ No doubt many interpreted it
this way because nationalism was a salient topic in the Early NationalPeriod.

Indeed, literary nationalism had been a common topic ofthe Phi Beta Kappa
addressfor a number ofyears.^

But literary nationalism as such occupied a relatively small portion ofthe
speech. Many other themes are developed in the course of"The American
Scholar" that are more significant to the rhetorical critic and theorist. This

paper will examine how in this speech Emerson both enacts and explores
tensions between speakers and their audiences that provide the basis of a

distinctly American rhetoric. Specificalfy, Emerson's concern with identity
and dependency reflect basic ideological tensions growing out ofthe unique
material circumstances of American life. These tensions subsequent^
influencethe ways bothrhetors and auditors relate to each other.

Although Emerson seemed to be most interested in developing a "theory
ofthe scholar's office," this office serves as a representative anecdote for an
exploration of the nature and functions of humankind. The significance of
such explorations as central to an understanding of rhetoric was argued by
Black in his discussion of the "second persona."'' The second persona is the
auditor inqihed in any discourse,"a model of what the rhetor would have his

[or her] audience become.'" The concept ofthe second persona is significant
in rhetorical practice in that "each one of us defines himself[or herself by
what he [or she]is and what he[or she] does... And we should look to one
another for hints as to whom we should become."® This is significant to the
rhetorical critic because "what the critic can find projected bythe discourse is
the image of a [hu]man...[and] We know how to make appraisals of men
[and women].'" Thus, Black's theory allows an examination of the
rhetor/audience relationship as one concerned with the building ofidentities.
Then, rhetorical judgments may be made based upon the character of the
possible identities proposed bythe rhetor for the auditor.

Clearly,ajudgmentofEmerson'sspeech could be developed by examining
the nature ofthehumanhe asks his auditors to become,but such an approach
would reveallittle that is new about Emerson or the second persona. What is
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more significant to an understanding ofrhetoricalprocesses is that Emerson's
speech allows for an exploration ofthe historical emergence of the second
persona and the problem ofidentityin Americanrhetoric.
The essential feature of the second persona is that it assumes that the
auditor is ftee to choose his or her own identity, and looks to rhetors for

guidance. Black did not assert that the rhetor/audience relationship has
always been this way:

Few ofus are bom into an identity that was incipiently stmctured

before our births. Thatwas,centuries ago,the way witii men,butit
certainly not with us. The quest for identity is the modem
pilgrimage.®
Black dated this "modem pilgrimage" as having begun with the
Reformation. Prior to this,

men living in.the tribal warmth ofthe polis had the essentialnature
ofthe world determinedfor them intheir communalheritage ofthe

mythopoesis,and they were able to assess the probity ofutterance
by reference to its mimetic relationship to the stable reality that
undergirdedtheir consciousness—®
That is, rhetors and auditors alike were constrained by these prior
identities,and invention was based more onimitation. Since then,people have
tried to discover meaning in their lives among what Black called "the rending

ofchange and the clamor ofcompeting fictions"that came with the new ideas
ofboththe Renaissance andthe Reformation.

ByEmerson's time,the rending and clamor had resulted in a variety ofcivil
and revolutionary wars, great awakenings and revelations. Such changes in
the political and social world had profound effects on individuals, and how
they could respond to competing and often contradictory messages. An
examination ofboth the era and the material conditions under which Emerson

spoke reveals insight into the rhetorical significance of "The American
Scholar." This speech not onty provided an illumioating moment in the life of
the nation, but reflected a fundamental change in the role of the auditor in

pubhc address. By examining the relationshps between identity and
independence as they are articulated by Emerson, an understanding of a
unique rhetorical ethos ofAmerican democracy emerges.
The Early NationalPeriod

The first key to unlocking the rhetorical significance of"The American
Scholar" is to understand the conditions ofthe United States during the early

nationalperiod. In the years following the Revolution and the adoption ofthe
Constitution, the United States began to grow and prosper at a fast rate.

Military and d^lomatic victories abroad combined with rapid economic and
technological development at home to give Americans confidence and pride
not only about their domestic life, but also about their position in the larger
world community. The feehngs ofthe period were ably expressed by Daniel
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Webster inthe perorationto his 1826 eulogyfor Adams and Jefferson;
It cannot be denied, but by those who would dispute against the
sun, that with America and in America, a new era commences in

human affairs. This era is distinguished by free representative
goyemments, by entire reUgious hberty, by improved systems of
national intercourse, by a newly awakened and unconquerable

spirit offree inquiry, and by dif^ion ofknowledge through the
community such as has been before altogether unknovm and
unheard of."

Although these words were uttered eleven years before "The American
Scholar," they articulate many of the feelings that affected the social

exigencies to which Emerson spoke. Emersonhimselfappreciated the speech
(he was inthe audience at FanueilHall), writing in hisjoumalthat"The oration
of Mr. Webster was worthy of his iame & what is more was worthy ofthe
august occasion. Butthe entryfor this day after the speech contained a long
reflection on the many problems of empty patriotism, and the difhcuhies
citizens had in understanding thek roles in a rapidly changing social
environment.

Americans were indeed facing some rather fundamental changes in the
early national period. The rapid economic growth of the era was tied to

changes in the basic economic structures. The new enq)hasis on individualism
was connected the decline ofthe self-sufhcient and polycultural home as the
basic socio-economic unit. Wage labor and specialty (monocultural)
agriculture transformed the United States into a market capitalist society. In
this new society, young people could no longer assume thattheir vocation and
permanent home would be determined by family status and location.

Dependence on the market brought new kin^ ofuncertainty into their lives:
especially in the boom and bust cycles that characterized the twenties and
thirties. At the time ofEmerson's speech, the nation was in a bust cycle, and
Emersonhimselfwas ina gloomier than usualmoodover the "Panic of'37.""

Not only was this a period ofrapid socio-economic change,it was a period
of rehgious change and upheaval as well Puritanism had given way to
Unitarianism,andyormger generations were beginning to feel disenchantment
with the dryness and limitations ofthe Unitarians. Manypeople flocked to the
"Second Great Awakening," and the depression of 1837 gave rise to such
phenomena as the Advent movement. The intellectualehte,as represented by
those who would have attended Emerson's speech, found answers in
transcendentalism, and it would perhaps not be going to far to say that "The
American Scholar" introduced transcendental philosophy to those outside of
Emerson's immediate circle.

The thirties was a decade in which people faced an identity crisis. As
nation,people did not seethe condition ofthe economy as a sign to support the
confidence and patriotic vigor ofyears past. As individuals,tiiey struggled to
find their own vocation in changing structures and roles. People were
independent, and had the hberty to choose and build new identities, but the
prospect was daunting to many and frightening to others. Emerson spoke to
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tiy to he^ his audience find vocational and moral direction, and "The
American Scholar" is both an explanation and an enactment ofthe relationship
betweenrhetoricalauditors and problems ofidentity.

Rhetoric andIdentity

The basic problem that Emerson was addressing in this speech was the
problem of how humans are to discover and hve out their identity in the
modem world. His focus on the various specific topics of the speech,
especia% the scholar's office and literary nationalism, were basically
appHcations ofa morefimdamentalprinc^le. It wasthefimdamentalprinc^le
oftranscendentalism: humans need to seekthetmthby intuitively discovering
their relationship with God. The self is manifest as consciousness, or
awareness, while God is manifest as Nature. When an individual is seeing
truly, the separation between the selfand nature disappears, and the oneness
that is tmth is perceived.

In discussing the nature and duties of the American scholar, Emerson
described the basic barrier to oneness. He based this on a feble, which served

as the basic text for the speech." This fable proposes a definition ofhuman,
identffied by Emerson as Man. The fable told that all men were originally one
Man,whose various fimctions were parceled out to individuals "[i]nthe social
state."" The current state ofniari,however,is one in which in individuals have

become so engrossed with their fimctions that the unified state of Man had
been lost: "The state of society is one in which the members have suffered
amputation from the trunk,and stmt about so many living monsters,~a good
finger, a neck, a stomach, an elbow, but never a man."" Not only did this
passage imply the right state of man as unified, but it also articulates the
savagery ofman's separation firom Man. Emerson's terms not only come fi:om
different parts of the body, but fiiom different systems. This is no careful
separation based on rational analysis, but a randomhacking. Ifpeople feelan
essential separation jfromtheir essentialbeing,it is not necessarilythe result of
any coherent plan, but of carelessness. Only by learning to be a careful and
self-reliant observer ofnature can one hope to regain oneness and truth.
What is the role of the rhetor in the act of becoming transcendentally

aware? It would appear that there is no need for a rhetor as each individual is
capable of self-reliance in discovering trulli. But Emerson viewed
communication between humans as part ofthe essentialsearchfor identity:
The law of communication is this: here am I a complex human
being— Welcome to me all creatures; Welcome each of you to
your part in me: St. Paulto his, the eagle to his; the horse and the
bat to theirs."

Therefore, the rhetor stands as one who seeks oneness with his or her
audience,even though this mayfeelawkward or presunq)tuous:
The orator distrusts at first the fitness ofhis firank confessions, his

want ofknowledge ofthe persons he addresses, until he finds that
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he is the complement of his hearers;--that they drink his words
because he fulfills for them their own nature; the deeper he dives
into his privatest, secretest presentiment, to his wonder he finds

this is the most acceptable, most pubhc,and universally true. The
people delight in it; the better part ofevery man feels. This is my
music,this is myself.

Thus, the orator is able to show identity to the audience not merely by
reflecting what is already there, but by "infusing his soul into them."" The

rhetor and the auditor work together to discover the transcendent identity. It
is up to the orator to be a self-trusting individual who is forging ahead in his or
her ownsearchfor identity:

The orator must ever stand with a forward foot,in the attitude of

advancing. His speech must bejust ahead ofthe assembly, ahead
ofthe whole human race, or it is superfluous. His speech is not to
be distinguishedftom action.^"

In summary, Emerson sees the role of the orator as not only someone
capable ofshowing the audience how to find identity, but as one who accepts
this as a duty, infulfilling this duty,the rhetor is able to provide an appropriate
ideological response to any exigency, hi the case ofEmerson and his times,
these exigencies included the notion ofindependence.
TheProblem ofIndependence

"The American Scholar" is certainly a speech that develops important
issues concerning independence. The most striking exan^le of this are
Emerson's arguments about literary nationalism. In addition to Holmes's

comment about the intellectual declaration of independence, James Russell
Lowellcommentedthirty years later that

[T]he puritan revolt made us ecclesiastically and the revolution
made us politically independent, but we were socially and
intellectually moored to English thought, till Emerson cut the
cable and gave us a chance at the dangers and glories of blue
waters.^'

It is certainly true that there is a significant difference between political
and literary independence. In 1788,Philip Freneau noted that "a political and
a literary independence of[a]nation[are]two different things— the first was
accomplished in about seven years,the latter will not be completefy effected,
perhaps in as many centuries.

Whatever one makes ofthe fervor for literary nationalism, it is certainly a
reflection of not only a desire for sources of national pride, but a need to
develop a rhetorical ethos for Americans in line with changing social and
economic structures. By arguingfor literary nationalism,Emerson reinforced

the value ofindependence fi^om Europe,and the possibility ofpeople thinking
for themselves. But such argument went beyond sinple political boundaries:
Emerson wanted people to develop the self-reliance through observation and
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intuition as they are expressed in transcendentalism, but at the same time he
implies that truth is not whatever one wants it to be. There is an objective and
knowable truth, and one needs to find it. The danger hes in independence

leading to people being cut offfi:om their true being. Literary nationalism was
one example ofa positive kind ofindependence:
Our day ofdependence,our long apprenticeship to the learning of
other lands draws to a close. The milhons that are around us

rushing into life, cannot always be fed on the sere remains of
foreign harvests.^^
The problems that result fi:om the lack of independent thinking can be
partially solved by literary independence, and Emerson did see problems for
Americans:

The spirit of the American fiieeman is already suspected to be
timid, imitative,tame. Pubhc and private avarice make the air we
breath thick and fat.

The scholar is decent, indolent and

complacent.^"
Here,Emerson indicted the economic and social changes feh by members

ofhis audience. Wild speculation and risky investments(avarice)harmed the
moralfibre ofthe nation and its people not only on economic grounds but on
moral grounds as welL The focus of identity became worldly, and people
maintained dependence on worldly possessions for their identity, despite
other feelings ofindependence.

The problem ofidentity is closely related to the disjunction inched by the
word independence. When an auditor fi'eely seeks an identity fi:om a rhetor,
the very act of auditing become both a rhetorical and a political act. It is
rhetoricalin that it is the act ofdiscovering the available means ofpersuasion,
and then choosing whether or not to allow that persuasion to occur. It is
political in that in seeking to accept an identity j&om another, or j&om trivial
pursuits, one risks his or her Hberty, or independence. The need to look to
each other at allinches dependence.

Herein hes the problem for auditors. Choosing an identity is difficult in a
world where people feel disconnected fi:om their core being. Vocation
becomes a matter ofcareers as people seek livelihood in a market economy,
and career and vocation reflect one's function in the world,and devalues one's

being in the world. Thus, Emerson argued that the person becomes
indistinguishablefiromthejob:

Man is thus metamorphosed into a thing, into many things. The
planter,who is man sent out into the field to gather food,is seldom
cheered by any idea ofthe true dignity ofhis ministry. He sees his
bushel and his cart, and nothing beyond, and sinks into the farmer
instead ofman on the farm. The tradesman scarcely ever gives the

idealworthto his work,but is ridden bythe routine ofhis craft,and
his soul is subject to doUars. The priest becomes a form; the
attorney a statute-book;mechanic a machine;the sailor the rope of
a sh^."
It is an obvious criticism to ask ifhumans ever existed in the ideal unified
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state that Emerson desired, but it is certamly a state where one transcends

optional identities, and seeks the true unity with being. And it gives a
transcendent role to the auditor as well: the auditor is not merely one who
chooses to accept one ofa variety ofidentities, but is rather one who seeks to

go beyond the myriad identities ofa culture that is fragmenting.
Implications

The conflict between identity and independence is best understood if
contrasted as envisioned in Black's theory of the second persona and
Emerson'stranscendentalism At a basic level,they are not inconqiatible: both
would seem to agree that m order to teach the audience the truth,one needs to
discover the appropriate stylistic devices that best excite the audience. Where

they differ is with regard to the degree offreedom one has in the discovery of
an identity. In Black's theory, the discovery is a matter of choice: various

rhetors hold out a variety ofidentities from which auditors may choose. This
is a basic notion to any concept ofdemocracy that seeks absolute liberty and
freedom,and a "free marketplace ofideas."

Emerson, however, inched a darker side to this ability to choose. This
seemingly discordant plethora ofidentities and ideologies is one element that

makes hfe difhcult in the modem world. The concept ofchoosing a particular
identity is the very disjunction that Emerson introduced in his fable of the

dismembered Man. The material conditions of the emerging monoculture
compelled citizens to choose one identity over another and thus excluded

other possible identities, including a unified transcendent identity; and here
came Emerson's walking monsters. Thus, the possibility of distinguishing
between personae was the veryfragmentation Emerson saw inthe suffering of
young people ofhis day.

This idea was hinted at by Wander,who postulated the existence ofa third
persona as a demonstration of an ideological turn in rhetorical criticism^®
Wander claimed that m^licit in the speech is the persona that is excluded

and/or negated by the establishment of the idealized second persona.
Therefore,anyjudgment ofa speechneeds to not only be based on discovering
and describing this third persona, but should be an active response to the
resulting evils. Thus the line between rhetoricalaction and rhetorical criticism
is blurred.

In this case, however, what appears to be an ideological turning in
rhetorical criticism is a sign ofideological reeling in the larger social arena.
Black called the search for identity the modem pilgrimage^ but the term
pilgrunage brings too serene an image for what many experience. Social
critics today have commented on the fact that people change identity
(sometimes literally) like they change their clothes, that people are more
concemed with their lifestyle than they are with their life. Emerson's time sees

the first twists and gyrations, and his advocacy of transcendentalism is a
response to these. He argued that identity is not.something that one is given in
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the materiel world;it is a spiritual connectedness to truth. Rather than having
to identify the personae imphed by a speaker,one needs to identify the person
that exists intranscendent truth. Oneneedsto focus on the possibility ofunity
rather than disunity.

This is not to say that Black himselfadvocated disunity through his theory

ofthe secondpersona: quite the opposite. Black demonstrated the potentialfy
dysftmctionalnature ofextremist rhetoric by showing how certain metaphors
can lead people to identify with a given ideology. What is problematic is that
the theory reflects the basic disjunction that Emerson decried: that there is no
universal core that people can depend on or use as a touchstone to ground
their judgments. Individuals become self-reliant to a point beyond what
Emerson argued for: instead oftrusting their own intuition to lead them to
universaltruth,they trust nothing and refy on nothing butthe self, they do not
see themselves as part of something larger. Ifthe search for identity is the
modem pilgrimage, it is a joumey in the dark, a joumey where the pilgruns
hear the shriftking nothingness ofthe postmodem world drown out the still
small voice that calls them over the tumult, calling them to know that they
aheady have the very beingthey seek.

Notes
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" Theiable on which Emeison bases his speech ifgenerally assumed to be
from Plato. However, Bercovitich argues that Enierson is drawing more
directly on a &ble from En:q)edocles, and that the focus is much more on the

divine nature of humans than one might expect fiom Plato. See Sacvan
Bercovitich, "The Philosophical background to the Fable in Emerson's
American Scholar." Journalofthe History ofIdeas 28:123-128.
"Ra^h Waldo Emerson, "The American Scholar" in Nature,Addresses
and Essays, The Complete Works, Volume 1. (1903; New York: AMS Press
1968)

"Emerson,"The American Scholar"paragraph4.
"Emerson,May 4,1837,Journal, VoL 5. This passage later appeared in
his lecture titled"The Heart."

Emerson,"The American Scholar,"paragraph31.

" Emerson, "Eloquence" in Letters and Social Aims; Complete Works,
Vol. VIII,(1903;New York:AMS Press 1968)114.

^"Emerson,"Eloquence," 115.
Perry, 96.

Phil^ Freneau,"Advice to Authors Bythe late Mr.Robert Slender." ed
P.M. Marsh, The Prose ofPhilip Freneau. (New Brunswick, NJ: The
Scarecrow Press,1965.)

"Emerson,"The American Scholar,"paragraph 1.
^ Emerson,"The American Scholar"paragraph36.
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Phihp Wander. "The Third Persona: An Ideological Turn in Rhetorical
Theory." CentralStates Speech Journal,35,(Winter,1984)197-216.
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Channel Surfing as Enigmatic Narrative:
Exploring Chaotic Elements of Narrative Performance

Daniel D. Gross, Montana State University, Billings
Victoria Tait Coffinan, Montana State University, Billings
We have no right to assmne that any physical laws exists, or ifthey have
existed up to now, that they wiU continue to exist in a similar manner in the

futmre.—Max Planck,The Universe in LightofModem Physics{\93\)
The Plurality oftimes presupposed bythe specialtheory ofrelativity must
be construed as illusion or, rather, as the effects of perspective.—Henri
Bergson,Duree etSimultaneite

The pond is plenteous. The land is lush. And having turned offthe news I
am for the moment mellow. With my book in one hand And my drink in the
other What more could I want But fame. Better health. And ten million
dollars?—Kenneth Burke,CollectedPoems(1915-1967)

Rationale

The statements,two by physicists and one by a narrative lyricist, mayseem
to have little in common. Yet, they represent a growing development in
contemporary speculation that the operation of the natural and that of

creative-performative expression are interdependent. So Planck, who
speculates that physical reality actually may be an uncertain flux; Bergson,
who struggles with illusion and the effect ofperspective on time, and Burke
whose narrative poem reveals how he seeks contentment by switching fi:om
one form of distraction to another, may well exen^lify a merging in the
contert^orary scene of two formally distinct perspectives—physics and
narrative or storytelling.

A blending can occur because ofthe notion fi:om subatomic physics that
the observer somehow creates the observed. Thus, poets who, until recent
days, were given Hcense to wander harmlessly into other worlds and invite
participants to travel along with them into their narrative creations, may
somehow be creating actual worlds that may or may not be harmless. In other
words, the whole notion that communication creates reality may be reality
(Steward,1986).
Blending physics and narrative with a third technical factor—multimedia

technology and especially wide-ranging network television—opens up
puzzling and formerly unimagined communication events along with their
implications and irupacts. We believe that such a situation has emerged in the
case of a performance phenomenon called channel surfing. We intend to

explore this performance event via perspectives afforded us firom both
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physics—particularly chaostheory—and narrative theory.

By studying the artifects ofthe cultural performance of channel surfing,
we hope to contribute to knowledge about how humans assign content
meianing to ambiguous Stimuli, how they arrange these signs in a particular
configuration, how they use language and emblems to encode their
interpretations, and how they participate in a process ofinvention, selecting
symbohc cues fi:om a corrplex cultural data base. The paper's hypothesis is
that cultural visions and revisions are constructed through narrative texts.

These performed narrative texts are in turn composed fiom an array of
discursive and nondiscursive symbols that afford insight into how meaning is
assigned with broad culturalsignificance.

By identifying the steps ofsignification involved in this process, we intend

to provide tnsight into ^e mechanisms by which text is transformed into
cultural memory. The assumption is that this example will shed hght notjust
onthe artifect selectedfor analysis,but willhe^ scholars generate knowledge

about the symbols involved in creating and enacting enigmatic texts in
contemporary society. Specifically,the purpose ofthis paper is to analyze the
system of codes through which people produce, perform, and interpret
Finigmatic narratives—in this G^&Qchannel-surfing-confessional'D2imXrs/Q&.
Chaos Theory

Tn recent years, chaos theory has been discussed fi^om several

perspectives. Theoretical physicists talk of"chaotic boundaries"(Hawking,
1988, p. 123) and "chaotic systems"(Barrow, 1991, p. 41 & 1994, p. 39).
Psychologists write of chaos as "an omen of transcendence in the
psychotherapy process"(Biitz, 1990,p. 1)and "circun]5)lex attractors" within
family units (Robinson, 1994, p. 1). Meteorologists write of "nonperiodic

flow"(Lorenz et aL p. 130), while those who study literature refer to the
"emplotmentofchaos"and"instability"in order(Knoespel,1991,p. 100).
In addition, others present notions that "fiactals" are the "record" or

patterns of chaos (Briggs, 1992, p. 13). These patterns become points of
interestfor artists. Furthermore,rhetoricalscholars claim an ahgnment exists

between "contingency" issues and chaos theory(LesUe, 1993, p. 3; Ono &
Sloop,1993,p.5). Thus,interestinthe concept ofchaos abounds for scholars
and others who investigate conq)lex,"unpredictable and apparently random
behaviorin dynamic systems"(Coveney &Highfield,1990,p. 361).
The term chaos is a misnomer(Biitz, 1990,p. 3). Instead ofsuggesting a
state of supreme chance or confused unorganized form, the term chaos as
used in chaos theory is better understood as a constrained randomness
(Master,1990). Thus,in chaostheory,a con^lex,dynamic phenomenon may
appear chaotic;however,perspectives that utilize unorthodox methodologies
may provide insight into formally undetected patterns and relationshh)s. The
complex systems are only apparently random, and a state that may appear
confusing is so "locally" butnot"globally"(Biitz,1990,p.6)
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Channelsurfing fits wellinto the perimeters ofa communication event that
would suggest the approach ofchaos theory. On the surface,it appears to be a
random performance; yet, from the perspective of chaos theory, a pattern
exits. Channel surfrng as a human-performance narrative will then naturally
align with a methodology that focuses on narrative performance in
conjunction with a perspective that is sensitive to chaos-theory issues.
Blending chaos theory with narrative theory provides a rich mechanism for the
analysis ofan enigmatic performance such as channelsurfing

Narrative Theory

Although historically scholars have relegated narrative to a status inferior
to that of logic (O'Banion, p. xi, 1992), more recently narrative has been
lauded as the preeminent mode of communication and the human being has
been labeled Homo narrans (Fisher, 1989, p. 5, 62). Although the debate
surrounding the centrahty ofnarration continues(Rowland,1989; Warmick,
1987), it does so on the most abstract levels of narrative theory. However,
researchers concerned with mid-level theoretical concerns have been busy
scrutinizing a variety ofcommunication events via the narrative perspective.
These mid-level theorists, building on dramatistic theories like those
developed by Burke (1969); Bormann (1972) and Goffinan (1959); have
utilized narrative theory to study memory retention(Roye, 1986);to analyze
psychotherapy techniques (Schafer, 1981; Heming, 1987); as a tool for
biblical interpretation (Alter, 1981; Noel, 1986); and to interpret Memphis
fiimiture(Foss, 1987).
More recentfy, scholars have demonstrated how narrative plays a vital
role in institutional rhetoric (Smith, 1990), in persuasive potency(Carlson,

1989), in testifying to the sincerity of life-changing experiences (GrifBns,
1990), and in exploring tension between the scientific community and the
public in general(Taylor, 1992). Such scholars' efforts have revealed the
pervasiveness,practicality,andheuristic value ofstory to theorist and critic in
a vast variety ofcontexts.

The heuristic value of narrative research may be credited to Fisher and
others(Fisher, 1989; Maclntyre, 1984;White, 1981), who have claimed that
narrative is a paradigmatic mode ofhuman consciousness. As such,scholars

have tested narrative claims in an ever-widening circle of theoretical
development. Following their lead, we attempt to enlarge the circle of
narrative theory's utility by blending chaos theory and narrative theory in
order to explore the particular enigmatic performances of channel surfing
Specifically, we explore the confessional narratives shared by actual channel
surfers.

Blending two theoretical perspectives for the study of channel surfing
narratives is necessary because although useful maps for understanding the
form and content ofnarratives have been provided by others(e.g.,HoUihan &

Riley, 1987), the designs may cause certain dynamics to be ignored (Allen,
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1995). Earlier designs outlined the structure ofnarrative in such a way that
divergent forces present in the system or discordant voices are ignored as
nonintegral (Allen, 1995). For exarr^le, Foss (1989) suggests that
"[s]atellites are not crucial to the narrative and can be deleted without
disturbing the main story line ofthe narrative"(p. 231). In addition, Rybacki
and Rybacki(1991)also argue that ifthe narrative does not fit into a scheme,
the critic should seek a universal story line thus "taming discordant strands of
discourse"(Allen,1995).

Brummett(1994)is one critic who expresses interest in the unexplained in
narratives He expresses sensitivity for what he calls "difftise" texts that are
"complex," "many-layered" and "may even be self-contradictory"(p. 81). In
addition, he claims that we "no longer communicate within a single, or even a
few,received culturalsystems"(1993,p. 3). Several messages canbemerged
as,for example,with

the peripatetic camera, looping,jumping, moving, never content
to see anythmg fiiomthe same angle for more than a moment. This
same experience may be found in lots oftelevision, in magazines
geared to teenagers, and perhaps increasingly periods while our
conputer searchersfor a file or directory,(p.4)
Though Brummett does not specifically mention channelsurfing,it seems
naturalto included channelsurfing inhis list. Brummett alludes to notions that
are those ofchaos theory,though he does not exphcitly refer to chaos theory.
Tn other words, of aU the critical theorists, he approaches most nearly a
framework for the study of enigmatic performance narratives. As such, he

opens a reasonable link for our blending narrative and chaos theory
assumptions.

Method

Members of a university class were presented the following statement:
Assuming you channel surf, would you share your story concerning this
activity? Seven members submitted narratives relating their experience. The
activity known as channel surfing in^volves a person positioned before a
television set with a remote control in hand chcking through channels. The

performers who surf through channels appear to be doing so in a random
fashion. The assunption is that the performers' narratives constitute their
performance as surfers,just as all communication "constitutes" world and is
more than mere representation(Steward, 1986). In other words,the surfers'
narratives contain both in form and content the essence oftheir performance.

A narrative performance is recognized as a "way ofordering and presenting a
view ofthe world through a descrption of a situation involving characters,
actions, and settings"(Foss, 1996, p. 400). Several steps follow from these
preliminary considerations.

First, the data were analyzed via two theoretical perspectives—grounded
theory and narrative criticism (Glaser & Strauss, 1967). Grounded theory
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was selected because it allowed the data to suggest categories of analysis.
However,because we could not analyze everything, we began our inquiry by
investigating those aspects of the data that constitute basic elements of a
narrative.

Second, we identified in each narrative the basic characteristics of

narrative in two categories: the content—what the story was about and the

form/expression-how the story was told. Within the content aspect, we
looked for features ofeach story concerned with events, characters, settings
temporalrelations, causalrelations,theme(s),andnarrator. We looked at the
form/expression of the story by identifying the means by which the above
elements were communicated. Therefore, our approach involved anafysis of

both the narrative and how it was told. These elements were used simply as a
starting point for our analysis—we did not confine our analysis to these
categories and allowed others to emergefrom the data.

Third, guided by the categories suggested in our data analysis, we
categorized the narrative characteristics labeling them regarding form and
content. With these categories before us we ascertained in what way,ifany,
the narrative categories were unique and ifso how they functioned within the
enigmatic narratives.

Fourth, if the narratives and their categories were unique and did not
suggest traditional narrative analysis, we conducted narrative criticism from

the perspective that chaos theory suggests. We gleaned from chaos theory a
perspective on narrative that features four notions: (1) undertying order
known as a strange attractor;(2)seemingly random behavior;(3)sensitivity
to initialconditions;and(3)mixing infinite time and space(Allen, 1995). Any
words or phrases in the next two sections within quotations or in a blocked
quote that are not otherwise referenced are direct quotes from the surfers'
narratives(Gross, 1995). In addition, allthe quotes ftom the narratives were
used as they were given,including grammaticalvariations.
The Surfing Narratives'Characteristics

The analysis of the seven narratives revealed that they functioned
rhetorically as confessions and/or apologies. In other words, the narrator's
shared their reasons for channel surfing in the form ofa defense. Therefore,
the underlying assumption of their narratives was that channel surfing was
somehow a suspect behavior. In fact, several ofthe narrators referred to it as

an "addiction" or "obsession." "As the myriad ofelectronic images flash upon
the screen, the surfer enters a hypnotic state similar to that of a bird
mesmerized oflHus branch by a hungry cat." Yet,it would be a mistaketo think

that the narrators' confessions were as simple as their metaphor of addiction
may indicate. Because other times,the narrators shared that the emphasis in
the phrase "remote control" belongs on the word "control" With the remote
controlinhand,they were in controlofthe "world."

In addition to the world, they confessed to being in control of
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"commercials," "entertain[ment]," "interruptions," "boredom," "disgust,"
"action,""goodtime[s]," arid even"peace"andhope." As one narrator shared.
Anytime I find myself being insulted, robbed, raped, murdered,
seduced, or abused or lied to... .1 change the channel Anytime I
feel that I am being educated,lullabyed, amused or uplifted...I
stay and rest awhile.

The style was another distinguishing characteristic of the confessional
surfers narrative. Generally, the narrative style was similar to the everchanging action as with the clicking ofthe remote control In other words,the
sentences were short and snappy. For exan^le, one narrator writes,"'As the
World Turns' CLICKS . . . Bizarre music, images, tongue sucking. MTV
CLICK!"Another writes uses sentence fi^agments. For exan^le,"So giggle if

you wish
you have myselfas a fi-iend, as we watch me together." Finally,
one writes adding cute little asides or quips or perhaps interpretative
commercials. For exarqple, "[n]ot to be ignored are the laymen and
professionals who view(excusethe pun)channelsurfing as a addition."
The narrators are the only characters inthe narratives,the setting is smq)ly
referred to as "couch" or "beach," and the action is referred to as "CLICK"or

"flip "So aside fi:om the confessional content and the style, the narratives as
such appear flat. And left with these traditional narrative characteristics
alone, we believe the dynamic and uniqueness ofthe narratives is allowed to
escape analysis. Thus,a blending ofnarrative with chaos theory can result in
richer critical rewards, especially regarding the enigmatic narratives of the
channelsurfer.

Interpreting Enigmatic Narratives

As stated earlier, chaos theory provides four criteria applicable to
narrative analysis.

Underlying Order or Strange Attractor
If the confessional narratives are read within the confines and narrow

perspective ofthe words ofthetext alone,then whatthese words in^ly may be
ignored. Thus, if the critic stands back fi'om the narratives and looks for a
center(s) around which most ofthe activity is circulating, perhaps a chart of
the seeming complexity will emerge. In the words ofchaos theory,there may

be a strange attractor that explains most of the activity. Argyros (1992)
suggests that "[I]t is perhaps interesting to speculate that chaotic attractors
are single visual metaphors for the global coherence of chaotic systems"(p.
666). Thus,achaosten^latemaybe
a kind of mformation processing strategy characterized by an
overallcausalframe,the generalplot,which is itselfcorrqposed ofa
frequently tangled hierarchy of nested plots and subplots. The
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identifying feature oftraditional narrative... is that it respects the
necessity ofan overarching causal frame supporting and
stabilizing a hierarchical and heterarchical arrangement of
subordinate causalnetworks.(p.662)
Inthe case ofthe surfers'confessionalnarratives,the strange attractor that
gives the narratives an underlying order and explains the apparent random
flow ofboth the narratives and the narrator's behavior is the remote-control

unit. The remote control is the strange attractor in the narratives. When it is
viewed as a controlling element in the confessional narrative(s),the puzzling
or enigmatic nature ofthe narratives and the performance ofthe narrators is
understood.

Seemingly Random Behavior

If someone is watching another person acting out the performance of
channel surfing, the surfer may appear to be randomly clicking through
channels with no apparent pattern to the selections. However, if the
performance ofsurfing is viewed as part ofa larger textual performance,then
the randomness disappears. In other words, viewing the confessional
narratives as a whole reveals a mosaic ofpatterns and textures. For example,
the narrators describe the patterns and textures oftheir surfing as looking for
"enticement," "entertainment," patterns of control over "commercials,"
"interruptions,""boredom,""disgust," and movementfrom"hurt and trouble"
to "hope and peace." Thus, the clicking only appears random;the narrators
confessed that their clicking is governed by a myriad ofpatterns ofwhich the
earlier list is only a sample.

Sensitivity to Initial Conditions

Chaos theory eruphasizes that coinplex systems are sensitive to initial
conditions. For example,two leaves that enter a stream's flow together will
tend to remain close over a given distance. Or on the other hand,a butterfly's
fluttering wings offthe Hawaiian coast may be the prelude to a storm that hits
the coast of Alaska. The point is that in chaos theory scrutinizes initial
conditions. Careful attention should be given to any small changes from that
initial condition least in^ortant cues are ignored or disregarded. In like
maimer, given the initial condition of a surfer, we would suspect that the
conditions throughout the performance and near the end are probability
related in some way. Brummett (1994) states, "Every text appears or is
constructed during some first moment or range ofmoments intime and space"

(p. 84).
For example, one narrator states, "I'm not sure ifI qualify as a channel
surfer or not, but the analogy ofmy own peculiarities are always &scinating."
In this first moment,the narrator is distracted by numerous other details and
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descriptors and the expression of self-doubt fades in the force of seemingly
more important issues ofthe confessionalnarrative. Nonetheless,atthe end of
the narrative, the narrator asks to be excuse[d], "I think I'm gonna call my

therapist!" This statement, and those in the other narratives, would be
disregarded without a sensitivity to the initial conditions of the narrative
performance.

Mixing in Finite Time and Space

Traditional narrative criticism monitors the time sequences and intervals

to map the predictive horizon ofthe plot(AUen, 1995). Simultaneous and
sequentialtime patterns are the focus ofsuch a critique. Alternately,the focus
in chaos theory is how plots stretch and fold beyond their original perimeters,
creating a structure(Allen, 1995).

For example^ one narrator wrote,"Baseball CLICK! Old black and white
movie CLICK! Another movie CLICK!" When read aloud, the reader can

mimin the sound of the remote and more inqiortantly experience the actual

time spent in channel surfing. Thus, carefully mixing phrases with the word
"chck" immerses the reader in the finite time and space of the narrative.

Therefore, a conceptfrom chaos theory reveals how the reader can become a

participant in the finite time and space ofa narrative. The observer(reader)
and the observed(the narrative)are merged or interdependent.
Discussion

The results of the critique raise issues and imphcations that merit
discussion. We shall discuss them withintwo broad categories—issues related
to boththeory and culture.

First, theories of symbohc inducement (Burke, 1969; Bormann, 1972)
explain certain aspects ofthe surfing performance narratives inthatthe surfers
assign meaning to their performances. Yet,these theories, powerfiil in their
own right, are further empowered by coupling them or incorporating them
into a broader scheme in order to understand the inphcations of complex

events. In other words,although the surfers'confessionalnarrative texts offer
rational defense for the surfing behavior,and thereby revealthe importance of

symbolic inducement,they are onfy partially satisfyiig. Though vahd asfar as
they go, they leave unexplained other aspects of the larger event. Chaos
theory blended with narrative expands the sphere of inducement as in the
following explanation:

William Gibson, author of the cyberpunk novel Necromancer,
remarked in an interview that a teenager playing an arcade video

game illustrates how an informational feedback loop connects
human and machine . .. . Photons leave the screen, enter the

teenager's eyes, and trigger neuralresponses that coordinate with
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hand movements, which in turn cause the electronic circuitry of
the machine to produce more photons. When such experiences
are everyday events, a context is created that makes information
flow seen as rea as the matter and energy that carries it~or more
real

Channel surfers have created for themselves such a world as welL Only
theories or combinations oftheories like those highlighted in this study can
unlock the enigma ofsuch human-machine performances.
Therefore, blending narrative and chaos theory affords a method of

critique for a puzzling performance known as channel surfing. The blending
reveals elements ofnarrative performance previously ignored or discarded as
irrelevant. In the channel surfing narratives, chaos theory draws attention to
broader issues of the narratives that can he^ explain apparently strange
occurrences within the text. For example, the remote control becomes a
strange attractor that acts like a main character around which most of the
performance circulates. The content ofthe narrator's confessional narrative
fimctions as a director givingpurpose to the flow ofthe action.
Also, the television fimctions as a repertoire of possible settings,
supporting characters, and subplots in an ever changing narrative

performance. Other metaphoric combinations are also possible given the
elements and perspective of chaos theory. In other words, chaos theory
informs us that enigmatic- performative narratives, like channel surfing, are
self-organizing(Hayles, 1991, p. 12). A channel surfing critique can unlock
the princ^les of self organization. Channel surfing performances are,
therefore, new kinds of stories, with a new set of topic and taxonomic

elements(Assad,1991;Brummett,1993).

Second, along with these

theoretical issues, some concerns that are cultural in nature merit attention.
While the theoretical sophistication may exist to explain the enigma of a

channelsurfer's performance,a performance that merges human and machine
raises questions of value. Such a merger may alter culture in a detrimental
fashion. In the beginning ofthis paper, we said that we were interested in
studying how cultural performances like channel surfing assigned meaning
ftom an array ofdiscursive an nondiscursive symbols. Though it is apparent
that meaning is assigned and mechanisms like remote controls and mass media

programming alter the relationsh^ of the signified and signifier, the
in^lications on cultural memory merit examination.
In order to gather a perspective on cultural memory and perhaps any

changes that may be occurring, we will compare theatre and artistic
performance to channel-surfing performance. Some claim that cultural
memory is affected in six ways.

(1) Pavis (1992) in^)licitly claims that television has affected cultural
attention faculties:

[T]he television set occupies a central place in the home; it is
magnetic point and the umbilical cord connected to a "somewhere
else" that is difficult to locate.

Voluntary or involuntary

interruptions ofthe broadcast are possible and TV viewers,wooed
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by a number ofother programs, are judgmentally unstable beings
hence the difficulty of fixing them to their seats and interesting
them in a performance that is more rapid than the stage version
which lasts three hours or more.

The "raise in scene" of a

performance made for TV must never be boring or lose its
narrative power,(p. 111)

Concurring, Gronbeck(1994)states that because oftelevision news and
its narrative assumptions "politics [has turned] into not only stories but
sociodramas" because the stories are "short and emotion-laden"(p. 9). Thus,
given that humans are storytellers, surfing may be influencing our cultural
stories to become more entertaining and shorter.

(2) In addition, Pavis (1992) suggests that surfing aflects our cultural
acceptance ofthe divergent. He writes,
TV drama sticks to stories along safe lines, with unhappy heroes,
unstable destinies. Television drama is consumedthe same way as
television news, weather or commercials. News takes on the

appearance of a show on a large scale, with blood, deaths and
marriages as in soap opera,(p. 109)
On the other hand,theatre often majors on drawing attention to that which is
outofthe ordinary. A steady surfing diet willnarrow a cuhuralidentity.
(3) Christofferson (1993) states that "[t]he actor's driving force is the
ert^)ty space which must be filled" (p. 199). The surfer is also filling up an
eropty or "boriag" space. Yet, space is being filled with cukurally loaded
messages that impact cultural memory.

(4) Channel surfing may fracture the self. At the recent Claude Monet
exhibit at The Art Institute of Chicago it was noted that the figures in the
paintings appeared almost to dissolve into the background of the painting,

becoming one with their environment(Monet, 1995). Monet painted the
same subject over and over by continually returning to the same scene. He
disregarded the something to pay attention to the nothing. At one point, he
had one himdred canvases in process, trying to capture just the right Ught.
Monet was attenq)ting to bring a totalness,truth and wholeness to one image.
In contracts, the channel surfer uses the surfing performance to revolt
against the concept of wholeness. In the process, perhaps the surfer is
fracturiag the self. Our earUer analysis, drawn from the confessional
narratives, indicated that the surfers revealed patterns offocus, yet it may be
only a localized focus. On the broader cultural or universal contexts, the
impact of surfing may result in a fragmentation and disconnectedness within
community.

(5) Channel surfing limits creative potential by limiting the performance
to the channels and their programs. Boal(1989)asked a group ofteenagers
what they thought oftheatre,though their only previous experience ofdrama
was with television. They stated that "[t]heatre is being able to invent life
instead ofjust being carried away by it. . . and seeing everything on a bigger

scale"(p. 81). Thus,with an ever-increasing exposure to one mode ofdrama,
a culture ultimately is narrowed. The statements by the students also contain
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the phrase,"just being carried away by it." In the confessionalnarratives,the
narrators mentioned being "addicted" to and "hypnotized" while surfing.
Evidently, instead ofthe surfing performance becoming a creative, inventive
process, it fimctions as a controlhng, man^ulative experience. Over time,
such performance may breed an abundance of automatic behavior and

man^ulatable citizemy as a culture loses its spectrumofahematives.
(6) Channelsurfing mayremove the culturalawareness ofillusion. Phelan
(1993)states that
[h]alfway between seduction which removesthe visible apparatus
of desire and production which displays it, theatre operates in a
curious psychic space. The secret oftheater's power is dependent
upon the truth ofits illusion. Infolded witlm fiction,theatre needs

to displaythe between visible and invisible power,(p. 12)
Regarding channel surfing, the surfer loses contact with the sense of
illusion in mult^le layers ofillusion. Li other words,the line between what is
real and what is notfades because the whole performance and allthe elements
that go into the experience are made up. Thus,a culture loses the mirror ofart
for self-correction. The mirror and its reflectants have become one through
layers ofrefiraction.

These reflections on culture caU into question the value ofsurfing. They
are negative in tone. Yet, the intent is to heighten awareness regarding the

impact of a performance on mind and ultimately culture. Boals (1995)
believes that "no individual consciousness can remain unmarked by societal
values"(p. xx)and that there are "cops ... in our heads,...[t]he task [is] to
discover how these cops got into our heads"(p. 8). He claims that we are not
passive rec^ients but directors ofour ovm processes and make choices and
these choices either hberate or oppress (p. xxii). His observations imply a
question regarding performances of all kinds and, in particular, regarding
channel surfing. Does channel surfing hberate or does it oppress? Does the
searching, darting firom one event to another in life and on television, bring
ten^orary or long-term meaning and richness to culture? Wholeness or
fragmentation? Sensitive cultural awareness heeds those "cops" that warn of
oppression and loss ofcuhuralrichness.

Further inquiry is suggested by this study. The interfece between theories
ofnature and those more human raise many questions. When a physicaltheory
is found usefulin the human sciences, what does the parallel signify? How do
they explain existence (Hayles, 1991)? What does their blendbg signify?
What separates the two realms? In addition to these questions, which have an
epistemological bent, there are others that are contextually specific, for
example what other constructions beside confessional narratives might occur
given alternate questions ofiaquiry? And,what other methodologies might be
apphed to the channel surfing performance that may highlight yet
unemphasized dimensions?
In conclusion, the word chaos in chaos theory is a misnomer because it

focuses on hidden order. Yet, even in chaos theory's power to reveal
hiddenness, other secrets attract. In fact, perhaps the appeal ofthe theory is
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indeed the word chaos and not explanation. Some claim that the cultural^
popular television series Northern Exposure with its propensity for the odd,
weird,and strange,appealed to our culturalhunger for the untamed(Hopkins,
1993). The allure ofthe enigmatic or mysterious,therefore,is not onlyfor the
theorists,butfor a complex and dynamic culture as well
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Using Children ofa Lesser God to
Teach Communication

Russell F. Proctor n. Northern Kentucky University
Roseanna Rock, Northern Kentucky University
The use of feature films as case studies for illustrating communication
concepts has been popular in our field's journals (e.g., Adler, 1995; GrifiBn,
1995; Kodak, 1995; Johnson & lacobucci, 1995; McGowan, 1993;Proctor,
1993, 1995; Proctor & Adler, 1991; Siddens, 1992) and textbooks (e.g.,
Adler & Rodman, 1994; Adler,Rosenfeld,& Towne, 1995; Canary & Cody,
1994;GrifiBn, 1994;Proctor, 1996;Stewart&Logan,1993). Onefeature film
widely recommended as an instructionalresource is Children ofa Lesser God,
the 1986 movie starring Marlee Matlin and William Hurt. Proctor and Adler

(1991)suggest that Children "provides a virtual survey oftopics covered in
most interpersonal communication classes"(p. 395). GrifiBn(1994) details
how Children illustrates relational dialectics, while Kodak(1995) describes
the movie's utility as a case study ofrelationalstages. This paper will discuss
how the movie can also be used to illustrate concepts and issues of
intercuhuralcommunication.

Film Synopsis

In the film version ofChildren ofa Lesser God,Kurt plays James Leeds,a
talented young teacher who accepts a position at a schoolfor the deaf. Leeds
uses a variety ofcreative methodsto teachhis deafstudents to speak. Ke soon
fells in love with Sarah Norman(Matlin), a graduate ofthe school who serves

as its custodian. Sarah clearly is capable ofa more challenging occupation.
Leeds decides she is held back only by her inability (or unwiUingness) to
engage in oral communication. Ke ofiFers to teach Sarah to speak, but she
refuses. As the story unfolds, it becomes clear that their differences are as

much cultural as they are personal James beheves deafpeople are less than
normal unless they speak, so he tries to make Sarah join his culture—the
culture ofthe spoken word. Sarah is more comfortable in the Deaf cuhure,
where speech is not deemed necessary for interaction or success. Ker role
model is Marian Loesser (pronounced "Lesser"), a member of the Deaf
community who does not speak and holds two doctoral degrees. Viewed as an
intercuhuial story, the movie raises difiBcuh questions regarding value
judgments about cultural differences. At film's end, James and Sarah realize
that the success oftheir relationsh^ wiU depend on their ability to bridge the
culturalgap that separates them.
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Deafness as Culture

The notion ofDeafiiess'as culture is a relatively recent departure from the
traditional view ofdeafiiess as pathology. The cultural approach suggests "it
makes more sense to understand deafiiess not as a handicapping condition,let
alone as a deficit,but rather, as a cultural condition"(Reagan & Wilson, 1994,

p. 1070). From this perspective, the Deaf"are sircply a linguistic minority
(speaking American Sign Language) and are no more in need of a cme for
their condition than are Haitians or Hispanics" (Dolnick, 1993, p. 37).
Deafiiess as culture has been espoused by a growing number of Deaf and
hearing linguists, sociologists^ and anthropologists (see Reagan & Wilson,
1994,for an extensive bibhography).

Tlie American Deaf community has many characteristics that typically
define a culture or subculture,such as:

a distinctive language (American Sign Language), endogamous
marital patterns, behavioral norms that differ from those of the
dominant society, cultural artifacts such as telecommunication
devices for the deaf(TDD), teletypewriters (TTY), television
decoders,and so on,a sense ofthe history ofthe Deafcommunity,
and an awareness of cultural identity.(Reagan & Wilson, 1994,
pp. 1070-71)

This "awareness of cultural identity" was noted by Solomon (1994) after
extended interaction with the Deafcommunity:

I have heard Deafpeople talk about how their 'family' is the Deaf
community. Rejected in so many instances by parents with whom
they cannot communicate, united by their struggle with a world
that is seldom understanding ofthem,they have formed inviolable
bonds oflove ofa kind that are rare inhearing culture,(p.45)

Despite these "inviolable bonds," there is controversy within the Deaf
community. ASL is generally understood withinthe American Deafculture as
the shared language that creates their shared identity (Dolnick, 1993), but
there is disagreement about whether the Deaf should leam oral
communication skills. For some. Speaking and Spreading are seen as

concessions to a pathological approach to deafiiess, as identified by Reagan
and Wilson(1994): "Ifone accepts the pathologicalview ofdeafiiess,thenthe
only reasonable approach to dealing with deafiiess is to attempt to remediate
the problem—which is, ofcourse,precisefy what is done when one focuses on
the teaching of speech and ^reading in education" (pp. 1069-70). Some
among the Deaf believe the teaching of speech (also known as "oralism")
suggests that ASL is an inadequate or inferior form ofcommunication;thus,
they vehemently oppose such training. Others recommend learning both ASL
and spoken English(although some in this camp advocate ASL as theprimary
language ofthe Deaf, written English as a secondary language, and oralism
sinqily as an option). Opinions about oralism among the Deaf range from
strong endorsementto fervent abstention.

The oralism controversy is a central issue in Children ofa Lesser God. It
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is also at the heart ofrecent debates about Heather Whitestone, 1995's Miss

America. "I feel caught between the hearing and deaf worlds," says
Whitestone(Anders,1995,p. 4), who is deafand speaks. Rather than holding
Whitestone in esteem,some indie Deafcommunity beheve she has sold out to
the the hearing culture. "Among the deaf," says Sherry Cuhon of Gallaudet
University, a hberal arts university for the deaf, "status comes from using
American Sign Language, attending (deaQ schools and coming from a deaf
family. That's our culture . . . that's why there's this disappointment in
Heather"(p. 5). One administrator at Gallaudet reflects,"A lot ofus feel she
shouldn't represent us to the mainstream world," while another Gallaudet

administrator applauds Whitestone for "demonstrating that deaf people can
succeed in reaching their goals in ways that work best for them"(p. 4). The
debate has been painfulfor Whitestone, who says,"I've never advocated one
communication method over another. It hurts meto be misunderstood"(p. 5).
Children ofa Lesser God star Marlee Matlin, who was criticizedfor speaking
at the 1987 Oscar ceremony, empathizes with Whitestone: "This is the same
thing that happened to me" 5).
These controversies about culture,language,and identity make excellent
topics for discussion in communication courses. Children ofa Lesser God
serves as a rich case study, introducing students to some ofthe dehcate and
difficult issues in this comphcated debate.
Case Study: Children ofa Lesser God

In Children ofa Lesser God,James Leeds views deafiiess as pathological
and regards oralismas a meansfor deafpeopleto better themselves. Hisjob is
to teach speech to students at a schoolfor the deaf. Leeds is dismayed to find
that Sarah Norman,a bright graduate ofthe school, cannot speak and works
as ajanitor. In their first interaction, James informs Sarah,"Ifyou let me,I bet
I could teach you to speak." A few scenes later, his feelings about the
in^ortance oforalism are revealed: "You should let me hel^ you. Dont you
wantto get along inthe world?" Sarah responds,"I don't do anything I can't do
well" By this point, battle lines are already drawn for the characters—and the
audience. Some willsee Sarah as a stubbom,ungratefulperson who refusesto
leam(from someone who loves her)a skill that might he^ her advance in the
"real world." Others willsee James as an insensitive, controlling teacher who
refuses to acknowledge both the legitimacy of the Deaf culture (which
iucludes success stories such as Marian Loesser's) and the embarrassment
Sarahfeels when she attempts oralism

The existence(and potential) ofthe Deaf culture is not introduced until
late in the movie. The prevailing sentiment ofthe characters early in the film is
that deafiiess is an unfortunate problem that can be offset (but not cured)
through education and oralism. Mr. Franklin, the school's princ^al, tells
James that his goal is simpfy "to he^ a few deafkids get along a little better."
He informs James that Sarah is "content" with herjanitorialjob because,"We
educated her—she's productive" (similar to a message that, according to
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Solomon, 1994, is oiten given to non-hearing children; "You're deaf; don't
shoottoo high").
Wanting more for Sarah, and wanting to know more about her, James
visits Sarah's mother (Pi^er Laurie). Mrs. Norman's ethnocentric hame for
understanding deafiiess is revealed when she tells James how Sarah hid her
dea&ess well as a child: "Ifyou didn't know there was a problem,you would
have thought she was perfectly normal" Sarah exposed her deafiiess only
when she attenq)ted to speak, at which point she "looked awful,she sounded
awful—people made hin ofher." Mrs. Norman also admits to James that she
never learned to sign;thus,she and Sarah "don't communicate very well,"for
reasons similarto those outlined by Dolnick(1993):
Many people never meet a deafperson unless one is bom to them
Thenparent and child belong to differerent cultures, as they would
in an adoption across racial lines. . . . The cmcial issue is that
hearing parent and deaf child don't share a means of
communication. Deafchildren cannot grasp their parents'spoken
language,and hearing parents are unlikelyto know sign language,
(p.38)
Mrs. Norman is not the only person caught between cultures; Sarah and
James &ce a similar dilemma. Their differing competencies in cross-cultural
situations can be seen in their behaviors at the parties they attend together.
When Sarah goes to a poker party in James's culture(at Mr.Franklin's home),
she adapts her communication to fit the context. She uses sign language
sparingly and slowly, making sure she is understood by allin the room Sarah
prepares for the party by studying poker rules;thus,she does quite well at the
game. Unfortunatefy, her success is attributed to James's teaching("You're
really doing great with her, Jim" and "Did you teach her that trick?"). James,
on the other hand, is a fish out of water at a party with Sarah's deaffiiiends.
Although he is familiar with sign language,he is unnerved by their speedy and

silent signing ("I just feel like everyone's talking in some foreign Northern
Hungarian dialect"). As a result, he retreats (sulks?) in another room He
appears unin:q)ressed by(jealous of?)Marian Loesser,a successfiil member of
the Deafculture whom Sarahreveres.

The Deaf party leads to a fight when Sarah and James return home.
James's contenq)t for Sarah's refusal to speak surfaces in phrases such as, "I
think it's pride that keeps youfrom speaking right" and "Ifyou want to talk to
me,leam my language"(a phrase reminscent ofa disclosure Sarah makes to
James earher in the movie, when she tells him that adolescent boys wanted her

body but "they never leamed to speak my language"). Her disdain for the way
James talks to her comes out when she teUs him he treats her "like an idiot" and

"pities" her; she then declares,"No one's ever going to speak for me again."
Sarah explains to James that she will not forsake autonomy for connection.
She touches her forefingers to her thumbs(creating two circular "okay"signs)
and says,"This sign—to connect. Single,but it means so muchmore wheni do
this." Sarah then links the two circles together and describes the difficulty of
merging their worlds:
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It means to be joined in a relationsh^—separate, but one. That's
what I want. But you think for me~think for Sarah—as though
there was no 'I.' "She will be with me, quit her job, leam how to
play poker,leave Orin's party,leam how to speak." That's all you,
not me. Until you let me be an 1'the way you are, you can never
come inside my silence and know me,and I won't let myselfknow
you. Untilthattime,we can't be like this:joined.
James and Sarah's difficulty in being "joined" stems in part from their
stubbornness regarding their cultural beUefs. Sarah refuses to leam to read
li^s, which could assist her communication with the speaking culture. James

refuses to stop pressuring Sarah to speak, even after he promises to drop the
subject. Sarah leaves James after their post-partyfight,beUeving their cultural
differences are too great. At film's end, they reunite and conclude that the
success oftheir relationship will depend on their abihty to bridge the cultural

gap that separates them Like Tony and IN^ria in West Side Story^ they are
intercuhurallovers in search ofa "somewhere"—or,as James puts it, a "place
where we can meet notin silence,and notin sound."

InstructionalSuggestions

Proctor and Adler(1991)offer generalinstmctions for using feature films
as instmctionalresources. Specific recommendations for using Children ofa
Lesser God include having students read selected articles(e.g.,Anders, 1995;
Dolnick, 1993;Solomon, 1994)prior to or after viewing the film,then posing
questions in class discussions, outside assignments, and/or exam essays,such
as:

1.Do deafpeople fitthe definition ofa culture/subculture as discussed in

(a)lecture,(b)the coursetextbook,(c)the assigned readings?
2. Who do youthink is more stubbom: James or Sarah?
3.Who do youthink is more ethnocentric: James or Sarah?
4. Who do youthink is more interculturally conopetent: James or Sarah?
5. Should deafpeopleleamto speak? Shouldhearingpeopleleamto sign?
6. What comments/issues fromthereadings are illustratedin C/j/7Jre« ofa
Lesser Godi

Conclusion

Children of A Lesser God provides an excellent case study of
interpersonal topics such as relational stages/dialectics, power and control,

andnonverbalcomniunication. This paper suggests that the film can also be a
valuable tool for introducing students to cultural issues involving the Deaf
community. By exposing students to worlds and issues with which they might
be unfamiliar, Children can be a powerful educational resource in the
communication classroom.
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Note

ToUowing the lead of Reagan and Wilson (1994), "In writing about
deafiiess and the Deaf ftom a sociocultiiTal perspective, the common
convention is to use'Deaf to refer to the cultural condition of deafiiess, and

'deaf to refer to the audiologicalcondition ofdeafiiess"(p. 1070).
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Spotlight on Teaching Method

[This year's Spotlight article focuses on "orality" in the communication
classroom The author points out that the use oforal assignments and oral

responses may not be as prevalent in our classrooms as one mightthink. Julie
Belle White-Newman arguesfor a 50/50 propositionto increase our use ofthe
oral mode. The editor invites responses to this essay for next year's journal,
and also wishes to draw your attention to Proctor and Rock's essay on

Children ofa Lesser God and to Shelton's Teacher's Workbook article on
debate, elsewhere in this issue. Both writings also feature orality as a central
theme.]

Talking the Talk: A Fifty-Fifty Proposition for
Assessing Speech Communication in the 21st Century
JuHe Belle White-Newman, College of St. Catherine

Lack ofCredibility Threatens Speech Communication Education

Dismayed by the diminishment, even dismantlement, of many Speech
Communication programs in the state and throughout the country, I have
pondered our disc^hne's evident lack of credibility. For despite
overwhelming evidence that "[o]ral communication conqietence is essential
for personal and vocational success as well as to foster intellectual and
reasoning abihties"(Vgotsky,cited in Berko and Brooks, 1994,p. 46)alltoo
often the education we offer is undervalued. While many historical and
current factors contribute to this situation, my concern is with the

responsibility those of us teaching Speech bear for our status. We cannot
control budget allocations or the perceptions of admioistrators, but we do
control what and how we teach. I believe our teachig gives a mixed message

about the importance of our very subject matter—oral communication—
because most frequently we use non-oral means to evaluate students.
Therefore,I callfor more "talking the talk" in what and how we assess in our
programs.

In this opinion piece, I outline what I see as the inconsistencies plaguing
oral communication education, frame alternatives based on assessments,

describe a 50/50 propositioni am incorporating into my classes, and conclude
with a callfor adopting it in Minnesota. I advocate this approach as a way to
improve our teaching and hence our credibihty as we enter the next century.
Throughout I rely primarily on my own experiences and bluntly state my
opinions inhopes ofsparking dialogue with colleagues.
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Written Communication Dominates Speech Communication

Over the years I have partic^ated in many discussions with

Communication and Theater Association ofMinnesota(CTAM)colleagues
about the precedence of English over Speech. The common theme is that
English programs and writing fere fer better in Minnesota's educational

institutions. Obvious pieces of evidence are: 1. Most high school Speech
courses and teachers are in Communication Arts departments dominated by
English feculty/courses and 2. Most Minnesota colleges and universities

require English courses/conq)etencies, but few, if any, in Speech
Communication. We can trace the historical roots ofthis prejudice back to
Greece. However, I believe Speech educators unwittingly reinforce the
prevalence ofEnglish byusing more written than oralassignments.

A current case in point is the proposal for changing Minnesota High
School graduation standards. Based on public recognition of the
coropetencies needed for the next century,students will be e7q)ected to prove
their abilities in speaking and listening, as wellas writing and reading. This is
the good news! The bad news is that students are to prove their oral
commumcation competencies through paper and pencil tests! The primary
reason given during several sessions I attended about implementing these
outcomes is fear oflegal action if other means are used. Many underlying
assumptions e^sperate me including: 1. "Objective" testing is the only
reliable and vahd form ofassessment;2.Legal concerns take precedence over
educational ones; and 3. All corrpetencies regardless oftheir nature can and
shoidd be assessed the same way. This is just one more indicator of our
disc^line's dilemma: appreciating the significance ofspeech communication

competencies does not correlate with recognizing the importance of using
oralmeans to assessthem.

The Need for Authentic Assessments that Recognize and Reward Oral
Communication

Speech Communication educators can obviate this predicament by
increasing the quantity and quality oforal assessments in our own teaching.
Starting here makes sense because ofthe fiindamental role ofassessments in

the classroom and the nationaltrend toward utilizing assessments to inprove
teaching.

Assessments, in the form of graded assignments, set the tangible
recognition and reward system in education. Assignments signal to students

what a teacher values most, where to put their eflbrts, and how their learning
is to be evaluated. Thus grading standards and graded assignments are
required components of a syllabus which serves as the learning contract

between instructor and students. To redress the inconsistency of letting
written commumcation dominate oralcommunication studies,it seems logical
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to start with assessments.

Doing so is consistent with the national movement toward:

"Acconntabihty. Evaluation. Assessments" (Christ, 1994, p. ix)[N7] This
opening statement sets the stage for an invaluable resource: Assessing
Communication Education: A Handbook for Media, Speech and Theatre

Educators. I rehed on it for defining "assessment" and establishing standards
for implementation.

The initial chapter provides an overview ofthe assessment movement and
the debate over its value (Rosenbaum, 1994, pp. 3-29). He describes
"authentic assessment" as one response to criticisms. It occurs when "we

directly examine student performance on worthy intellectualtasks" and get at
real-life abilities (Wiggins, 1990, p. 3). Both students and teachers benefit
fi:om such an approach.
A move toward more authentic tasks and outcomes thus inqiroves

teaching and learning: students have greater clarity about their obligations
(and are asked to master more engaging tasks), and teachers can come to
beheve that assessment results are both meaningful and usefulfor improving
instruction(Wiggins,1990,p.4,).

Embracing authentic assessments as a goal for itqiroving instruction is
wcnflRcient without Standards for inqilementation. Recognizing such a need
the American Association ofHigher Education(AAHE)sponsored a series of
assessment forums. The experts attending agreed that,"There is no one best

way ofconducting an assessment a but effective practices do have features in
common"(Hutchings, 1993, p. 6). From these they developed the following
nine Princ^les ofGood Practice for Assessing StudentLearning.
1. The assessment of student learning begins with educational
values.

2. Assessment is most effective when it reflects an understanding

of learning as multidimensional, integrated, and revealed in
performance over time.
3. Assessment works best when the programs it seeks to improve
have clear, explicitly stated purposes.

4. Assessments require attentionto outcomes but also and equally
to the experiences thatleadto them
5. Assessment works best when it is ongoing,not episodic.

6. Assessment fosters wider inqirovement when representatives
from acrossthe educationalcommunity are involved.
7. Assessment makes a difference when it begins with issues ofuse

and illuminates questionsthat people really care about.
8. Assessment is most likelyto leadto improvement when it is part
ofa larger set ofconditions that promote change.
9. Through assessment, educators meet responsibilities to
students and to the pubhc.

Throughout the rest ofthis essay I cross-check my ideas for increasing the
quantity and quality of oral assessments againstthese principles.
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A 50/50Propositionfor OralAssessments

My proposal is that Speech Communication programs require at least
50% graded oral assignments and provide at least 50% oral feedback.
Underlying this proposition is the"education value" ofstudying,applying,and
assessing oral communication (Principle 1) through ways that are
"multidimensional, integrated, and revealed in performance over time"
(Principle 2). The "explicitly stated purpose" (Principle 3) is achieving
consistency betweenthe study and assessment oforal communication. Setting
50/50"outcomes"(Principle 4)allowsfor measurable accountability.
This proposal recognizes the distinct nature ofSpeech as a performance,
as wellas a knowledge-based,disc^line.

For many academic areas traditionaltesting methods made a lot of
sense. (There are however, academic areas that should be
assessed using methods that tap competence directly, rather than
indirectly. Oral communication is one ofthese areas.) It does not
make as much sense to assess students'knowledge abouthow they
should communicate as it does to assess students'communication

performance inrealsituations(Backlund,1994,p.204).
In offering this proposalfor Speech Communication programs as a whole,
I do not deny the validity of written assessments; nor I do not believe oral
assessment should be confined to performance activities or assume that the

proposalis appropriate for each particular course or unit. I do appreciate the
difficulty ofthe task as evidenced in myjourney which I describe in the next
section.,

Implementing 50/50 Outcomes in my Coursework

Myjourney began several years ago when I came to a painfulrealization.
By examining my own syllabiin light ofthe question:"Ami practicing whatI
preach about the in^ortance oforal communication?"I discovered thatI was
asking students to demonstrate their knowledge and abilities primarify
through writing, e.g. written exams,essays,and research projects. CertamlyI
had students engage in many oral activities,such as summarizing their reports
and participating in small group discussions. However, most ofthese were
less structured and ungraded as conpared to the written assignments which
were more carefully structured and graded. IrealizedI was sending students a
mixed message. Oral communication is worthy of your study; oral
communication is not worthyfor evaluatingthat study.

I had to acknowledge t^t my teaching contributed to the dominance of
written over oral communication. How could I have tau^t this way for so

many years without even questioning these practices? A review of my own
education provided the answer. In none ofthe my Speech Commumcation
classes, including Public Speaking, did oral assignments outnumber written
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ones. Generally I produced written work and was given written feedback.

Surety my experiences as a Speech Communication student were not atypical!
This background meant that when I set myselfthe goal ofincreasing the
quantity and quality ofgraded oral assignments I faced a difficult task. I had

hmited experience with systematically creating meaningful oral assignments,
setting clear outcomesfor those assignments,providing adequate preparation
for students to succeed,and giving them concrete evaluation on such work.

Thinking about evaluation brought another unpleasant insight. I was not
modeling the oral interaction I expected my students to learn. In the
classroom I made general comments about a presentation, but reverted to
written feedback for more extensive, formal assessment. Yet I beheved

Speech Communication graduates should excel at verbally giving and getting
feedback,dealing with differences,coaching,conflict managements etc. After
looking back on my own education, I understood how little direct, verbal
assessment I received. Since participating in a writing-across-the-curriculum

yvorkshop in the early 1980's I had used peer coaching teams to hety students
improve their writing and speaking. Slowly it dawned onmeI could also serve
as a coach-evaluator. I admit,though,to being intimidated by the process of

giving face-to-face evaluations. Seeking advice from colleagues at the 1994
CTAM conference in Stillwater, I attended a crowded session on assessing
performances in Speech classes. Most ofthe exanqiles presented d^ended
on written formats. Curious as to whether others were struggling with oral
feedback,I asked the thirty-forty high school and college teachers attending
how ^nygave private oralfeedback/coaching. Not one raised a hand! In the
ensuing discussion, we talked about the barriers ofhaving too many students
and not enough time. For me,other factors included lack oftraining models,
and experience.

Despite all these barriers, I was determined to begin "talking the talk"
aboutthe mqiortance oforalcompetencies. The first step was confronting the
inconsistencies in my teaching. The second was committing to the 50/50
proposition explained earher. In doing so I worked on giving equal attention
to "outcomes" and "the experiences that lead to them" (Principle 4) by
incorporating "ongoing, not episodic" (Principle 5) oral assessments.

Althoughfar from achievingfullythese outcomes,Iventureto share examples
frommycourses and the benefits gainedthroughthese efforts.
Outcome I: Requiring at least50%graded assignments

My commitment to at least 50% oralassignments has taken my courses in
new directions. Most major activities now have complementary written and
oral components. For exan^le, in a course on Leadersh^ Communication
students collect and analyze stories about exercising a courageous conscience

in organizations. They begin with oral research by interviewing leaders they
admire. They con^are the experiences of these subjects with ideas in a
textbook and present their findings both in a speech and essay. Because the
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final grade is the average ofthe grades received for the two activities,I work

hard to develop clear outcomes for both parts of the assignment and give
feedback on each. By video-taping the presentations and returning essays,
students have documentation of their written and oral achievements.

Coaching groups he^ students revise their work and set personal goals for
their next efforts. The process of going back and forth from writing to
speaking reinforces the communication con:q)etencies required in the
workplace.

Being concerned about using oral assessment for mastery of knowledge
as weU as skill development has led me to devise other assignments In the
same lower-division course students divide into teams charged with teaching
classmates about relevant topics. Each team selects a challenge which leaders
firequently face in organizations. A case study is developed to illustrate the

challenge and the team prepares materials and exercises to teach their peers
research-based ways of dealing with such a situation. The team also devises
oraland written methods ofcollecting feedback.I have discovered that taking
on the role of "teacher" increases student creativity and accountability. It
also gives me a very concrete way of assessing how well they understand
complex materials.

My next goalis assessing knowledge through oral exams. Given that my
own experience is limited to the defense ofmy dissertation at the University of
Minnesota,I have a lot to leam. (I willpass on the sage advice ofmy advisor,
Robert L. Scott:"Just because it is called a 'defense' doesn't mean you have to
be defensive.")
I readily adrnit that the goal of 50% graded oral assignments demands
more than redesigning a syllabus. It requires fundamental readjustment of
teaching. I have given up a lot of "air time" as students spend more oftheir
time speaking. I have to be very selective about content since more time is
taken up in application. But I think the results are worth it. This old adage
about learning keeps me ontrack:
'
WhatIhearIforget.
WhatIsee Iremember.

WhatIpracticeI do.

Outcome 2:Providing at least50% oralfeedback.

The struggle to incorporate more oral assignments has been easy
conq)ared to providing more oralfeedback. To even begin meant abandoning

the behefthat onlythe instructor evaluates(or at leastthat onlythe instructor's
evaluations really count.) Starting with coaching groups, I began to trust

more ofthe evaluation process to students. This process depends on hewing
students develop their evaluative abilities. My positive experiences correlate
with research indicating the use of peers to teach/coach increases student
learning(Guskin,1994,p,21).
In addition, private coaching sessions are built into PubUc Speaking
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courses. At mid-term I meet with each student for half-an-hour to review a

tape ofone oftheir speeches and give them face-to face comments about this
and other performances. Although they are time consuming,I beUeve these
sessions are invaluable for me as well as for the students. I am forced to be

very direct about their most important strengths and weaknesses. Students
have an opportunity to talk privatefy with me about their work and the class.
Ultimately, these conversations allow for a deeper personal connection with
the individuals Iteach.

The success of private coaching in Pubhc Speaking prompted me to
initiate other ways to givefeedback orally. CurrentlyI am experimenting with
an oral evaluation of the "participation" portion of a student's grade. Even
though I beheve it is appropriate to assess participation, particularly in a
Speech Communication class,I worried about being fair. So now I have the
class set standards for partic^ation at the beginning ofthe term. Atthe end of
the term each student orally defends a self-assigned grade for meeting these
norms.

I am eager to try other means for giving oral assessment. For example,1
would like to follow the lead of Jerry Pepper, University of Minnesota,
Duluth, who gives voice-over comments on video-tapes of group meetings.
This direct intervention points students'attention to their specific behaviors.

My voyage to implement the 50/50 proposition is far from finished.

Despite rou^ weather in sketchily charted waters, I am keeping to this
course. I know fiom several years' work just how much effort is involved in
revising courses. However,the benefits havejustifiedthe work.
For students, the benefits range fiom the excitement of continually
applying whattheyleam to receiving direct and documentedfeedback on their
particular competencies. As the instructor I benefit fiom interacting more
directly with students, being clearer about my expectations and assessment
procedures, and modeling more consistently my chosen field of oral
communication. Thus,I will continue to work on achieving the 50/50 goalin
my classes.

A Challenge to Lead the Way in Authentic OralAssessments
Based on my experiences I urge all Speech educators in Minnesota to
implement the 50/50 proposition throughout our primary, secondary, and

post secondary programs. Attending most CTAM conferences for the last
twenty-five years has convinced me ofour common commitment to excellent
teaching. I firmly believe that together we can make a difference locally and
nationally by consistently using oral assessments. The time is right to make
such "improvements" because of "a larger set of conditions that promote
change"(Principle 8)namelythe movementtoward outcome based education
and assessments. Whether in primary, secondary, or post-secondary
institutions we face similar "issues of use" and "questions" about measuring

students' knowledge and performance (Principle 7). Together, with such
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common goals, we can realize progress for "[a]ssessment fosters wider
improvement when representatives fiom across the educational community
are involved"(Principle 6).

Fortunately, good resources are available to aid in increasing authentic

oral assessments. A general handbook filled with creative ideas is Angelo,
Thomas and Cross'(1993)Classroom Assessment Techniques. F.vamples of
innovative pedagogical techniques abound in Speech Communication

Teacher which CTAM members receive as part of their membersh^. The
journal Communication Education frequently publishes research about
assessments. Combining "evaluation" the ERIC descr^tor encnmpasstng
"assessment" with "communication education" turned up a list of92 out of
576,that is about 16%,ofthe articles published in Communication Education
from 1982 to September, 1995.
Many deal with written
actwities/assessments or evaluations ofteachers,however,others do focus on
oral assignments and feedback. For me the most useful resource is the

handbook to which I have referred extensively: Christ (1994) Assessing
Communication Education. Its three parts provide background on the
assessment movement, general assessment strategies, and context-specific
apphcationsfor speech,theatre,andmedia courses.
First and foremost, though, comes the commitment to eliminate the
inconsistency ofrelying on written assessments of oral communication. The
50/50 proposal outlined in this paper is one concrete way of doing so. By
implementing the proposal,a Speech Communication program would require
that a student do at least 50% graded oral assignments and receive at least
50% oralfeedback on their work. By so doing,I beheve we better serve our

students and continue our leadersh^ role in the national arena of Speech
education.

I beheve that by infusing authentic oral assessment into our programs we
"meet responsibilities to students and to the pubhc"(Principle 9)and thereby

enhance our credibility. By "talking the talk" we he]^ secure the rightfulplace
ofSpeech Communication education inthe 21st century.
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Assignments and Strategies
Speech Outline Worksheets

Thomas G. Endres, University of St. Thomas

As research and service responsibilities for faculty increase—without a
corollary decline in teaching expectations—it seems that today's
communication teacher has more to do with less time to do it in. Add to this

the high student exposure and turnover that takes place in the basic course on
most campuses, and you have a situation where faculty need to deal with a
volume of introductory students within a constrained time frame. To

compensate for this pressure,faculty members need to develop strategies for
managing the time spent in and on their basic course, especially in the area of
pubhc speaking,while maintaining the integrity ofthe educational experience.
My experience has shown that, regarding speech organization, students
either "get it" or they don't. In the past, I required full sentence outlines
several days prior to a speech. I tried both returning them with comments,or
keeping themuntilspeech day. Either strategy was time consuming. I did not
grade the outlines separately, frnding that the quality ofthe outline manifest
itself in the presentation. I also found that success was most related to a

general understanding of structure, and not explicit detailing of supporting
materials. To save time,I produced these worksheets whichnarrow down the

assignment to the essential elements needed to produce a coherent
presentation.

The speech outline worksheets are single sheet, prefabricated handouts

which describe the assignment(e.g. goal, due date,time hmit,requirements),
and provide spaces for students to "fill in the blanks" and produce an
organized speech.

The handouts are distributed approximatetytwo weeks prior to a speaking
date. As a class, we cover the Greneraland Specific Purpose statements(note:
Irecommend Beebe and Beebe strategy ofbeginning the specific purpose with
"Atthe end ofmy speech,the audience wiUbe able to..."). Remind class that
central idea can (should) be a preview statement. Finally, I explain other
characteristics of the handout unique to that particular assignment (e.g.
bibliography, identification of supplementary aids). The worksheets are
collected onthe daythe student presents their speech.
The advantages to using these worksheets include the following: (1)
students have all the information they need regarding the assignment on a

single sheet, e.g. videotaping, time limits, due ^te, sources needed;(2)the
worksheets provide the instructor with an easy reference guide to follow
during speech; and(3)the worksheet serves as a cover sheet to be returned
with written critique.
Severalsanqiles ofthe worksheetsfollow:
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INFORMATIVE SPEECH

NAME

TOPIC

SPEAKING DATE

The goal of the speech Is to Increase audience knowledge on a clear and specific topic. This Is an

expository speech (research required), the nature of which may be definition or description. A
minimum of three outside sources must be cited In the speech.

Time limit Is 5-6 minutes. Speech will be videotaped. DON'T FORGET TO BRING YOUR VMS VIDEOTAPE
TO CLASS. Hand in this form on the day you give your speech.
GENERAL PURPOSE:
SPECIFIC PURPOSE:

CENTRAL IDEA (thesis) :

INTRODUCTION: (full sentence or key words re: attention-getting and orienting material)

BODY:(key words regarding main headings and supporting materials)

II I.

IV.

CONCLUSION: (full sentence or key words re: summary and closing remarks)

SOURCES USED:
1.

2.
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NAME
SPEAKING DATE

The goal of the speech Is to demonstrate to the audience how to perform a process. Review the
information on this type of speech in Chapter 14 of your text.
Some form of visual or supplementary aid Is required for this speech.
Time limit is 6-8 minutes. Speech will be videotaped and reviewed at a later date with a classmate.

DON'T FORGET TO BRING YOUR VMS VIDEOTAPE TO CLASS. Hand in this form on the day you give your
speech.

GENERAL PURPOSE:
SPECIFIC PURPOSE:

CENTRAL IDEA (thesis) :

INTRODUCTION: (full sentence or key words re: attention-getting and orienting material)

BODY:(key words regarding main headings and supporting materials)
i.

il l.

iV.

CONCLUSION: (full sentence or key words re: summary and closing remarks)

BRIEFLY DESCRIBE THE TYPE OF SUPPLEMENTARY AID USED:
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PERSUASIVE SPEECH

NAME

TOPIC

SPEAKING DATE

The goal of the speech Is to attempt to change the audience's attitudes or behaviors on a given Issue. You
must employ an Identifiable persuasive speech format, and Incorporate ethos, pathos, and logos appeals.
A minimum of ttiree outside sources must be cited in the speech.

Time limit Is 8-10 minutes. Speech will be videotaped. DON'T FORGET TO BRING YOUR VHS VIDEOTAPE
TO CLASS. Hand In this form on the day you give your speech.
GENERAL PURPOSE:

SPECIFIC PURPOSE (proposition):

CENTRAL IDEA (thesis) :

INTRODUCTION: (full sentence or key words re: attention-getting and orienting material)

BODY:(key words regarding main headings and supporting materials)
I.

II.

III.

IV.

CONCLUSION: (full sentence or key words re: summary and closing remarks)

TYPE OF SPEECH FORMAT CHOSEN:
SOURCESUSED:
1.
2.

3.

Theatre "Gamesmansh^": Beginning Classroom Performaiice
Approaches to Characterization

Gerald Lee Ratliff, Montana State University, Bozeman

There really is no such person as a "beginning actor." We have been

"inventing" or "unpersonating" more or less instinctively fiom early
childhood. Our youthfiil and adolescent games of"let's pretend," "what if,"
and "make believe" have provided the basic performance ingredients essential
to assume imaginary roles, scr^t creative storylines, and voice original
dialogue in amy contenqiorary theatrical approach to characterization. Our
intrigues, deceptions, and disguises have given us the primary tools to
convince an audience of spectators that what "might have been" is, indeed,
"what was." And our repeated improvisations, spontaneous actions, and
flights offantasyhave also given us the advanced training necessary to sustain
theatricalimages and illusions.

The art ofperformance, however,is more than the objective examination
of our own lives in order to promote a more inspired, individual stage
characterization. It also involves an abilityto project ourselves into imaginary
circumstances, interior psychological states of mind, and conqilex vocal or
physical techniques that reveal how we are "different" from one another as

well: and it is this inherent difference that most clearly distinguishes and
defines our performance aptitude and ability in fashioning imaginative
characterizations. Before proceeding to the performance blueprint of
imaginative "gamesmansh^" exercises that might be appropriate for
classroom approaches to characterization,it is necessary to point out some of
the first principles to be aware of in the initial approach to the creation of
three-dimensionalstage figures^

First, the student actor must be informed. This imphes an understanding
of basic techmques used in the cultivation of the "mimetic instinct," or the
abihty to imitate other human beings. Being informed suggests a reservoir of
memorable life experiences from which to sketch well-defined character

portraits: and the wider the range of experience, the more con^els the
character portraits are likely to be in classroom performance. Detailed
observation, informal discussion, and attentiveness to everyday events he^s
to inform the student actor and emiches the performer's ability to create the
illusion ofrealistic character portraits. Informed observation ofhuman nature

and the environment that surrounds everyday life also presents vivid
personalities, experiences, and circumstances that may be imaginatively
integrated into the world ofclassroom exercises and gamesmanship
Second, the student actor must be disciplined. This inches not only a
well-defined and orderly system ofinitial rehearsal preparation and practice,
but also intensive training in scene study, playscr^t interpretation, and in the
use of both the voice and the body to anq)lify and delineate a character in
classroom performance. Being disc^hned suggests that the student actor has
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planned the performance in some detail, and not relied solely upon
improvisation or spontaneous in^ulse to shape the initial character portrait.
Third, the student actor must be free-spirited. This imphes a creative and
inventive approach to classroom character development that gives an added

hint of uni^bited abandon and risk-taking in creating a memorable role in
performance. Being free-spirited suggests that the student performer has an
indescribable "life-spirit" that promotes spontaneous and imaginative
performance responses or reactions that not only simulate the perception of
the audience but also enliven the character portrait being drawn. Finally,the
free-spirited student actor allows the action of the scene to be shaped by
personal, complementary personality traits that are he^fiil and truthful in
conqileting the outline ofthe character as roughly sketched bythe playwright.
TheoreticalBlueprint

An interesting theoretical blueprint to consider in basic classroom
approaches to characterization is a detailed eTcploration of the character's
physicahty,especiallythose "physicalactions"thathe^ to define a character's
basic motivation or intention. The successful discovery of a character's

physicallife reveals the inherent reason(s)a character acts or reacts in specific
instances; and he^s to clarify a character's basic in^)ulses and spontaneous
outbursts. A careful analysis and assessment ofthe "given circumstances" of
the scene should he^ the student actor identify and interpret a character's
physical actions as well. The given circumstances that help to define a
character's bodily actions are derived from an intensive study ofthe scene and
usually entaH an objective evaluation of the plot, dialogue, setting (locale),
and point ofview ofthe character as revealed in the storyline. In addition to
whatthe character maysay abouthim/herselfor what others maysay aboutthe
character, the playwright indicates the overarching significance ofthe given

circumstances by providing clues that indicate who the character is, what the
character is doing,where the character is doing it, when the character is doing
it, andw/iy the character is doing it.

These traditionaljoumahstic "five Ws"provide an initial composite ofthe
character; and they may be stated explicitly or implicitly depending upon the
playwright's dramatic perspective or writing style, these clues furnish at one
level or another the perspective for viewing and understanding the physical
actions ofthe character. Whether as inklings or as clearly articulated beliefr,
these clues also provide an inherent "order," or sequence ofevents, attitudes,
and incident, that assist the student actor in recognizing and reconciling a
character's subsequent behavior in the selected scene. The accuracy of

discovering specific answers to the question(s)"who,what,when,where,and
why" constitutes the character portrait seen and heard by the audience—and
that is what gives authenticityto the student actor's performance.
Student actor awareness of the theoretical role that the given
circumstances and physical actions play in classroom gamesmanship
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approaches to characterization should be invaluable when approaching the
exercises that follow. In the continued study ofthe given circumstances and

physicalactions,the student actor should strive to make classroom responses
spontaneous and natural. There should be no hesitation to extend the

suggested exercises to include an active response to the five senses; giving
added performance flavor to what is touched,heard,smelled,seen, or tasted

by the character in the given circumstances or in the physical actions. Using
basic gamesmansh^ nr^ulses in classroom exercises should also promote
new inteipretation approaches to student actor analysis skillg as well; giving
not onlylife but also meaning to classroom character portraits.

Although no simple classroom performance formula exists for predicting
the degree ofsuccess a student actor might achieve in theatre gamestnanghtp
the following exercises should lay an excellent foundation to support and
reinforce fiirther creative development in basic approaches to
characterization. The instructor should approach the exercises in a mannftr
that is comfortable and compatible with an individual style of critical review

and disc^lined study; and is encouraged to take the creative hberty of
adjusting, modifying, or extending the basic gamesmanship techniques
suggested to meetthe specialneeds ofthe classroom, Each exercise is framed

as a partic^atory explorationto stimulate awareness ofthe basic performance
principles ofcharacter development based upon observation,mgntal symbols,
and visualization; and the instructor may wish to supplement the exercises
with assigned readings of specific literature or playscr^ts that build on the
basic gamesmansh^ guidelines to promote increasingfy conqilex
performance techniques that enrich the development of behevable
characterization.

The exercises are also intended to promote a classroom atmosphere of
relaxed inquiry and "risk-free" exploration so that the student actor may
accurately define a more individual style of performance. As random
gamesmansh^ princ^les emerge inthe classroomperformance,the instructor

is encouraged to translate the general characteristics into meaningfril,
distinctly personal classroom reading assignments that reveal the student
actor's naturalabilityto conveythe thoughts and emotions ofstage characters
in honest,spontaneous responses that advance a conversationaltone ofvocal

delivery; as well as a heightened degree of sensitivity in characterization as
part of an individual performance technique. Continued use of these

gamesmansh^ exercises should also enhance well-disc^hned, imaginative
approaches to classroom scene study and more easify identify performance
clues that leadto three-dimensionalcWacterization.
Extra!Extra!Read allaboutit!

One ofthe most uiq)ortant tasks ofthe student actor is to develop threedimensional characterization, and to present classroom interpretations that
are crisp and fresh. The most memorable characters, of course, are those
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rooted in reality in reality; flesh-and-blood men and women who exhibit
attitudes and moods that are unique as well as universal. In terms oftheir

temperament^ behavior, and even physical appearance these "ideal"
characters may actually resemble personalities quite literally ripped from the
hont page of a daily newspaper. They are the average, workday men and

women we witness in our ^ify lives; and it is only when they are exposed to
personal catastrophes or traumas that their true capacity for dramatic
character is most clearly revealed.

Tn approaching documentary character development based on daily news
events,it is important to remain unbiased and objective; dealing only with the
vital information provided by the potential character you are seeking to

discover. Begin t^ exercise with a random selection of(1)page ofa daily
newspaper. Scantheheadlinesofeachsectionofthe newspaper,making sure
to include a review ofeditorials, sports,business,and entertainment as wellas
the more obvious front page headlines. Select a story that has nnmediate

appealinterms ofits potential dramatic plot,interesting character(s), unusual
setting,theme,or potentialfor confhct.

Once you have made your selection of a potential headline story for
character development, careful re-read the story with attention to detail
Isolate the basic ingredients that he^ to clearly define the character(s);
making note of ages, occupations, circumstances, and actions that are
exhibited by the potential characters. Extract any direct quotations or
descriptive references made bythe potential character(s),and note ifothers in
the newspaper story provide additional information that he^s to crystallize
your initial portrait. Now,review all of the material you have been able to
gather about the events described in the newspaper account. What are the
specific characteristics emerging from the review in terms of physical and
vocal qualities being described? Take further creative hcense and imagine
how the potential character might dress,speak,or move in relationsh^ to the
circumstances described inthe newspaper storyline.

When you are comfortable with the portrait you have drawn from the
given circumstances of the newspaper headline and storyline, use the
following selection from Sophocles' Antigone to give voice to your
documentary character. This exercise should encourage you to apply the
basic princ^les of daily observation and contenqporary events in visualizing
stage charactersthat are distinctive and robust.
Your edict.King,was strong.

Butallyour strength is weakness itselfagainst
The immortalumecorded laws ofGod.

They are not merely now:they were,and shallbe.
Operative for ever,beyond man utterly.
Iknew I must die,even without your decree:

Iamonlymortal AndlfImustdie
Now,before it is mytimeto die
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Surelythis is no hardship;can anyone
Living asIlive,with evilallabout me,
Think Death less than a friend? This death ofmine

Is ofno importance;butiflhad left my brother
Lying in deathunburied,I should have suffered.
Now I do not.

Yousmile at me.Ah,Creon,

Think me a fool,ifyoulike;but it may wellbe
That afoolconvicts me offolly.(Antigone)

The exercise may be extended ifthe instructor presents the class with a

variety ofshort cuttings from drama, novels, or short stories that include(2)
characters engaged in a conversation or in a narrative descr^tion that
suggests a subtext beneath the sur&ce of the spoken dialogue. Examples
useful for this purpose may include the balcony scene from Shakespeare's
Romeo and Juliet, the tea scene in Oscar Wilde's The Importance ofBeing
Earnest, tlie holiday celebration in Charles Dickens'A Christmas Carol, the
sea chase scene in Herman Melville's Moby Dick, or the confession scene in

Joyce Carol Gates' Bellfleur. There are also classroom performance
opportunities to explore characterization based upon newspaper storylines if
the instructor has each student actor reduce their documentary studies to a
suggestible portrait that gives definition to the suggestible characters in
Robert Benchleys Family Life in America,Edgar Lee Masters'Spoon River
Anthology, Terry Siegel's Fun with Hamlet and His Friends, Lord Byron's
"She Walks in Beauty," Yevtushenko's Encounter, or Aldous Huxley's
"Young Archimedes."

Star Search!

Classroom scene study should be firmly rooted in the "here and now," and

the student actor should include personalobservation,immediate experience,
and creative invention in an imagination interpretation of the character
portrait being drawn. Alertness and attention to detail of events and

interesting personalities in all walks oflife may provide the gesture, attitude,
voice, mood, walk, hand prop, costume, or distinguishing mannerism that
gives vitality to classroom characterization. If student actors become

sensitive and acutely aware of their immediate surroundings, it may be
possible in theatre gamesmansh^ exercisesto discover the creative impuke of
transferring what has been overheard or witnessed from everyday life events
or real-life situations into viable, believable character portraits that are
authentic as wellas honestrepresentations ofinitialobservations.
To promote an appreciation and understanding of the role that

observation and the immediate experience that daily activities and everyday
happenings might play in imaginative classroom performance approaches to
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characterization, set aside a period of(2) weeks for a "star search" exercise.
Instruct student actors to observe closely, and with a critical eye,the actions
of(3) persons with whom they come into contact for the two-week period.
Those ripe for observation may include parents, teachers, friends, strangers,
or casual acquaintances. Following the period of detailed observation— and

supplemented with a written character diary that includes specific notations
related to vocal patterns, physical actions, and distinguishing traits—review
the mannerisms, gestures, movements,vocal qualities, and personal habits of
those observed. Based upon the diary notations and personal recollections,
have each student actor sketch an initial character portrait for the person
observed. The initial character sketch should include basic physical
characteristics like attitude,mood,or point ofview.
When confident that the initial character sketches are an accurate,precise
reflection ofthe initialobservation,each student actor should give "voice"and

"body"to selected classroom literature;transferring what has been overheard
or witnessed in the observation period ofeveryday life situations into realistic
character portraits suggested in the classroom literature assignments. It may
be ofvalue to the student actors' initial character sketch and the subsequent

classroom performance to discover a "metaphor." or implied conparison,
between the person observed and the suggested character in the classroom
literature. For exanple, the detailed observation ofthe vocal quality ofthe
casual acquaintance may suggest the classroom performance metaphor of
"scratchy violin"; the personal mannerisms of the friend may suggest the
classroom performance metaphor of"winged bird";or the movement patterns
ofthe stranger may suggest the classroomperformance metaphor ofa "dance
ofDeath."

The exercise may be extended by having each student actor select other
literature for performance that highlights initial character observations; or
writing biographical character sketches ofinitial character observations and
presenting them to an invited classroom audience. There are also classroom
performance opportunities in this exercise to encourage each student actor to
wear to class an outfit which best suggests the character observation; or to
e?q)lore the role that hand props might play in giving character to the
observation. Exanples of classroom literature that might be of value in
performance of"star search" characterization include Richard Lovelace's"To
Ahhea," James Taylor's "Traffic Jam," Jane Martin's "Twirler," GordonLish's
The Merry Chase, Aesop's Fables, Theresa Carilh's Big Boy, Studs Terkel's
Hard Times, Gail Godwin's^ Sorrowful Woman, and William Wordsworth's
"ItIs ABeauteous Evening."

Broadening the Student Audience for Debate

Through Curriculum-wide Communication Programs
Michael W. Shelton, University ofKentucky

There is a growing consensus among scholars that training in debate
provides an excellent means to enhance critical thinking skills. Debate
training stresses anafysis, consideration of competing sides of a dispute,
efficient research and preparation, as well as other skills that can enhance

critical thinking abilities. Colbert (1993) suggests that debate motivates
students to develop critical thinking skills. Indeed, Colbert and Diggers
(1992) argue that "forensics provides a unique educational experience
because ofthe way it promotes depth ofstudy, conqilex analysis and focused
critical thinking"(p,2).
Ehninger and Brockriede (1963) have argued that debate and critical

thinking are inherent^related. They arguethat criticalthinking is grounded in
a careful examination and interpretation of relevant fects and values. It
should reflect an awareness ofoptions open,ofconsequences involved,and of

the steps required to put the elected alternative into effect. Each step in this
process, they argue, is &cilitated by training in debate skills Ehninger and
Brockreide(1963)explain;
The function ofdebate is to enable men to make collective choices

and decisions critically when inferential questions become
subjects for dispute . . . when collective choices and decisions

require personaljudgments as well as facts and figures, debate
he^s insure thatthese decisions willbe made critical^...a critical
decision is more"human",L e.,rationalthan an uncritical one. The

ability to arrive at decisions critically is the trait that chiefly
distinguishes manfiomanimal (p. 15)
Ehninger and Brockreide obviousfy value critical thinking as a uniquely
human enterprise and debate as a meansto engage in thatprocess.
There has also been a large body ofresearch generated which establishes a

significant relationsh^ between debate training and critical thinking skills.
"The educational benefits of debate seem to be well documented",including
the "improvement ofcriticalthinking ability"(Colbert &Diggers, 1992,p. 4).
Keefe,Harte and Norten(1982)concluded: "Many researchers over the past
four decades have come to the same general conclusions. Critical thinking
abihty is significantly improved by courses in argumentation and debate and
by debate experience"(pp. 33-34). According to Colbert(1993),"50 years of
research correlates debate training with the enhancement ofcritical thinking
skills"(p. 206). A briefreview of available hterature produces a substantial
list of references(Beckman, 1957; Brembeck, 1949; Colbert, 1987; Cross,

1971; Howell, 1943; Jackso^ 1961; Williams, 1951) which conclude that
debate training produces significant gains in critical thinking abilities.
The firmly established relationship between debate training and the
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enhancement ofcritical thinking skills has obvious pedagogical implications.
Educational institutions could recognize and erc5)loy debate training to
improve the critical thinking skills of the students who attend those
institutions. Most educational institutions have recognized the relationsh^

between debate training and critical thinking abilities and most have also
elected to provide some type of debate training to their students. Two
methods predominate as vehicles for debate training in educational
institutions. Educationalinstitutions have typically elected to provide debate
training through argumentation and debate coursework or practical
experience in debate through the establishment ofcon^etitive intercollegiate
debate programs. There are, however,serious shortcomings associated with
these options.

A great many colleges and universities atterqit to address the apparent
need for debate training throu^ the provision of argumentation and debate
coursework. This is a positive response in a number ofways. Argumentation
and debate courses offer an institutionalized commitmentto debate training in
the context of the classroom. Such courses are traditionally taught by

instructors versed in argumentation and debate theory and practice, and
accompanied by a scholarly text on the subject. As beneficent as this avenue
for debate training is,there are severallimitations associated with its practical
utilization.

There are obviousty logistical problems that could befall any element ofa
college or university curriculum. There are time and resource limitations
which may affect the utilization of the argumentation and debate course
option. Course scheduling in^oses inherent limits upon the number of
courses offered as well as upon the ability ofstudents to enroll in and attend
any particular course. Such limitations are fiirther complicated by classroom
availability and enrollmentlimitsfor individualcourses.
Although most argumentation and debate courses present^ offered are
taught by highly qualified members of the faculty, personnel concerns also
impose limits upon the ability to utilize argumentation and debate courses as a
vehicle for debate training. As with most other subjects that are offered at
colleges and universities, there are typically a limited number ofindividuals
sufhciently trained to teach these courses. There are also operationallimits on
faculty in regard to the number ofhours that an individualis able to teach and
the totalnumber ofcourses that can be offered and covered.

A number ofcolleges and universities have elected to support competitive
intercollegiate forensics and debate programs at their respective institutions.
This too, is a valuable and promising means of offering debate training as a
vehicle for the enhancement of critical thinking skills. Competitive forensics

and debate programs are open to students in all disc^lines, traditionally
directed by highly motivated and knowledgeable individuals,and they provide
a highly efficient laboratory experience for debate training. Although the
benefits of a conqietitive debate program cannot be overstated, there are
limitations upon the ability of such programs to serve a large audience of
students.
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Personnel limitations are often intense. Many institutions employ only
one individualto direct, manage and coach all ofthe students who partic^ate
in the program. Some institutions provide faculty and graduate assistants, but
their numbers are typically small. Personnel associated with intercollegiate
debate programs suffer shortages oftime and availability. These faculty and
graduate personnel are too small in number to facihtate large scale
participation in the conq)etitwe programs atmost educationalinstitutions.
There are serious resource limits which preclude competitive debate
programs from serving a larger student audience. The financial costs of
competition can beimmense.Tournament particpation typically entails travel
e7q>enses,housing and meal costs,as wellas costs for supphes and other items
needed to facilitate competition. In a period of budget examination and belt
tightening, debate programs caimot be expected to obtain and spend the
financialresourcesto serve a verylarge student audience.
Competitive debate programs offer a unique environment for debate
training. Extensive research, frequent practice, and detailed preparation are
inherent features of coiopetitive debate. Many students simply cannot make
the time or personal commitment to take part in such an intense process. The
nature ofthe conq)etitive debate experience thus operates as an obstacle to
greater student particpation.
In recent years, many colleges and universities have initiated programs
that might well provide an avenue for debate training which argum^tation
and debate courses and competitive debate programs cannot. Curriculumwide oral and written communication programs could provide a highly
valuable avenue for the provision of debate training as a means ofenhancing
critical thinking skills. Such programs could avoid many of the limitations
associated with the coursework and competitive program approaches to
academic debate.

As a preliminary observation, it should be stressed that the relationshp
between debate training and communication has been well established. A
number of studies (Colbert & Biggers, 1992; Pollack, 1982; and Pearce,
1974) have shown a correlation between debate training and irc^roved
communication skills. Semlak and Shields (1977), for example, have
concluded that "students with debate experience were significantly better at
enq)loying the three communication skills (analysis, dehvery, and

organization) utilized in this study than students without the experience"(p.
194). Debate training enables students to better understand issues, to better
organize their thoughts,and to presentthose thoughts to an audience. Indeed,
Colbert and Biggers (1992) have stated that the "conclusion seems fairly
simple,debate training is an excellent way ofimproving many communication
skills"(p. 3).
Some enhghtened curriculum-wide oral communication programs have
recognizedthe inherent values associated with debate training. Manyofthese
programs ertq)loy a debate component in their efforts to promote both oral
communication skills and critical thinking abilities. The utilization ofdebate in
this manner appears to be a simple and logical option. Oral disputes,focused
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into debates, can be utilized in many disciplines and in many courses. Political
science and sociology faculty,for instance, might structure debates into their
course offerings in order to illuminate controversies in society—abortion,gun
control, child abuse and so forth—that are frequent issues in such courses.
Literary studies, philosophy, and other fields might employ value-oriented
debates to provide insight into the process ofcriticism and critique. Even the
"hard" sciences are rpe with possibilities for the utilization of debates.
Disputes regarding competing scientific theories, pohcy ir[q>Ucations
associated with scientific and technological research and development, and
the ethical and moral aspects of such research and development are a few
illustrations of areas that might be appropriate for examination and
investigation through debate.
Most inportantly, communication
administrators and instructors should find debates a valuable resource.

Debates can be focused around theoretical disputes in the communication
discq)line. Debates can be employed to enhance persuasive skills. And,the
ioherent relationshp between debate and communication can be extended as
debates are employedin curriculum-wide programs.
Although debates themselves take place oralfy, there is substantial
opportunity for a written corrq)onent. The first step in most debates is to
acquire research materials. Researching is an inherent ingredient of many
forms of writing. Improving research skills through debate training would
also in:q)rove the ability to research term papers and reports. Many scholars
also beUeve that the construction ofarguments is an inherent aspect offormal
writing (e.g., McDonald, 1983). Debate obviously &cilitates the ability to
discover data, analyze issues, and evaluate arguments. The construction of
affirmative and negative cases requires writing skills When students prepare
for a debate,the process ofconstructing the issues and ideas for the final oral
presentation all are conducted through writing. It should be apparent that
debate provides an^le skiU enhancement for written as well as oral
communication.

Utilizing curriculum-wide oral and written communication programs to
promote the benefits of debate would also resolve the limitations associated

with the argumentation and debate coursework approach and the competitive
debate program option. The logistical obstacles to the argumentation and

debate class approach would largely vanish. The provision ofa debate option
through curriculum-wide oral and written communication programs would
utilize time and place resources that have already been established. No new
classroom or scheduhng concerns wouldhaimtthis option.
The personnel problems associated with both the argumentation and
debate course and competitive program options would also be diminished.
Instructors ofclasses electing to employ some form ofdebate in their courses

would need to be provided with basic training and information regarding
format, process, and the like. Debate training for instructors could be
incorporated into the workshops and training sessions which oral and written

curriculum-wide communication programs offer faculty members. Videotape
and computer sessions (e.g. Scheckels, 1986) also can be employed to
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&cilitate such basic training. All instructional materials could be mass

produced by the curriculum-wide programs. Additional^, as experts in their
respectwefields,instructors electing to enq)loy a debate option would aheady
be adequatelytrained to evaluate content-related issues in classroom debates.

There would be very little additionalresource burden in^)osed by utilizing
curriculum- wide oraland written communicationprograms to provide debate
training. At those institutions where such programs presently exist the
addition ofa debate component would demand little in additional resources.

The assistance of those who currently teach argumentation and debate
courses and those who direct and coach con^etitive debate programs would
be invaluable. These individuals could provide the tnsigbt and information
necessary to establish a debate con^onent for the programs Institutions
which do not currenttyhave curriculum-wide oraland written communication
programs could simply incorporate a debate component into the initial
structure and process whichthey develop.
The utilization of curriculum-wide oral and written communication
programs to provide debate training would also ease the demands &ced by
students. As a component ofa larger program,and as part ofanother course,

curriculum-wide programs would provide a somewhat less intense option for
students. Since the debate option would be incorporated into pre-existing
courses and schedules, students would need not make significant new time,
personal,or other commitments.

There would be some burdens generated by the utilization ofcurriculum-

wide oral and written communication programs to provide debate training.
These burdens would include debate specific training for instructors wishing
to erqiloy debates in their classrooms. As noted, the curriculum^wide
programs could provide such training in routine sessions andthrou^the use
ofmulti-media options. Such instruction in basic debate skills would seem&r

less demanding than attempting to expand argumentation and debate course
offerings or conq)etitive programs.
A good deal of printed information regarding structure, format and
process could be required. The ready availability of printing and copying

services at most colleges and universities makes this a matter of"busy work"
that could be easily undertaken after the basic materials have been prepared by
individuals working with the oraland written curriculum-wide programs.
Some may question whether instructors outside the communication

disc^line would respond favorably to a debate option, particularly given the
resistance to writing across the curriculum at Some institutions. A debate

segment for oral and written curriculum-wide programs would merely be an
available option. No one would be compelled to employ debates. That option
should, however, be packaged as an attractive device which supplements
communication skills and significantly improves criticalthinking skills. Such
values should appeal to a broad faculty audience given the almost universal
endorsement of communication and critical thinking skills as desirable goals
for a university leveleducation.

It might ako be argued that some faculty would resist the employment of
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debates because they aheady have too httle time to cover too much material
To the resistant, it is necessary to explain that a debate component is to be
employed as a vehicle for instruction in course specific content, not as a
replacement for it. Instructors may well find it easier to cover additional
material following a debate exercise due to the refined analytic and critical
skills which their students gain.

It should also be stressed that a debate option for oral and written
curriculum-wide programs would not serve as a substitute for argumentation
and debate courses or corrpetitive experience. There are many students who
would further benefit fiom emoUment in argumentation and debate courses.
They would be able to gain a wide range of theoretical and practical skills
which would be beyond the scope of a debate option in a curriculum-wide
program Additionally, conpetitive debaters require much more intense
training and directionthan whatsuch program options could provide.
All ofthese concerns and burdens seem minimal when conpared to the

substantiallimitations associated with argumentation and debate coursework
and competitive debate program options. Additionally, the communication
■skills and critical thinking abilities correlated with debate training would
appear to make a debate component, an attractive feature for the programs.
Enhanced communication skills and improved critical thinking abilities
are among the many benefits associated with debate training. .All of these
benefits can be provided to a larger student audience through the utilization of
curriculum-wide oral and written communication programs. Additionally,
such an approach is a unique eclectic exercise. It is an exercise that celebrates
the best about debate through programs that recognize the holistic nature of
oral and written communication skills. Curriculum-wide program directors,
department chairs, and others in the communication discpline should
consider embracing and promoting this option. Benefits seem to justify that
response.
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Performing Famity Narratives in Theatre
and Communication Classes

Daniel W. Heaton, Capital University
Sharon E. Croft, Capital University

There are many &ctors that influence how and why we communicate in
iamihes,just as there are manytypes ofiamihes. Onefactor that influences not
only how we communicate within the famify, but also how we communicate
about the &mily is narrative. In this instance, &mily narrative refers to the
stories told by&m%members aboutthefam%itself. Familynarratives can be
funny, tragic, dramatic, silly, or even boring, but they all communicate
something about the family and the ways people communicate within and
about the family. In this essay, we describe an assignment that we use in our
Oral Communication and Oral Interpretation classes—the performance of
family narratives. We also suggest ways to use this assignment to teach a
variety oftopics withinthe fields ofSpeech and Theatre.

The FamilyNarrative Performance Assi^ment

For this assignment each stud^t selects a family member (in whatever
sense s/he uses the term"famity")to interview. Because there is a diversity of
types offamilies, each student uses his/her own definition of&mily to select
the subject ofhis/her performance. During the interview s/he should tryto get
the &mily member to tell stories about the &mily: either some event that
stands out as the funniest, the scariest, the most significant bonding
experience,or the most tragic event. S/he mi^t also try to collect some story
that has circulated in the family for years that may or may not be true but still

represents one view ofthe femily history. S/he might collect some story that
describes how mundane and ordinarythe&mily is.

We recommend that each student tape record the interview (with the
femily member's permission) or take notes during the telling or shortly after
the telhng ofthe story to make sure s/he accurately recreates the story for the
audience. Then s/he transcribes the story in a scr^t form and memorizes it.
S/he will assume the role ofthat femily member and perform the story for the
class. We stress the in^)ortance of using the same words, phrasing, and
nonverbal behaviors exhibited by the family member when each student
recreates the telling ofthe story for the class. We also require a copy ofthe
script before each student performs,as wellas a briefintroduction that sets up
the piece for us and tells us a little about the person and the context
surrounding the story.
We encourage students to be creative. They are free to use costumes or
props ifnecessary and to set the room up as needed. They may also enlist the

he^ of other students. Additionally, while there is no set time limit, we
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encourage students to keep the performances under three minutes. Keeping
the performance relatively short focuses the performer's attention on the
minute details ofthe subject, as well as alleviates some ofthe apprehension
associated with memorizing a longer piece. Above all students should try to
enjoy themselves. This assignment works best if everyone gets into it,
including the teacher.

AnExtension ofthe Assignment

In our Oral Communication course a written assignment accompanies the
family narrative performance. We find the following format and directed
questions he^ students focus their performances, and he]^ them see the
connections between the way they communicate and the way their &mihes
communicate:

*The paper should be at least FOUR FULL pages in length,
TYPED,DOUBLE- SPACED,grammatically correct;
*must include anINTRODUCTION in which you tell who the
person is,his/her relationsh^ to you,why you chose this particular
person;

*the first section should be about the INTERVIEW processdescribe it in detail, list what questions you asked,note the verbal
and nonverbal cues exchanged during the interview(for example,
did you look at each other during the interview? how were you
arranged spatially? what was the interviewee doing physically
during the interview? etc.);
*the second section should be about the performance processdescribe how you went about "becoming" the famify member
(what physical characteristics did you portray? what about the
person's voice? what were the identifiable mannerisms you
noticed? etc);

*the third section should be an analysis of your family
communication style with that particular person—how did
having to perform that person for others get youto see that person
in a different hght? did you notice any similarities between the
ways you communicate(verbally and nonverbally) and the ways
the family member communicates? which ofyour ideas about how
your family communicates did this project confirm? what did this
project revealto you aboutthe way your family communicates that
you did notknow before?

This written assignment is not used in the Oral Interpretation course.
Instead students focus more on the scrpting of the performance and on
embodying the persona ofthe family member. Also, this assignment he^s
demonstrate the concept of"first-person narrator" with a real life example.
Oral Interpretation students realize that narrators are people with their own
views ofthe world and their own ways oftelling stories that may be different
fi-om the performer's way.
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Variations onthe Assignment

The beauty ofthis assignment is that it is easily adapted for use in a variety
of Speech and Theatre courses. The following variations demonstrate this
adaptability and offer suggestions for making this assignment relevant to
severalareas ofstudy.

Family Communication

Obviously this assignment could be useful in a Famify Communication
class. The assignment could be e?q)andedto include a more in-depth analysis
offamily communication patterns. Also,family narratives could be studied
cnmpaTatively among all students in the class to see if certain patterns of
family storytelling emerge. Family narrative performances could also be
examined from a content-analytic perspective to see what themes, issues,
values,ortopics are covered acrossfamihes.
Acting

A variation ofthe family narrative assignment for the Acting class mi^t
involve students observing and recreating the movements and vocal qualities
oftheir own family members. Such concentrated attention on a person, even
one to which the actor may have been exposed on a daily basis,canhe^ actors
realize that even the most mundane or trivial gesture, pause, intonation may
he^ more fully round out a character. Students emoUed in acting classes are
often called upon to use their past relationsh^s as the basis for character
development. Using this assignment affords actors the opportunityto explore
the relatinnships that exist within their &mihes and to see past the taken-forgranted qualities ofthefamily member.

Gender Communication

A variation ofthis assignment for a Gender Communication class would
be to ask studentsto select a family member ofa different gender as the subject
of the performance. Stipulating that performances need to transcend
stereotypical portrayals might hel^ alleviate a series of potentially
embarrassing and offensive performances. Students should focus on which
behaviors exhibited by the subject are gendered and which behaviors are
nongendered. Class discussions following the performances could address
such issues as gendered language,styles ofcommunicating,and how and ifthe
content and plots ofthe stories varied across gender lines.
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OralHistory

This assignment might be useful as a beginning assignment in an Dial
History class, especially ifa student is directed to gather a femily history from
the family member. The assignment could even be extended into a semesterlong project in which the student interviews severalfamily members in order
to piecetogether a more detailed Family Historyperformance.

InterpersonalCommunication

By viewing the interview of the family member as an Interpersonal
exchange, the student gains practice in eUciting self-disclosure, compliance-

gaining, listening, and empathizing with a significant other. Additionally, by
showing interest in the stories that chronicle the life ofthe femity,the student
potentially strengthens interpersonal bonds within the family, and may he^
the student to better comprehend the inpact femily interpersonal
communicationhas on other interpersonalrelationshps.
Ethnography

In a course in Ethnography, this assignment might be used as an
introduction to fieldwork. The student, by interviewing and observing a
femily member, should try to see the family member as never before. This
assignment mightserve asthe catalystfor estranging the everyday practices an
ethnographer needsto leamhow to see with a new eye.

Conclusion

The Family Narrative Performance assignment is a versatile tool for
teaching a variety oftopics in Theater and Speech. Our experiences with this
assignment have been very positive. Several students commented that this

assignment was their favorite one ofthe semester partly because it wasfim and
partly because they learned to see their families in a new Hght. We beheve that

students at both the secondary and coUegiate levels in Theater and Speech will
benefit from such an assignment. Furthermore, as teachers, we enjoy the
opportunity to incorporate our students' family experiences into the
classroom experience.

Reflection on Learning as an Effective Interpersonal
Assessment Technique
Judith K Litterst, St. Cloud State University

With the current demand for classroom accountability and the need to
effectively document student learning, educators wrestle with discovering
and developing tools that will provide an accurate means of assessment. I

often hear colleagues indicate that it seems much easier to assess public
speaking activities than it is to assess interpersonal con^etency. Reliable and
validated check lists such as the SCA Competent Communicator Rating Scale
and video portfolios are usefiilinstruments for demonstrating public speaking
con^etency. But, what about tools that adequately measure interpersonal
con^etence? Although some good instruments are available, they are often
cumbersome, depending upon using artificial conversations, forced
situations,and a trained rater.

I have discovered an assessment technique that is effective in a variety of
interpersonal courses, that reinforces student learning, and that gives me an
excellent snapshot of what concepts have been retained during the quarter.
This technique I call simply "reflection on learning." I have used this
technique in both a sophomore-level interviewing course and a junior-level
small group course and have found it equally effective in both. It is easy
enoughto use in almost anyspeech communication classroom
The premise of this technique is that reflection on learning he^s the
student to re-leam what has been taught. Much like a review session
summarizes key conc^ts,refiection on learning(whether it is done orally or
in a written form)forces the learner to examine constructs, apply them to his
or her experience,and demonstrate knowledge and retention.
In my small group course, for the duration ofthe quarter students study

interactionintheir assignedfive-persontask groups. Theyare also requiredto
keep a file offocused essays which are assigned two or three times a week.
Each essayis a "reflection onlearning." After studying group role emergence,
students describe what they e7q)erienced in their groups. As we leam about
effective problem-solving, students reflect on their own ability to contribute
to problem-solving efforts. As I collect, read, and respond to these frequent
assessments,I am able to determine whatlearning is occurring,andl can give
guidance to those who are having difficulties. When the quarter ends, the
students have a portfolio of documented learning of small group theory. I
have yetto have a student complain aboutthe amountofwriting and refiection
theyhave done.

My interviewing course consists of e7q)osm:e to seven different types of
interviews including surveys,information-gathering,appraisals,enq)loyment,
persuasive, nonprofessional counseling, and disc^hne. A videotaping lab
allows for one set ofinterviews to he performed while others are done infront
ofthe class. After students conduct aninterview,they prepare a written paper
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analyzing their planning, questioning, interviewee motivation, sequencing,
and other variables. Those who videotape prepare papers after viewing
themselves;those in class may optto audiotape performances for later review
and reflection.

For classroom assessment purposes, I have found that reflection of
learning is accomplished very singly by asking-students,__when we have
completed studying a particular type ofinterviewing,to report brid^'^nwhat^
they intend to carry with them out ofthe classroom I have been very pleased

with the assessment technique, and havefound it hej^s me see what concepts
are retained. I have also discovered that students frequently tell me that they
are surprised that they are learning and remembering so much from my class.
Excerpts from a request to reflect on their learning about persuasive
interviewsfollow:

"/ realized the importance of analyzing interviewee needs and
desires. Once these are identified, criteria and solutions become
more apparent."

"The ability to probe effectively is dependent on the ability to
listen effectively."

"The best defense techniquefor the interviewee is the ability to
question."

"We have to deal with many different types ofpeople. Even if
something was your idea, sometimes you must make the
interviewee thinkitwas their idea in order to succeed."

One assertive nontraditional student, commenting on a student role play,
reported:

"Faced with the task ofpersuading an authoritative individual
who believes in a strict hierarchy among hospital staff, Lois had
to effectively confront this bias at every step of the persuasion
process. Even before she could get his ear to address her needs,
she needed toframe her questions in a deferential manner that
stroked his ego. . . . I am coming to realize that in similar
situationsIhave tried to use clearer, stronger and more assertive
arguments. Sometimes it doesn't work, and I find myself
frustrated and ineffective. Next time, I may consider a more

deferential posture and phraseology if the outcome is very
important."
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As you can see from the excerpts,reflection on learning is a simple-to-use,
flexible, and potentially rich form of classroom assessment particularly
valuable in the interpersonal classroom Students discover key concepts that
he^p them improve and that demonstrate communication competence. The
educator willing to incorporate the technique ofreflection on learning willfind
it most worthwhile.

BOOK REVIEWS

Benn, David Wedgwood. Persuasion and Soviet Politics. Basil Blackwell
Ltd: Oxford,U.K,1989. 243 pp.

Though this book was written,in 1989, it is increasingly relevant today
became it was published soon before the collapse ofthe Soviet Union and
explains the role ofpersuasion in Soviet politics at that time. Much has been
written about the changing face of communism in the former Soviet Union,
eastern Europe, and the People's Repubhc of China. The sweeping changes
have caught experts off-guard and scrambling to produce literature that

describes and interprets these changes. Unfortunately, emphasis on speed(at
the cost ofthoroughness)has frequently occurred as researchers try to keep
up with events. I am happy to report Mr. Benn has not fallen into this

category. His book reflects insights of a seasoned professional, obviously
based upon years ofwellgrounded research.

The book is well substantiated (a total of719 footnotes), easy to read,
timely and interesting. He includes 23 photographs that appropriately accent
the text.

His overall goal is to explain approaches to propaganda, persuasion, and
pubhc opinion used in theformer Soviet Union. He does this in seven chapters
that focus on reform, persuasion, pubhc opinion & ideology, propaganda
under Stalin, developments after Stalin under Gorbachev's accession, a
critique of propaganda in the former Soviet Union, and the effects of the
aforementioned onEast-Westrelations.

The first chapter provides an introduction for the book's direction. He
opens the chapter stating his specific objective is "to examine the Soviet
approach, both past and present, to the question of method in relation to

propaganda,persuasion,and the influencing ofpubhc opinion." He closes the

chapter with "This book is not primarily concerned with discussing whether
the Soviet reformers will succeed...simply to try to make their tbinVing
intelhgible." These intentions serve as a he^fulguidonfor the reader.
In 'How to Persuade?",Benn describes problems the Soviet government

has had influencing the pubhc (using case study exanqiles dealing with
alcoholism, birth-rate, and labour disc:^line). Shortcoming.';in this area have
been generally attributed to the inability of the propagandists to speak
language understandable to the masses.

Chapter Three ("Persuasion, Pubhc Opinion, and Ideology") provides a
more detailed analysis of the connections between Soviet approaches with
propaganda,pubhc opinion and ofhcialideology. Sub-topics eiqilored in tbis
discussion include the link between propaganda and organization in. Soviet
thinking, Nazi usage of psychological man^ulation, influences of Marx,
Lenin, Stalin, & Brezhnev, and traditional Soviet guidelines for
propagandists. Primary methods of Soviet propaganda are categorized in
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three areas: 1)didactic,repetitive explanation ofthe party's position,2)active
involvement of individuals in activities of perceived importance to the
country's goals, and 3) mobilization of group influence against deviant
attitudes or behavior.

Benn discusses propaganda and psychology during the Stalin era in
Chapter Four. Duringthe 1950'sitwasbelievediatheWestthatRussian(and
Chinese) communists had discovered techniques for mind control but he
dismisses this speculation as rumor (probably the result of cold war fears).
Benn's findings indicate Stalin used little psychologyin propaganda.
Chapter Five coversthe period from Stalin's deathto Gorbachev's coming
to power (1953-1985). Vast improvements in living standards were felt
during this period but Benn points out thatimprovements did not keep up with
new issues. Subjects discussed include Krushchev & de-StaUnization,
propaganda under Brezhnev,and media research in the 1960's. He concludes
psychology and public opinion influenced persuasive techniques in the West
much morethaninthe Soviet Union during this period.

Benn offers a critique ofSoviet propaganda in Chapter Six. Inthis critique
he states the family has far more inqiact on influencing individual values (as
opposed to the media) than is generally believed. He frequently stresses
Soviet individuality in this discussion. He closes with a briefchapter on EastWestrelations andtheimportance ofenq)athy among worldleaders.

The chapters are well organized and well written but more cohesive
transitions among chapters wouldbehelpfuL
Otherwise,the reader willfind the book to be enlightening and enjoyable.
JimSchnell

Ohio Dominican College

Fiske,Joha Reading thePopular. Routledge:London and New York,1992.
228 pp.

. UnderstandingPopular Culture. Routledge: London and New York,
1992. 206 pp.

The cover art on Routledge's handsome reprinting ofFiskes's cnmpaninn
works onpopular culture(originalfypublished 1989)presents inq)ressionistic
scenes ofbeachcombers and blue-jean clad youth. They A"epresent,in artistic

form, the author's interest in redefining our conception of the popular by
causing us to consider the role ofthe seeming]^ mundane aspects ofour lives.
Seemingly, because it is in the moments of recreation and leisure that

contemporary citizens find the roots ofthe popular,the means ofresistance,
and the abilityto build their own culturalpractices.
Understanding Popular Culture is the more theoretical of the two

volumes. Or at least, Fiske has designed it to present theory first, then
emended exan^les. However,his ear]^ anafysis ofthe "jeaning" ofAmerica
gives clear insight into the critical power ofthe theories he reviews, a power
that is more fulfy demonstrated in the other volume. Fiske deft^reviews the
work oftheorists such as Bakhtin,De Certeau,Barthes,Foucault,and others,
without fully ascribing to any of their positions. Building on their work,

Fiske's own resistance to dominant modes leads him to(what was at the time)
a umque perspective onpopular culture, separating it fiomprevious views of
mass culture. He rejects pessimistic theories, such as Akhusserian

overdetermination, in favor of concepts that allow the public the ability,
indeed the right, to twist and use cultural messages for their own purposes.
One of the most insightful concepts Fiske describes is that of the carnival

pleasure. Beginning with Bakhtin's notion of the camivalesque, Fiske rearticulates the idea in hght ofconten^orary culture. Carnivalis a breach ofthe
status quo, a sanctioned lapse in which partic^ants defy authority and break

the rules. The excesses of medieval festivals (Bakhtin's focus) have been
replaced by mediated festivals such as all-star wrestling, which Fiske refers to
as "television's carnival ofbodies." The exaggerated and distorted bodies of
the wrestlers provides outlet for viewers who do not see the typical ideal of
male attractiveness(Tom Selleck.Pierce Brosnan)as attainable.
Throughout the book, Fiske gradually doles out portions of his theory,
taking it one step at a time, and using many examples firom a broad array of
culturalphenomena. He worksthroughthese disparate examples in a waythat
is very reminiscent ofan early Kenneth Burke, who wrote as fieely about the
popular culture of his day as he did about Madame Bovary. In fact, Fiske
makes a point ofemphasizing the inqiortance ofpopular culture analysis over
and above the traditional study ofliterature. The seventh and final chapter of
the book is titled "Politics," and is a detailed summary ofprevious arguments
as wellas showing the conqilexities ofachieving politicalrelevance and action
fi^om this understanding ofthe popular.

Conversely,Reading thePopularhQgms with a conqiressed version ofthe
theoreticalmaterialcontained m UnderstandingPopular Culture,then moves
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directly to analysis of a far-ranging body of "texts" ftom the beach to
Madonna to the daily news. Chapters on video games and the Sears tower

again prove the point that no culturalicons are beyond Fiske's analysis, either
due to stature or type.

The beauty ofthis volume rests in Fiskes'ab^to portray the reader of
popular culture, and in his dead honesty about his own duality as researcher
and consumer. This layering of response mirrors the layering of popular

elements (i.e., the cultural message itself, the "accessories" it creates in the
form of advertising and products, and the popular response to the message

and its accessories). The act oftextual criticism provides a context for the
theoretical framework and demonstrates the close-knit relationsh^ between

theory and practice, between theorizing and analyzing. As Fiske weaves
through his chosen texts, the reader begins to understand the process of
popular readings and popular resistance. The ability to deviate from the
producer's purpose brings us close to Barthes'yoMMja«ce or primal passion,
so viQ\^?irtic\\\aXQ6.ia.UnderstandingPopularCulture.
These two volumes,thou^sH^tly dated aheady,represent an in^ortant

step in our understanding ofthe culturalrealmin which we live. Theyprovide
a framework for understanding our time and the mountain of cultural

messages we experience on a daily basis. Fiske draws in^ortant distinctions
from past writers who through snobbishness or despair have rejected the
popular. To embrace the popular means to at once understand its commercial
nature and the possibilities to subvert and recreate that nature. Fiske gives his
reader the classic "positive" moment withouttrivializing the issues. For those
of us searching for our own understandings of the popular, and
nnHerstanHings that can be discussed with our students, these twin texts
present a cogent set ofarguments anda wonderfulplaceto begin.
Donald E. Rice

Concordia College,Moorhead
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